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Abstract
This thesis recognises the need to understand and manage the complex network of
perceptions between internal and external place stakeholders. These perceptions are termed
identity and image, and are central to the development of effective brand strategy. Generally,
identity is how we see ourselves, while image is how others see us. These concepts have
relevance to individuals, organisations and places, with the concept of place identity being
the focus of this thesis. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, this thesis combines marketing,
social-semiotics and urban planning literature to characterise place identity. Pivotal to this
thesis, is the argument that place managers should examine identities as the starting point of
developing a brand strategy. Despite the characteristics of place identity being acknowledged,
existing approaches to reveal identities do not holistically address all characteristics.
Typically, studies take a static snapshot to reveal an identity or identity set, but do not
consider the communicative, fluid and multi-sensory character of place identity. This thesis
addresses such shortcomings and answers the question, How to research place identities?
Guided by communication theory, a Systemic Functional Participative Multi-modal
Framework (SFPMF) is designed and validated in this thesis. The SFPMF facilitates reflexive
and participative process consisting of three phases, orientation, narration, and reflection.
With the aim of enabling participants as co-researchers, they assist in collection and analysis
of spatial, audio and video data. Due to the relevance of communication, systemic functional
linguistics techniques were used to analyse the data, including appraisal, reference,
transitivity, and speech function analytics. Using a design-apply-learn process, the
methodology was developed with residents from Wollongong, a regional Australian city. Once
no more changes were required, the final version of the SFPMF was tested again with
residents of Wollongong, demonstrating its ability to holistically operationalise place identity.
Uniquely, this framework enables a participative inquiry and offers tools to confirm such. The
value of this method to authentically include residents in place management strategies is also
addressed. The thesis concludes with a discussion of these contributions, as well as suggests
opportunities to further develop the SFPMF methodology within place branding, and its
potential in other domains.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Chapter One introduces this thesis and explains its position within the field of place branding.
Criticisms of place branding and an interdisciplinary explanation of place identity are
introduced. These sections provide a foundation to introduce the research question for this
thesis, How to research place identities? Following these discussions, the thesis contributions,
thesis structure, and conclusion to Chapter One is provided.

1.2 Positioning of the thesis
This thesis is positioned in the domain of place branding which recognises the existence of,
competition for, and mobility of place markets at national, regional and local levels. Broadly,
these markets consist of residents, investors and tourists. For thousands of years humans
tried to attract other humans to ‘their place’. The phenomenon to attract people to places is
more prevalent today as transport, technology and communication systems provide
capabilities for humans to more easily locate to other places. Place marketing is not dissimilar
from other forms of marketing having a focus on attracting (and retaining) members of
specific segments. Place markets include residents, investors, tourism and people with
specific skills such as doctors and trades people. Similar to branding in organisations, the rise
in competition has increased the need for differentiating places by managing the place brand.
This thesis is a result of two major criticisms of the place branding field or dominant research
approaches. Firstly, despite the recognised uniqueness of the place branding field, its theory
is borrowed from other disciplines. A key argument against borrowing methods and theory
from other fields is the fact they do not cater for the specific characteristics of place as a social
practice. While the field of place branding is moving towards the understanding of place as a
social process, the legacy of evolving from a marketing discipline are methods and theories
rooted in organisational behaviour and psychology. Despite increased attention in evolving
1

the place branding theory (Green, Grace & Perkins 2016), scholars still class place branding
as emerging (Hankinson 2014) and claim theory is "limited" (Ashworth 2015, p.2).
Acknowledging the newness of the discipline and the multidisciplinary approaches,
Kavaratzis (2012) calls for both theory and method development in place branding.
The second critique of place branding regards the use of top-down market orientation in
brand strategy development versus a bottom-up brand orientation (Baxter, Kerr & Clarke
2013). A brand orientation is a holistic strategic approach that encourages consideration of
the brand identity in all aspects of an organisation. In contrast, a market orientation has an
outside-in approach, which focuses on the needs and wants of the market to drive strategic
direction (Urde 1999). Contemporary literature supports the need for a bottom-up approach
(Kavaratzis 2012) or brand orientation strategy (Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013) in place brand
management. Green, Grace and Perkins (2016) suggest the knowledge gaps in place branding
literature occur because both practitioners and scholars avoid a brand orientation approach.
Building on the work of Baxter, Kerr and Clarke (2013), this thesis argues the first step in a
brand orientation approach is to reveal place identities including, what they are and how they
are constructed.
Place identities should be the foundation of the place brand. As a consequence, it is essential
for practitioners to access and understand the identities of a place and how they are
constructed. Arguably, brand strategies driven from place identities create more authentic
and sustainable place brands (Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013). In support of this position, Insch
and Stuart (2015) highlight the danger of citizen disengagement, when brand strategy is out
of sync with residents' perceptions and expectations. Further to this, Braun, Eshuis and Klijn
(2014) revealed the lack of effectiveness of formal brand communications from place
managers such as brand taglines, compared with other communications embedded in actual
experience. Other communications could include, attending local markets, visiting a local
beach, or discussing place attributes with other people either online or in-person.

1.3 Place identity
Studied for decades across multiple disciplines, place identity has many definitions.
Disciplines include social psychology, geography, urban planning, sociology, political science,
and place marketing. Although authors adopt a wide range of approaches to research place
identity there are shared understandings, particularly in sociology, environmental
psychology and town planning literature.
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Human geographer Relph (1976, p.5), explains place identity exists “in the experience, eye,
mind, and intention of the beholder as much as in the physical appearance of the city or
landscape”. Relph (1976) suggests it is a social construct formed within a social-cultural
environment, through a process of acknowledging similarities and differences from other
places. From a city planner’s perspective of place, Hague (2005, p.7) describes environmental
cognitions as the process of filtering personal factors such as “feelings, meanings, experiences,
memories and actions” through social structures. Hague (2005, p.7) acknowledges the
influence of individual characteristics, experiences and social contexts on the nature and
degree of place identification. Similarly, Davis (2005, p.366) suggests that “places are defined
by the people that live in them, the shifting composition of their communities influences their
meaning”. In the place branding field, place identity is accepted as being the result of
meaning-making processes as residents make sense of their place (Aitken & Campelo, 2011;
Kerr & Oliver 2014).
Discussed but commonly forgotten in practice, is the notion of residents being the place
identity owners and in a unique position of both consuming and producing place identity.
Braun, Kavaratzis and Zenker (2013, p.20-23) propose residents act in three different roles:
an integral part of the place brand through their characteristics and behaviour; ambassadors
for their place brand who grant credibility to any communicated message; citizens and voters
who are vital for the political legitimization of place branding. As place identity holders,
residents should be the subject of analysis when studying place identity (Mueller & Schade
2012). Importantly, residents wear multiple ‘identity hats’. For instance, as well as being
members of the community, they may also be, councillors, business owners, committee
members, and/or investors.
Place identity is a fluid concept and subject to change (Minca 2005; Baxter 2011; Mueller &
Schade 2012). In addition, it is understood that place identity is a result of a meaning-making
process via communications. For instance, Barthes (1967, p.2) proposed that the “city speaks
to its inhabitants”. Using corporate branding theory, Kavaratzis (2004) categorises place
communications as primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary place communications include a
place’s built and natural environment, and behaviours of the internal stakeholders. Secondary
place communications are the planned communications including marketing and public
relations efforts. Whereas, tertiary place communication refers to media spin or word of
mouth between internal and external stakeholders. Similarly, Baxter (2011) suggests place is
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communicated through the culture of residents, the leisure and education options, as well as
natural and built environments.
There is a lack of understanding within the literature regarding the definition of place identity
(Boisen, Terlouw & van Gorp 2010; Mueller & Schade 2012). In attempt to clarify this concept,
Kerr and Oliver (2014) consolidate the literature to present five characteristics of place
identity, which include being plural, co-produced, temporal, fluid, the result and content of
communications, and created by residents. In Chapter Two, these characteristics are explained
within a literature review of place identity. In light of the multiple approaches, it is a
contribution of this thesis to present a holistic definition of place identity that considers all
characteristics of the concept.

1.4 Research need
Revealing and understanding identities with regard to how they are co-created, relational
and evolve over time is important for effective place branding. As part of a brand orientation
approach, investigating place identities is a necessary first step in strategy development.
From a brand management perspective, understanding communication influences to identity
allows the discovery of a place’s uniqueness (Ashworth & Graham, 2005) or competitive
identity (Anholt, 2007), and reveals relationships between a place and its people (Ashworth
& Graham, 2005). Researching existing place-resident relationships is necessary if managers
aim to strengthen this bond and achieve socio-cultural effects such as civic pride, a sense of
belonging and confidence amongst residents. It could also increase place advocacy (Mommas,
2002; Ashworth & Graham, 2005; Anholt, 2010), as well as improve resident quality of life.
Knowledge of place identities and how they are constructed enables brand managers to
strategically address negative identities and promote positive ones (Baxter 2011). Without
understanding communication influences on place identities, managers cannot target core
issues, nor can they effectively predict success of such strategies. Boisen, Terlouw and van
Gorp (2011, p.2) explain the goal of place branding is to add value by “influencing the
perceived qualities of the place”. Evidently, place identity plays an important role in place
management.
Although place identity receives much attention within place branding, key authors still call
for further research. For instance, Kavaratzis (2012) calls for more tangible methodologies
and place identity research generally. Similarly, calls for identity research are made from
corporate branding, such as Cornelissen, Christensen and Kinuthia (2012, p.1100).
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“…the time is now ripe for a constructive dialogue across the communication and
marketing literatures in order to promote a more integrated understanding of
the role that communication plays in creating the meaning, the form, and indeed
the very possibility of corporate or branded identities.”
Variation in discipline definitions of brand concepts, such as identity and image have
influenced the varied and sometimes incompatible approaches used in place branding. From
a review of the literature, Lucarelli and Brorström (2013, p.76) suggested future research
should investigate how place brands are “used and appropriated, but also conceived, created
and expressed”. Similar to de Certeau’s (1984) critique of urban planning, Lucarelli and
Brorström (2013, p.76) acknowledge an abundance of studies that use a consumerorientated perspective, which neglects the “reason, modality and spatiality of the usage and
consumption”. The complexities of place identity demand new techniques to consider the
social-spatial context in which place identity is performed. Kavaratzis (2012) also highlights a
need to focus on the role of stakeholders in creation, development and ownership of place
brands. He lists current inadequacies as, simplifying place to a single brand tagline then
attempting to convince audiences of its relevancy, and a lack of attention on residents in place
branding research. Specifically, calling for research to address the “constant dialogue
between stakeholders” that “render[s] the place brand an “ever changing entity" (Kavaratzis
2012, p.10).
Calls are also made for research that provide consultants with “tangible place branding
methodologies" (Kavaratzis 2012, p.10). Notwithstanding some authors with this focus
(Baxter 2011; Mueller & Schade 2011; Shirazi 2014), there is still need for such
methodologies. Although Shirazi (2014) operationalised a model of place identity
communications, his methods are designed for brand identity maintenance opposed to
revealing place identity. While Baxter (2011) does offer methods to reveal a place identity-set
at a point in time, this approach does not explain the temporal and social processes in which
place identity is embedded.
In attempt to cater for participative processes, Mueller and Schade (2011) used collaborative
workshops in their study of place identity. However, this participative claim was based purely
on residents' presence in the workshops. Importantly, the degree of participation was not
addressed, and no methods were offered on how to authenticate 'participative' interactions.
In further support of this thesis, van Ham (2008, p.132) calls for “more intense academic
study” generally within place branding, while Haartsen, Groote & Huigen (2000) note the lack
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of empirical research of place identity construction. Human geographer Hague (2007)
attributes this lack of empirical research to a difficulty in operationalising existing theory.
Furthermore, Green, Grace and Perkins (2016) acknowledge a fragmentation in place
branding regarding concept definition and research approaches. This thesis answers all
stated calls research with an empirically supported and empirically grounded participative
framework to reveal and understand place identity construction.

1.5 Research question
Despite the characteristics of place identity being acknowledged, current approaches to
reveal identities are not sufficient. Most studies are incompatible with the communicative,
fluid and multi-sensory character of place identity. By contrast, this thesis develops a
methodological framework more accommodating of the true nature of place identity, by
addressing the question, How to research place identities? The position taken in this thesis is
that place identities are discursively constructed through communication and place meaning
is situated in a social rather than the individual realm. From this position, social semiotic
theory and a participative inquiry provides the foundation to address the research question.

1.6 Contributions
This research empirically defines place identity and offers theoretical and methodological
contributions to the place branding discipline. Contributions of this thesis are introduced in
the following sections.

1.6.1

Theoretical contributions

This thesis contributes to the under-theorised domain of place branding, with an
operationalised theorisation of place identity construction from a functional communicative
perspective. This thesis presents a Functional Place Identity Theory based on a spatial
adaptation of systemic functional linguistics (SFL). The place identity concept is further
defined empirically.
Adapted from information systems discipline, Sterman's (2000) double looped learning
approach is applied as a theory of learning, to develop the Systemic Functional Participative
Multi-modal Framework (SFPMF); a novel framework to study place identity. Sterman’s
(2000) approach is appropriated and follows a design-apply-learn sequence via three
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Iterations with residents of Wollongong, Australia. Uniquely, this approach relies on feedback
from each iteration through both research and participant reflection.
In consideration of gaps within the literature, this thesis contributes participative approach
for place identity research. Guidelines for participative inquiry (Bergold & Thomas 2012)
helped form this participative approach, including the documentation of meaningful actions,
empowerment of the participant, and providing opportunity for reflection. This approach
bridges the gap between participative inquiry and place identity research design,
contributing both data collection and analysis methods to achieve participative objectives.

1.6.2

Methodological contributions

A novel framework is developed to address the research question, How to research place
identities? As a result, there are several methodological contributions are made from this
thesis. Each method for data collection, organisation, and analysis is theoretically
conceptualised and empirically tested in this thesis.

1.7 Thesis structure
This thesis consists of six chapters with the structure and objectives of each provided in Table
1.1.
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Table 1-1 Thesis structure
1

2

Chapter
Introduction

Literature
Review












3

4

Participative
Systemic
Semantic
Approach to
Meaning



Framework
Development








5

Framework
Validation




6

Contributions
and
Conclusion




Details and Objectives
Positioning of the thesis within the place branding discipline.
The concept of place identity
The research need.
The research question.
Contributions.
The thesis structure.
History of place marketing and place branding.
Critique of existing approaches to place identity research through the lenses of place
marketing, sociology, human geography, psychology, urban planning and communication.
The need for an improved methodology to research place identity is outlined. Leading to the
objective of this thesis to question of how to research place identities?
The need and aim of this thesis to develop, apply and validate a methodology for revealing
place identities is explained.
Proposing a communicative approach, social semiotics is positioned as the most appropriate
perspective for understanding the meaning-making processes of place identity. Systemic
Functional Linguistics and Participative Inquiry is introduced as the way to operationalise
this perspective.
Guided by the theoretical and analytical stance taken, a methodology, the Systemic
Functional Participative Multi-modal Framework [SFPMF] is introduced. The Framework
has a participatory approach to data collection and consists of phases labelled, Orientating,
Narrating, and Reflecting. Each method in this framework is explained and justified.
The SFPMF is developed through a design-apply-learn process.
The SFPMF was tested and developed with residents from Australian city, Wollongong.
Data is presented sequentially and shows learning as the SFPMF was tested and modified
through this iterative process.
The design-apply-learn process was finished once no more changes were recommended for
the SFPMF.
The final version of the SFPMF from Chapter Four was applied with another three residents
of Wollongong, Australia.
The appropriateness of the SFPMF to research place identities is demonstrated through a
discussion of how the SFPMF data reveals place identity holistically.
Theoretical and methodological contributions of the research are discussed.
An agenda for further research is provided.

1.8 Conclusion
With reference to the place branding literature the role and importance of place identity
research was acknowledged and its characteristics explained. The need for a new approach
was declared and justified by calls for more research in the current literature. The research
question was also introduced and contributions from this study were provided. Chapter Two
expands the discussion of place marketing, place branding and place identity research, and
justifies the need for a more robust methodology to research place identity.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The objective of this Chapter is to introduce and explain key concepts, identify and critique
current literature and conclude by explaining and justifying the need for this thesis. This task
commences with an examination of the concept and practice of place marketing.

2.2 Place marketing
Place marketing involves the application of marketing principles to places; places meaning
precincts, towns, cities, regions and nations. Literature highlights ways in which marketing
applications can assist a place’s economic and social future. Ngyuyen (2009) and Kavaratzis
and Ashworth (2006), state the marketing of places can broaden the appeal to existing or
new markets. Syrett (2006) and Metaxas (2009) argue in favour of places adopting strategic
planning to develop governance structures that promote locational characteristics, enhance
competitiveness and respond rapidly to changing market conditions which underpin broader
competitiveness. By diversifying product offerings, a place may avoid the consequences of
relying on diminishing natural resources or a single industry to maintain its economy. Place
marketing strategies aim to protect the fate of places through the delivery of superior value
to existing and potential place consumers. Having a competitive place brand enhances
economic development. Anholt (2007) and Sevin (2011) argue place marketing strategies
should be motivated for the good of the residents, including economic or social benefits.
To contextualise this thesis, the history of place marketing and its contributions to the
development of place branding is discussed. O’Leary and Iredale (1976, p.156) produced one
of the first place marketing definitions being: “activities designed to create favourable
dispositions and behaviour toward geographic locations”. Ashworth and Voogd (1994, p.41)
suggest place marketing is an instrument of place management to “maximise the efficient
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social and economic functioning of the area concerned, in accordance with whatever wider
goals have been established”. Braun (2008, p.43) adapts the American Marketing
Association’s classification of marketing and considers the impacts to society in his definition.
“City marketing is the coordinated use of marketing tools supported by a shared
customer-oriented philosophy, for creating, communicating, delivering, and
exchanging urban offerings that have value for the city’s customers and the city’s
community at large”.
Importantly, Braun (2008) suggests the objective is to satisfy place consumers, including
residents. This definition extends beyond place marketing initiatives that focus on economic
development with disregard for the local community.
The difference between place marketing and destination (tourism) marketing needs to be
explained. Although there is a common objective of economic (and perhaps social)
development, place marketing is broader and more complex than tourism marketing (Kerr
2006; Baxter & Kerr 2010). Tourism marketing focuses on attracting individuals to visit,
while place marketing aims to attract and retain all markets that can potentially improve a
place’s economic and social well-being, notably, goods and service producers, corporate
headquarters and regional offices, outside investors and exporters, tourists and
conventioneers, and new residents (see Kotler, Haider & Rein 1993, p.19). When compared to
corporate marketing, place marketing requires the involvement of a greater number and
more diverse group of stakeholders, across a number of industry sectors (Green 2005). As
with other markets, place markets can be segmented. For instance, research consultancy
Ecorys (2008, p.1), design strategic marketing plans targeting place market segments
including “high quality companies, well-trained residents and visitors with money to spend”.
Although authors including Olins (1999) and Green (2005) warn of taking the corporate
brand/place brand analogy too far, particularly given the greater number and more diverse
group of stakeholders, and fewer control mechanisms which exist in most places. Despite
inherent limitations, destination branding and corporate branding provided sound
foundations for place branding research and practice.
Although argued to be a relatively new discipline (Kotler, Haider & Rein 1993; Anholt 2014),
place marketing in the form of promotion and image-management has been conducted for
centuries.
“…since Leif Ericson sought new settlers in the 8th century for his newly
discovered ‘green’ land, the idea of the deliberate projection of favourable place
images to potential customers, investors or residents has been actively pursued”
(Ashworth and Voogd, 1994 p.39)
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Based on earlier accounts (such as Bailey 1989), Kavaratzis (2008) identified various phases
of place marketing applications throughout history, these were adapted in Kavaratzis and
Ashworth (2008) to include, place promotion, planning instrument, corporate brand. From as
early as the seventeenth century, promotional efforts were aimed at attracting new settlers
by offering opportunities including the use and even ownership of agricultural land.
Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2008) termed this place promotion, of which the settlement of the
American West is a prime example. Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2008) explain the changing
political, legal, social and technological environment in which places operated as being major
influences in the stage of the planning instrument (between 1990-1999). The authors explain
this stage combines planning [policies focusing on local economic development] and
marketing knowledge [social marketing and non-profit marketing] for a more strategic
approach to place management.
An early example of the shift from place promotion to planning instrument, whereby image
campaigns were integrated with urban regeneration strategies, is the ‘Glasgow’s Miles Better’
image campaign (Paddison 1993). Even prior to Glascow, was I ♥ NEW YORK campaign
launched in 1977 (Green 2008). Eshuis, Braun and Klijn (2013, p.1) note that early
integration of promotional techniques with policy development, led to place marketing being
an “integral part of urban governance” today. Such integration attempted to resolve issues
caused by involvement of multiple public and private parties, such as, “the tourist board,
hotels, museums, some major companies, and the municipality” (Eshuis, Braun & Klijn 2013,
p.2). Although motivated by economic development, questionable ‘leverage’ place marketing
approaches were seen in America during 1980’s (see Gold & Ward 1994), which focussed on
incentivised investment, often resulting in profiteering rather than social benefit.
The third stage, that of corporate brand, began at the beginning of this century with the
application of corporate branding principles to places in order to successfully communicate a
place brand to internal and external stakeholders (Kavaratzis & Ashworth 2008).
Antecedents for this shift to the corporate brand stage could be attributed to macroenvironmental changes. Gardyn (2002, p.32) comments on the growing competition between
places, due to increasing “choices of where to live, where to visit and where to do business
have expanded”. Gardyn (2002) noted changes as individuals are becoming less placedependent and routinely migrate outside the place they were born. According to Gardyn
(2002) and Huigen and Meijering (2005), this physical and emotional disconnect between
individuals and places has led to less place loyalty. The place branding process is summarised
by Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2015, p.15) as including three stages:
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"the Analytical Phase (research and analysis of the city, its resources, its image
and perceptions), the Strategic Phase (development of strategic actions and
tactical measures to create or influence the place brand), and the Participatory
Phase (a phase of consultation and dialogue with the several groups of
stakeholders).
The practice of revealing place identities would be ascribed to the Analytical Phase, whereby
the purpose is to understand identities prior to strategy, tactical development and
implementation. Place identities research would guide both the Strategic Phase and
Participatory Phase. In addition, researching identities might be used in the latter two Phases,
to evaluate how identities might have evolved over time from strategic or organic
intervention. It is in this stage of the corporate brand, that scholars and practitioners alike
refocused their efforts on improving the place product for residents. With this motivation,
place branding can assist the "functioning of urban democracy", by using "participatory
process" and ensuring "citizens are seen as co-owners of the brand" (Eshuis & Edwards 2013,
p. 16).

2.3 Place branding
There has been increasing research into place branding (see Lucarelli & Berg 2011), including
communities (Eshuis & Edwards 2013), towns (Baker 2007; Kerr 2010) cities (Kotler, Haider
& Rein 1993; Gardyn 2002; Mommaas 2002; Kavaratzis and Ashworth 2006; Virgo and de
Chernatony 2006; Baxter 2011; Insch & Stuart 2014; Lucarelli & Hallin 2015; Insch & Bowden
2016) and nations (Fan 2006; Anholt 2007). However, Zenker and Braun (2010, p.3) define
the place brand as a result of communications.
“A network of associations in the consumers’ mind based on the visual, verbal,
and behavioural expression of a place, which is embodied through the aims,
communication, values, and the general culture of the place’s stakeholders and
the overall place design”
With regard to the role and purpose of place branding, Braun, Eshuis, and Klijn (2014, p.65)
reinforce that:
"Place branding is not an objective in itself: It is instrumental in attaining the
objectives of a place (district, city or region), which are either set by the
respective governments or jointly decided upon by collaborating public and
private stakeholders".
Multiple definitions and approaches exist in place branding studies (Kavaratzis & Ashworth
2006; Lucarelli & Berg 2011; Sevin 2014; Kavaratzis & Ashworth 2015). Common to these
definitions are acknowledgment of communication acts between a place and its stakeholders,
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and the ability to manage place perceptions through marketing activities. These perceptions
are classified as identities held by internal place stakeholders (such as residents) and images
held by external place stakeholders (such as tourists and investors). Oliver, Kerr and Clarke
(2012) further differentiate these concepts by acknowledging place identities as separate to
place brand identity and place competitive identity; this is shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Bottom-up approach to place branding
Source: Oliver, Kerr and Clarke (2012)

Figure 2-1 also adopts a bottom-up place branding approach, whereby managers make brand
choices based on knowledge of what residents think, feel and desire for their place
(identities) and external place market’s perceptions and expectations (images). Brand
choices should aim to close gaps between perception and reality to achieve a competitive
position in the marketplace. A reliance on identities to guide place brand development, is the
principal of a brand orientation (Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013).
In support of a foundation based on place identities, Anholt (2007, p.5) explains place
branding research should be an “act of mining rather than forging” as we are never “dealing
with a blank canvas”. He points out that the canvas has already been painted and it has been
“hanging in someone else’s home for generations”. Similarly, Jacobs explains “cities have the
capability of providing something for everybody, only because, and only when, they are
created by everybody” (1961, p.312). This further supports the need for a brand orientation
approach where place identities provide foundations of the place brand. Jacobs (1961) and
Buttimer and Seamon (1980), criticise place managers and planners who consistently
disregarded the residents' varying needs and instead place designs were established and
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implemented in a cookie cutter manner. Today, similar problems are seen in place branding
programs that ignore the complexity of place and place relationships. As a consequence, these
programs tend to neglect problems and promote unrealistic one-market campaigns.
The complexity of place derives from identities that are “constructed through historical,
political, religious, and cultural discourses; through local knowledge, and influenced by
power struggles” (Govers and Go, 2009, p. 17). Due to its role of managing these social
constructions, place branding is always “complex, contentious and contested” (Sevin 2011,
156). Management of identities is essentially management of communication as perceptions
are created and identities are performed through communication acts. Ashworth (2009, p.1)
defines communication interfaces as contact points and categorises them as: personal
“accumulated experiences”; “place representation”, such as films, novels, paintings, news
reports; “deliberate intervention”, such as planning and urban design (Ashworth 2009, p.1).
To define communication acts, Kavaratzis (2004) adopts corporate branding concepts to
explain the process of place image building through primary, secondary and tertiary
communications, termed the City Image Communications model. Kavaratzis’ (2004) model
includes landscape, infrastructure, government structure, and internal stakeholder
behaviours as contributing to primary communication. Similar to Balmer and Gray’s (1999)
corporate model, these characteristics refer to stakeholders' first hand experiences.
Secondary or formal communications include public relations, visual identity systems and
promotions and advertising. Finally, tertiary communication includes word-of-mouth
(between internal-to-internal stakeholders and internal-to-external stakeholders), media and
competitors’ communication.
With the aim of measuring city branding effectiveness, Braun, Eshuis and Klijn (2014)
adapted the City Image Communications model. In this updated conceptualisation, Primary
communication is termed PHYSICAL, Secondary communication is known as TRADITIONAL,
and Tertiary communication is labelled Word Of Mouth (WOM). Braun, Eshuis and Klijn
(2014) support Kavaratzis' links between communication types and place image, but they
differentiate between residents and visitors perceptions. In their study, the PHYSCIAL and
WOM communication strategies were suggested to be more influential than TRADITIONAL
(Braun, Eshuis & Klijn 2014).
Shirazi (2014) critiques City Image Communications model for not considering the two-way
dynamic and recursive process of communication activities on place identity formation.
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Although this model has been critiqued for depicting a one-way communication process
(Shirazi 2014), it has been highly cited in the place branding literature and influential in
current models (Hanna & Rowley 2011; Shirazi 2014). These authors highlight the important
role of communication in the construction and expression of internal (identities) and external
(images) place perceptions, and the need to manage contact points in order to influence the
network of associations people have with a place. Evidently, communication is a meaningmaking tool in place branding and is the foundation of the approach taken in this thesis.
Although without using the term brand orientation, recent studies encouraged the use of a
bottom-up strategy in place branding (Mueller & Schade 2012). Lucarelli and Brorström
(2013, p.75) classified this approach as falling within appropriation, one of six perspectives
currently adopted within the place branding literatures. Appropriation differs to critical
humanism, critical structuralism, co-production, production and consumer-orientated by
following an interpretivist-subjectivist perspective.
“understanding actors as social agents in their totality (what they think, feel,
smell and do); the way different actors make sense of the different manifestation
of place branding; and in the socio-cultural meaning inscribed in the actor’s
actions and will. Those studies also conceptualised the phenomenon of place
branding as highly dynamic and relational but most of all as an ongoing process.
Those studies approach the study of place branding from a bottom-up approach
in which the actors are the main focus of analysis.”
The authors note little research is conducted within appropriation that is of “the reason,
modality and spatiality of the usage and consumption pattern” of residents (Lucarelli &
Brorström 2013, p.76). They call for more research to be conducted using an appropriation
perspective if place branding is to move towards understanding more about how place
brands are “conceived, created and expressed” (Lucarelli & Brorström 2013, p.76). Koeck and
Warnaby (2015, p.183) also advocate for "co-creative process and practices" in place
branding. They further establish this need by highlighting place as a dynamic meaning
making activity and suggest bottom-up and participatory approaches which "focus on
multiple narratives in a system of dynamic storytelling" (Koeck & Warnaby 2015, p.183).
This thesis contributes to this call.
In order to make sense of place communication processes and further define the role of place
branding, Giovanardi (2012) challenged the traditional discourse of place management,
claiming place branding has replaced place marketing. Giovanardi (2012) explains traditional
distinctions between hard place factors such as economic infrastructure and location, and
soft place factors such as quality of life, are now blurred. In an attempt to clarify, Giovanardi
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(2012) posits the idea of haft and sord place factors. Haft factors represent semiotic effects
that occur within all urban environments whereby the users engage in communication acts
with the place and appropriate meanings based on their own social context and situation.
Haft factors are described as more functional than representational. Examples include
controllable elements such as "architecture" and less controllable ones such as “real estate
market value” (Giovanardi, 2012 p.39). Sord factors are more representational than
functional. For instance, place culture is a representational factor but has functional
possibilities through events such as festivals, market stalls and art exhibitions.
Sevin (2011, p.156) proposes an “explanation of place branding phenomenon without an
emphasis on the meaning construction processes is inherently incomplete”. Heeding
Kavaratzis' (2004) warning that communication should not be ignored in discussions of
meaning formation, Sevin (2011; 2014) argues the relevancy of a communicative approach to
place branding studies. From a critical theory perspective, Sevin (2011, 159) defends the use
of the term communicative opposed to communication due to “the interactive nature of the
process”. In the context of place identity and image construction this thesis concurs the
prominent role of communication.
Concurrent in this place branding body of literature is the importance of understanding the
place-person relationship including communication processes and the occurrence of dualistic
experiences. Research such as Sevin (2011) and Giovanardi, Lucarelli and Pasquinelli (2013)
are progressing place branding discipline through the application of theories suitable to
understand complex place brand phenomena. In light of the need to consider the role and
process of communication in place branding practices, it makes sense for place branding
studies to adopt a communicative approach, that is, to examine the construction of meaning
in context. Recent studies in place branding (Hayden & Sevin 2012; Giovanardi 2012;
Giovanardi, Lucarelli & Pasquinelli 2013; Sevin 2014;) and place identity (Baxter 2011; Sevin
2012; Mueller & Schade 2012) are precedents for adopting a communicative approach.
Building on these precedents this thesis extends the use of a communicative approach to
address the complexities of place identities. Prior to reviewing this approach, a review of the
multi-disciplinary approaches to place identity is provided.

2.4 Place identity
This section commences with an explantion of the terms place and space. Following this, the
concept of place identity is explained through the lens of multiple theoretical perspectives
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and theories. This section concludes with a summary of approaches and reccomendation for a
communicative approach to place identity. The relationship between place and space is
analysed within the disciplines of human geography, sociology, planning and psychology. The
distinction is made between space and place in discussions of personal idenitity (Tuan 2001),
place identity (Hague 2005), and social space (Buttimer 1969; Buttimer 1980).
Space refers to location and proximity of things in the world. Whilst space can be defined by
measures and reference points such as latitude and longitude, place has a greater emphasis
on meanings. Place is defined by its location. Location relates to both proximity and the
contextual external relations or “connectivity to other places” (Relph 1976, p.3). In a
discussion of European identity, Hague (2005) proposed that comprehension of a European
identity requires first the knowledge of the associated geographical space as well as the
meanings which are ascribed to and commit Europe as a place. Therefore, place meaning is
reliant on the communication of context and mutual understanding.
Described as “centres of meaning and symbols of experience” (Godkin 1980 p.73), place is an
expression of the meaning-making processes between people and the envronment.
Importantly, place is socially constructed as it is created within a cutural context. It is a way
of identifying, definining and distinguishing spaces. Relph (1976, p.3) explains:
“A place is not just the ‘where’ of something; it is the location plus everything else
that occupies that location seen as an integrated and meaningful phenonmenon.”
Place relationships are complex as they occur at an individual level. They are subject to
individual interpretation. Davis (2005, p.366) illustrates this point:
“Place is a very individual thing, yet it also has a community expression; it is a
chameleon concept, changing colour through individual perception, and changing
pattern through time”.
Considering this chamelean place complex, Davis (2005, p.366) explains the following place
certainties:
 Although culturally defined, normally places have a central sense of location
or position;
 Place has a physical form, a landscape composed of a complex interplay
between the natural and built environment; appearance is an important
feature of all places;
 Places change, albeit in some cases very slowly, and the fact that they do can
serve to reinforce our attachment to them;
 Places are defined by the people that live in them, the shifting composition of
their communities influences their meaning;
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 Each individual has their own personal places that are the focus of their life
and existence, and each person will apply their own criteria when identifying
those places, influenced by their personal histories and lifestyles.
Although a place is partly defined by the space in which it occupies, there is a reliance on
interpretation of place communications, such as culture or the natural and built environment.
Given this, place meaning is not static. Place identity is a fluid concept and subject to change
(Minca 2005; Baxter 2011; Mueller & Schade 2012).
In addition, it is understood that place identity is a result of a meaning-making process via
communications. Communications include interactions between residents and the local
culture, the leisure and education options as well as natural and built environments within a
place. In an attempt to clarify the concept of place identity, Kerr and Oliver (2014)
consolidate the literature and present five characteristics of place identity, which include
plural, co-produced, temporal, fluid, the result and content of communications, and being
created by residents. These characteristics are explained along with a review of the place
identity literature in this chapter. In light of the multiple approaches to place identity studies,
it is a contribution of this thesis to present a holistic definition of place identity, which
considers all characteristics of the concept. Prior to that discussion, is a multidisciplinary
review of place identity approaches and the perspectives that inform them.

2.5 Approaches to place identity
Place identity is a multi-disciplinary construct, researched within the disciplines of sociology,
psychology, geography, planning and more recently place branding.

Due to differing

objectives and theoretical approaches, definitions and approaches to research and analyse
place identity vary (Lalli 1992). Place identity has been discussed as an all encompassing
concept (Anholt 2007), whereas others envision it as a concept made of multiple constructs,
such as, attachment (Lalli 1992; Knez 2005; Hernandez, Hidalgo, Salazar-Laplace and Hess
2007) sense of belonging (Husserl 1954 cited in Rollero & Piccoli, 2010; Ashworth & Graham
2005) and relationships (Merleau-Ponty 1963; Relph 1976; Proshansky 1978; Fishwick &
Vining 1992) between people and their physical surroundings. To help structure a review of
existing studies, Lalli (1992) categorised place identity literature into four perspectives.
These are presented in Table 2-1.
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Perspective
Cognitive perspective

Phenomenological Perspective
Self and Self-Concept theories
Sociological Influence

Table 2-1 History of place identity research
Source: Summarised from Lalli (1992)
Discipline and Key Authors
Psychology (Toleman 1948; Downs and Stea 1977; Schnieder 1986)
Human geography (Gulliver 1908; Trowbridge 1913)
Urban planning (Thiel 1997)
Human geography (Relph 1976; Tuan 1980)
Psychology (Taylor 1964)
Psychology (Mead 1934; Prohsansky, Fabian and Kaminoff 1983)
Sociology (Wilson 1980; Stryker 1980; Graumann 1983)
Sociology (Durkheim 1983)
Urban Sociology (Writh 1938; Milgram 1970)

Lalli (1992) linked each perspective to its influence on development of place identity
research. In Table 2-2, these perspectives are compared relative to the key concepts, how
they evolved through application and their influence to place identity research. These early
perspectives helped shape approaches and theories applied to the phenomenon of place
identity. Each of the perspectives are discussed in the following sections, with the addition of
place branding approaches as this is neglected from Lalli’s (1992) discussion.
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Table 2-2 Influences on place identity
Source: Summarised from Lalli (1992) review
Perspective
Cognitive
perspective

Detail
The cognitive perspective informed the
practice of cognitive mapping used by
environmental psychologists, planners
and geographers since the early 1900’s.

Phenomenological
Perspective

This approach guides Taylor’s (1964)
interpretation as meaning the world of
things, persons and events as
experienced by the individual. The
person and their environment is
considered inseparable as one provides
meaning for the other.
Self-concept theories acknowledge the
self as a construction of an overall
analysis of differences and similarities
between other people and the
environment. Described as a complex
cognitive analysis based on
interpretations, reference points,
evaluations, convictions and individual
experiences.
Durkheim (1893) discussed the notion
of a social space, believing the
relationship between individuals and
place is a cultural process and a
reflection of societal values. Therefore,
the meaning of a location is defined by
societal value system.

Self and SelfConcept theories

Sociological
Influence

Applications
Cognitive mapping is a mental process that individuals use to organise their
environment in a structured and memorable manner. These cognitions also contain
meanings, beliefs and significances for the purpose of evaluation. Through
development of cognitive maps, authors contributing to this perspective proposed
individuals have evaluative and symbolic cognitions of their environment and the
need and ability to evaluate it according these aspects. Tolman (1948) firstly used
cognitive mapping as a broad term to describe the cognitions of spatial behaviour. It
was Schnieder (1986) who differentiated spatial cognitions as Orientation related
representation (information processing regarding the spatial environment whereness) and Meaning related representation (the functional, evaluative and
symbolic - whatness).
Merleau-Ponty (1962, p.234) suggests “the body is not a collection of adjacent
organs but a synergistic system”. Here, senses are used to experience place, but
they are not considered differentiated (Pink 2011, p.6). Relph (1997, p.208)
describes ‘sense of place’ as the existential and political thread that connects people
to their environment, creating a “political desire to belong” and excludes those
“believed not to belong”. This subjective experience between an individual and their
environment is stated to influence personal and cultural identity.
A key contributor to these theories is Mead (1934) who explains how objects and
places have meanings that are intersubjective (shared between individuals) and
symbolize social and cultural values, norms and expectations. Drawing from this
theoretical perspective Graumann (1983) introduces the idea that individuals have
multiple identities that are drawn upon in various situational contexts.

Influence on place identity approaches
 Explain individual behaviour as a cognitive
process leading to cognitivistic
conceptions of place identity.
 Implies the use of evaluative and
quantitative methods in place identity
studies is appropriate.

Furthering a social theorisations of place identity, Treinen (1965) proposed, that an
emotional attachment to place is caused by the intensity and frequency of
relationships that exist there. Another sociological influence to place identity is
acknowledged in urban sociology literature. Urban sociology analyses the impact to
individual behaviour from changes in the functions and structure of places, such as
industrialization and urbanization. An overload of excessive stimuli found within
urban environments encouraged detachment between residents and places and
resulted in distant and impersonal communities (Wirth 1938; Mitscherlich 1965;
Milgram 1970).
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 Differentiates between two relational
perspectives (identify of and identify with
place).
 The existence of multiple identities.
 Focus on the subjective and inseparable
relationship between an individual and
their environment.
 Self-concept theories advocate the
conceptualisation of identity as a fluid and
changing process.
 The role of communication in the identity
process is important.



Reinforce the physical (infrastructure,
natural environment) and social
(community ties, family, friends)
influences.
The rational and affective dimensions of
place identity and the impact of
environmental forces on the physical
characteristics and social relationships of
place.

2.5.1

Self-concept perspective

Explained in Table 2-2, self-concept theories acknowledge the self as a construction of an
overall analysis of differences and similarities between other people and the environment.
Studies using this perspective, describe place identity as a complex cognitive analysis based
on interpretations, reference points, evaluations, convictions and individual experiences.
Drawing on the self-concept perspective, is Proshansky’s place-identity theory. Proshansky
(1978) posits place-identity as part of the self-identity, a sub-structure that acknowledges the
physical world dimension which helps actualise the other identities. Proshansky, Fabian and
Kaminoff (1983, p.62) summates place identity as an endless variety of cognitions related to
the “past, present, and anticipated psychical settings that define and circumscribe the
existence of the person”. Through selective engagement with the environment on a conscious
and unconscious level, place identity serves to be a cognitive backdrop or database, which
every psychical setting can be experienced and responded to in some way. Hauge (2007)
discredited this theory as it lacks empirical research and is difficult to operationalise.
Another self-concept theory is social identity theory [SIT] (Hauge 2007). SIT recognises
similarities and differences between the self and others. Hogg, Terry and White (1995)
explain SIT originated from social psychologist Tajfel (1959) and his investigation of social
factors in perception. SIT was developed further in collaboration between Tajfel and Turner
in the 1970’s. Central to SIT is the premise that individuals define themselves with the
characteristics of the groups they wish to belong.
SIT defines social identity as the knowledge of and resulting emotions of belonging to a
certain group. Tajfel (1974 p.76) defines social identity as “an intervening casual mechanism
in situations of social change observed, anticipated, feared, desired, or prepared by the
individuals involved”. According to SIT social identities are linked with intergroup behaviour.
Tajfel (1974, 68) suggests people strive to “achieve a satisfactory concept or image of
themselves”. A different context will attract different combinations of the identity and hide
others to produce the desired image at that point in time and hide different parts of our
identities (Turner 1982). The selection of networks or social groups throughout one’s lifetime
is evidence of continual process of self-definition based on evaluations of the in-group (the
group one belongs) and out-group (the group one does not belong) behaviours and attitudes
(Tajfel 1974).
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SIT has been used to explain sense of place (Stedman 2002), symbolic meaning of buildings
(Sadalla & Sheets 1993), and identification of place (Uzzell, Pol & Badenas 2002). Graumann
(1983) defends the application as there is no social identity that is not also place-related.
Twigger-Ross, Bonaiuto and Breakwell (2003) applied SIT to place, reasoning, a place can be
defined as a social entity or membership group. A place is often associated with a certain
group of people, a certain lifestyle and social status. They conclude that in order to maintain a
positive self-esteem people will prefer places that contain physical symbols that maintain and
enhance self-esteem, and if they can, they will avoid places that have negative impacts on
their self-esteem. In a conceptual paper, Zenker and Petersen (2014) used social identity
theory, positioning this approach in urban research discussion of place complexity and
identification. Albeit, useful for studies of place identification, Speller (2000, p.67) critiqued
the use of SIT in studies of place identity for the following reasons: the use of “self esteem as a
motivator”; the lack of consideration for dynamics between people and place caused by
social-temporal contexts. A further critique of current SIT applications is the disregard for the
co-production characteristic of place identity.
Identity process theory [IPT] was introduced by Breakwell (1983). Jaspal (2014) explains the
crux of identity process theory is the recognition “that individuals have agency in the
construction and management of identity”. This theory does subscribe to an anti-essentialist
perspective, whereby identity is fluid, not fixed, and can evolves in social contexts. Antiessentialist perspective in discussions of identity means they deny the existence of a one true
identity, which can be found and measured. Rather, there are multiple identities which evolve
according to experience and circumstance (Barker & Galasinski 2001; Benwell & Stokoe
2006).
In IPT, there are four principles of identity, that being, self esteem, distinctiveness of the self,
self efficacy and continuity of the self. Hauge (2007) explains IPT defines identity as a
dynamic and social product of interaction of the capacities of memory, consciousness and
organised understanding. Furthermore, identity equals structure and process and is
communicated through thought, action and affect. There is no differentiations between
personal and place identities but identity is defined as having two dimensions, content
(includes personal and social identity, hierarchical structure, which is not static but changes
according to social context) and value (the positive or negative evaluations). This theory
refers to identity formation changing between contexts, culture and time and filtered through
the four principles of continuity, distinctiveness, self-efficacy and self-esteem. Jaspal (2014,
p.5) classifies IPT as a “social constructivist model of identity processes”.
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Speller (2000, p.67) positions IPT as most appropriate to investigate a person’s place identity
as it “considers the nature of identity” and reveals how people deal with identity threats.
When examining influences of change in spatial environments on process of identity among
communities in transition, Speller (2000, p.2) applied experiences of relocated residents to
IPT to investigate “how their identity processes were affected by changes in the spatial
environment and especially whether the spatial change threatened or enhanced the four
principles of identity”. Speller (2000) uses grounded theory with IPT to answer the research
question. IPT’s usefulness as a social psychological approach to understand influence of
spatial elements on personal identity construction is declared in the works of Speller (2000),
Hauge (2007) and Jaspal (2014). IPT therefore does not fit within a place branding paradigm
due to ideological differences between personal identity and place identity. With a brand
orientation to place brand research, the objective is to reveal and understand the place
identities not the individuals identity construction.

2.5.2

Phenomenological perspective

The phenomenological perspective was introduced in Table 2-2 and is not common to place
branding. However, phenomenology is used in studies of person-place relationship generally
(Relph, 1976; Tuan 1980; Pink 2008). The notion of an inseparable relationship between
people and place is central to the pace identity discussion.
The concept of social and spatial context having influence human behaviour is important in a
phenomenological perspective (Merleau-Ponty 1962, p.234). People and their environment
are considered inseparable, because one provides meaning for the other. For instance,
Merleau-Ponty (1962, p.234) suggests, “the body is not a collection of adjacent organs but a
synergistic system”, therefore the senses are used to experience place holistically. Another
champion of phenomenology, was Relph (1997, p.208) who introduced the "sense of place" as
the connection between people to their environment, creating a “political desire to belong”
and excludes those “believed not to belong”. Relph (1997) suggests an influence between
subjective experiences of individuals and their environment, on personal and cultural
identity.
Applications of phenomenology are common to the human geography discipline and studied
through ethnographic or cultural approaches. For instance, Pink (2011, p.11) advocates
phenomenology as seeking “understanding experiences and meanings of other people’s lives
through different variations of being with, and doing things with them” (Pink 2011, p.11).
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Contributions from phenomenological approaches is a focus on reflexivity as the researcher
is part of the phenomenon they experience (Pink 2011). Sensory phenomenology offer
holistic measurements of visual, kinetic, tactile, aural, thermal and chemical aspects of
experience (Palipane 2011). Phenomenology studies advance methods of data collection for
investigating place-based socially constructed phenomenon, such as place identities. Methods
include video-recorded walks of a city (Pink 2008; 2011) and measuring activity rhythms.
Activity rhythms are multimodal representation of time, space and sensory elements
(Palipane 2011).

2.5.3

Sociological perspective

Introduced in Table 2-2, the sociology perspective influenced place identity studies. To begin,
Durkheim (1893) discussed the notion of a social space, believing the relationship between
individuals and place is a cultural process and a reflection of societal values. Sociological
influences to place identity are acknowledged in urban sociology literature. Urban sociology
analyses the impact to individual behaviour from changes in the functions and structure of
places, such as industrialization and urbanization (Wirth 1938; Mitscherlich 1965).
Sociological perspectives in place studies suggest the existence of rational and affective
dimensions of place identity and describe place identity socially constructed concept (Lalli
1992). A sociological approach in place identity studies is less common in place branding
literature than it is in other domains.

2.5.4

Semiotic perspective

Expanding on the Table 2-2 and the study of meaning making processes is the semiotic
perspective of place identity. The study of semiotics is the study of signs. Within this
discipline, there are multiple approaches to understanding meaning. However, Ferinand de
Saussure (1857-1913) a Swiss professor of Linguistics, and Charles Sanders Peirce (18391914) an American philosopher are acknowledged as the founders of semiotics (Noth 1990).
Although multiple contributions have been made in this discipline over decades, Saussure is
noted for his sign/signified theory of meaning (Noth 1990). This discussion on semiotic
theory will be elaborated in Chapter Three.
Semiotic theory in place branding has been used by Warnaby and Medway (2010), Mueller
and Schade (2012), Hayden and Sevin (2012), Baxter (2013), and Giovanardi, Lucarelli and
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Pasquinelli (2013). Hayden and Sevin (2012, p.135) refer to Mick (1986) to support semiotics
in place branding:
“Semiotics has been a useful framework for place branding scholars because it
provides a systemic, conceptual framework through which to understand the
linkages between the material signifier and less obvious qualities or traits that
brand initiatives seek to invest.”
Mueller and Schade (2012) argue to be the first to apply semiotic theory in place branding.
They attest the appropriateness of semiotics in their study of developing a new brand logo for
the City of Bremen, Germany. The authors discuss semiotics of symbols, specifically how
meaning is prescribed to symbols and shared across cultural contexts. The authors also use
social identity theory to explain the membership of group identity (residents), and justify the
need for symbols that represent the collective to help gain buy-in to a place brand. Through
online surveys, Mueller and Schade (2012) assessed 1,346 residents to collect a series of
symbols that represent the city. Rather than using semiotic theory to drive study of place
identity, the authors explain the value of their study using semiotic theory. Mueller and
Schade (2012, p.81) acknowledge as a limitation, this study needs "empirical analyses" "to
proof the theories in the place branding context".
Despite Mueller and Schade's (2012) claim, Warnaby and Medway (2010) also used semiotic
theory in place branding. Acknowledging semiotician, Charles Peirce, Warnaby and Medway
(2010) assessed how meaning is ascribed to city and nation brand logos. Similarly, Hayden
and Sevin (2012) assessed the place brand logos of the City Ankara, Turkey. Semiotic theory
was used to assess how place brand creators decide on "what codes attribute meaning"
(Hayden & Sevin 2012, p.135).
Giovanardi, Lucarelli and Pasquinelli (2013) extend the use of semiotics in place branding,
specifically the constructs of syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The authors explain syntax as
the "grammatical structure, to the patterns that govern and organise the relationships among
signs and their transformations", semantics concerns the relationship signs, and pragmatics
as a study of linguistics to understand meaning in practice (Giovanardi, Lucarelli and
Pasquinelli 2013, p.3). Using multi-sited ethnography within three regional territories in
Italy, the authors discuss the integration of functional versus representational dimensions of
place (discussed earlier as haft and sord). From the three territories, Giovanardi, Lucarelli
and Pasquinelli (2013) interviewed stakeholders in governance positions, such as council
member, mayor, tourism employees and business leaders. They empirically tested their
conceptual model (the brand ecology model), by classifying place narratives with regards to
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how consistent they are across stakeholders within each territory. Although Giovanardi,
Lucarelli and Pasquinelli’s (2013) aimed to reveal identities across territories in Italy, the
data was collected with select businesses leaders and government officials, not the resident
community.
Baxter (2011) introduced the functionality of a social semiotic approach to reveal place
identities within a place branding context. Baxter (2011) posited place identity as a
communicative concept, one which is created and shared through language. As a meaningmaking device, language was used as the resource to understand place identity, specifically,
Halliday’s (1978) systemic functional linguistics (SFL) was used to analyse identities through
transcripts. Baxter (2011) defended the use of SFL due to its ability understanding language
as a semiotic process, that is, in communication exchanges, we select words we have learned
as appropriate in communicating our desired meaning. Using this functional approach to
place identity, Baxter (2011) conducted interviews with residents of Wollongong, Australia.
This study empirically supported place identity characteristics of being plural and fluid.
These recent studies in place identity (Warnaby & Medway 2010; Baxter 2011; Mueller &
Schade 2012; Hayden & Sevin 2012; Giovanardi, Lucarelli & Pasquinelli 2013) are precedents
for using semiotic or communicative approach. As demonstrated, most of the current place
branding literature using semiotic theory concerns place brand logos, also known as the
visual brand identity.

2.5.5

Corporate branding theory

Place branding borrowed theoretical models established in corporate branding and
organisational behaviour fields. These models are heavily embedded in psychology and more
recently social psychology traditions. Place branding approaches influenced by psychology,
regard viewing identity as a fixed entity, that can be controlled and disregard differences
between place identities, place brand identity, and place brand image. An example of this is
seen in the city image communication framework (Kavaratzis 2004). In this framework
Kavaratzis draws on organisational behaviour conceptualisation of image and identity. The
city image communication framework does not differentiate between identity and image,
neglects a temporal and social context of place, and the two-way participative nature of place
identity is not indicated.
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More recently Kavaratzis and Hatch (2013) presented the dynamics of place branding model
based on organisation behaviour theory. This model describes place identity as a relational
and dynamic process, one that is constructed through communications between place and
residents. Although this model considers the social and temporal character of place identity,
it was not derived empirically nor are methods provided to operationalise it.
Drawing on Kavaratzis’ (2004) city image communication framework, Shirazi (2014)
developed the city communications system. In this model Shirazi (2014) explains the process
of identity construction is based on residents' dynamic experiences with primary, secondary
and tertiary communication sources. Shirazi's (2014) model differs from Kavaratzis (2004)
by demonstrating a two-way communication system between people and place. Shirazi
(2014) operationalised this model with a multi-modal method incorporating an iPhone
application, a wearable camera device and a web based community engagement platform.
Although Shirazi (2014) considers the dynamic, co-produced and plural character of place
identity, the multi-modal methodology is designed for implementing and measuring a place
brand. In contrast, this thesis offers a solution for the first step in place brand management
that is, to reveal place identities. Zenker and Martin (2011) also extended corporate branding
theory in their model of place brand perception, but this is not identity focused nor does it
reveal how identities were constructed to assist strategy development.

2.6 Place identity characteristics
To consider the current literature and moving towards a greater understanding, the concept
of place identity is now presented as a set of characteristics. The seven characteristics build
on the work of Kerr and Oliver (2014) and are overviewed in Table 2-3. Each characteristic is
then discussed in the following sections.
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Table 2-3 Place identity characteristics and methodology implications
Place Identity Characteristics
Influence
1. Residents are the identity holders.
Place Branding
Davis (2005);
Baxter, Kerr and Clarke
(2013);
Braun, Kavaratzis, and
Zenker (2013).
Planning
Thiel (1997)
Urban Semiotics
de Certeau (1984)
2. Place identities are co-produced between
Place Branding
Aitken and Campelo (2011)
residents, and between residents and place.
Planning
Hague (2005)
Phenomenology
Relph (1976)
Geography
Wynveen, Kyle and Sutton
(2012)
3. Place identities are the result and content of
Place Branding
Sevin (2011);
communication.
Kavaratzis and Hatch
(2013);
Kerr and Oliver (2014);
Shirazi (2014).
4. Place identity is pluralistic.
Place Branding
Radcliffe and Westwood
(1996);
de Cillia, Reisigl and Wodak
(1999);
Dixon and Durrheim
(2000);
Zelinsky (2001); McIntyre,
Williams, and McHugh
(2006);
Baxter, Kerr and Clarke
(2013).
Corporate Branding
Balmer and Greyser (2003)
Sociology
Nairn (1965);
Barker and Galasinski
(2001);
Hall (2003).
5. Place identities are fluid and subject to
Place Branding
Minca (2005);
change.
Mueller and Schade (2012);
Kavaratzis and Hatch
(2013);
Kerr and Oliver (2014).
Environmental
Altman and Low (1992)
Psychology
Geography
Kalandides (2011)
6. Language is the primary resource for which
Social Semiotics
Baxter (2011)
place identities are created and shared.
7. Place identity is embedded in temporal,
Planning
Thiel (1997)
spatial, and social context.
Place Branding
Kavaratzis and Hatch
(2013);
Minca (2005);
Mueller and Schade (2012);
Urban Semiotics
de Certeau (1984)
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2.6.1

Place identity characteristic: residents are identity-holders

Similar to the organisation and its employees, residents are the identity holders of a place.
Residents have views about who (or what) we are as a place. Davis (2005) posits places as
being defined by the people that live in them and the shifting composition of their
communities influences their meaning. As explained in more detail in Chapter Two, ideally
the identities held by residents need to be considered within place branding strategies. A
place brand strategy that is far removed from its place identity (what we are) will not likely
to be accepted as true even within the place, let alone the recipients of advertising
communications within place markets. Braun, Kavaratzis and Zenker (2013, p.20-23)
propose residents act in three different roles: part of the place brand through characteristics
and behaviour; ambassadors for the place brand; citizens and voters who are vital for the
political legitimization of place branding.
In the context of managing places, planners (Thiel 1997), urban semioticians (de Certeau
1984) and place marketers (Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013; Zenker & Carsten 2014) critique
place studies which ignore the user or residents' perspective. de Certeau (1984, p.161)
categorises bird’s eye or top level approaches to planning as “fiction” as they rely on
quantitative measures and location based data such as GPS tracking. Consequentially, such
measures offer “procedures for forgetting” and miss the true “act” of place making (de
Certeau 1984, p.161). Such arguments further reinforce the role of residents in place identity
studies.

2.6.2

Place identity characteristic: co-produced

Co-production of place identity refers to the meaning-making process between residents and
place, that is, residents are producers and consumers of identity. This thesis demonstrates
that the multiples of place identity are a result of constant meaning-making processes
between people and the place in which they live. They are the residents’ interpretation of
place communications, such as culture, the natural and built environment and influenced by
sources within and outside the place. Place as distinct from space requires human interaction.
To illustrate, an outdoor basketball court in its simplest form is just a slab of concrete. As
people utilise the space it becomes a place of sport and socialisation. Place identities are
formed through communicative processes, between place and people, as well as between
people.
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Place identities are social and exist “in the experience, eye, mind, and intention of the
beholder as much as in the physical appearance of the city or landscape” (Relph, 1976, p.5).
From a city planner’s perspective of place, place identities are described as environmental
cognitions, a process of filtering “feelings, meanings, experiences, memories and actions”
through social structures (Hague 2005, p.7). In addition, Wynveen, Kyle and Sutton (2012,
p.287) propose the place meaning-making process is influenced by “the setting, the
individual, and the individual’s social worlds”. Therefore, the very essence of place is social. In
their place branding model, Aitken and Campelo (2011) emphasise co-creation of meaning.
Central to this model is the need to understand the shared identities within place.
Understanding shared place identities and how they represent daily life is crucial to creating
an authentic place brand. This active co-creation role of residents is well supported (Freire
2009; Olsson & Berglund 2009; Zenker & Carsten 2014).

2.6.3

Place identity characteristic: both the result and content of communication

Place identity as a recursive concept has been addressed in the place branding literature with
reference to organisational identity studies (Kavaratzis & Hatch 2013; Kerr & Oliver 2014;
Shirazi 2014). From a branding perspective, place identity is seen as the place product and
the content of communications, whether it be through the appreciation of infrastructure,
promotion of local events, or newspaper reports on local crime. In addition, the recursive
communicative process means place identity is also the result of communication. Models such
as Dynamics of Place Branding (Kavaratzis and Hatch 2013) and City Communication System
(Shirazi 2014) propose communications influence the way residents engage with and
evaluate place. For example, residents discussing a regular local food festival, seeing
advertisements on the festival and attending the festival might influence a gourmet food
destination place identity. Such models support the idea that place identities are not stable
and can be negotiated, changed or built upon as a result of communication.

2.6.4

Place identity characteristic: pluralistic

The argument for the existence of multiple identities is established in the literature regarding
individuals (Barker & Galasinski 2001), organisations (Balmer & Greyser 2003), and places
(Radcliffe & Westwood 1996; de Cillia, Reisigl & Wodak 1999; Dixon & Durrheim 2000;
Zelinsky 2001; McIntyre, Williams & McHugh 2006; Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013). In a
discussion of place-people relationships, de Certeau (1984) supports the existence of
heterogeneous viewpoints of the everyday interactions of individuals through space. Further
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to this, Nairin (1965, p.78) suggests there could be as many “identities of a place as there are
people” as identity is subject to interpretation. With regard to nations, de Cillia, Reisigl and
Wodak (1999, p. 200) conclude “there is no such thing as the one and only national identity”.
Hall (2003, p.194) explains these multiple identities occur from “positive and negative (place)
evaluations”. The uniqueness and distinctiveness of a place is subjective to those who live
there and is relative to their experiences. The place identities may include complimentary or
uncomplimentary identities; not only towards each other, but even toward adopted
marketing and brand strategies. For instance, Baxter (2011) found the decrepit and
backwards identities of Wollongong Australia, conflicted with its brand tagline a city of
innovation.

2.6.5

Place identity characteristic: fluid and subject to change

As a social and relational concept, place identities are inherently fluid and subject to change
(Minca, 2005; Mueller & Schade 2012) over time. It is the socially derived expectations of a
setting that influences cognitions, and hopefully reflects the intended value and significance
of the setting to the individual (Wynveen, Kyle, & Sutton 2012). Altman and Low (1992, p.7)
describe places as “repositories and contexts within which interpersonal, community, and
cultural relationships occur”. Although place identities are created through individual
interpretations of place, they are constrained to the identity-holder’s cultural environment.
The fluidity of place identities implies they are a process not merely an outcome of research
(Kalandides 2011; Kavaratzis & Hatch 2013; Kerr & Oliver 2014). Place identities not only
change over time but are embedded in the past, related to the present and a result of
comparisons made by residents between their place and others. These comparisons
encourage conflict between how residents currently perceive their place, how they perceive
other places and what they desire from their place in the future. Internal place experiences
which influence this comparison include changes to the city landscape, culture or a change in
resident usage and knowledge of the city. External place experiences that influence identities
include residents' exposure to national and international media representations, other places,
interactions with non-residents. It is because of this fluidity that constant monitoring and
management of place identities is essential.

2.6.6

Place identity characteristic: created and shared through language

City communications is a received notion across sociology (Barthes 1967), urban planning
(Thiel 1997) and place branding (Kavaratzis 2004). Place identity being understood as the
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expression of meaning-making processes via communications is also agreed upon within
place branding (Kavaratzis & Hatch 2015). The missing link between conceptualising place
identity and researching to understand a specific place's identities is further investigation of
language. In the context of organsiational identity, Scott, Corman and Cheney (1998, p.305)
note the role of language when people identify with aspects of their spatial and social context:
“…the process of identification is conducted primarily with language, and the
product of identification is expressed primarily with language”.
Apart from Baxter (2011), using a language solution to this language problem has received
little attention within the literature of place branding. This thesis extends Baxter (2011)
discussion of place identity as a communicative construct understood and shared through
language, to present an operational theory of place identity using social semiotics (Halliday
1978).

2.6.7

Place identity characteristic: temporally, spatially, and socially contextualised

In the context of understanding everyday uses of space, de Certeau (1984) suggests
understanding what actions should occur in a space, what does occur, why and how that
influences the system. de Certeau (1984) highlights the recursive nature of place making
whereby spatial practices redefine the place meaning. To illustrate, a person walks through
their city on their way to work, using an invisible compass, taking a similar route every day.
To them, the street signs may not signify words, but instead distances to work. This
spatialisation, reappropriates streets as routes, some being fast while others interesting. For
instance, a comparison of two residents who walk the same street, one looks for a place to
practice interview questions and transforms space into a theatre; with skateboard in hand
the other resident transforms the street into a skate park. Social context influences the way in
which people interpret place and as a consequence influences behaviours within place. In this
sense, place identities are a reflection of the way in which residents interpret their
environment.
The literature recognises place identity as fluid and subject to change (Minca 2005; Mueller &
Schade 2012), as a result of new communications (Kavaratzis & Hatch 2015; Shirazi 2014).
Established earlier, place communications can be from resident's direct experience with
place built and natural environment or from discussions with other people generally
(including non-residents, local council, or the media). Place identities are inherently subject
to change with new experiences, it could be argued therefore that temporal versions of place
identities exist. For instance, in Baxter (2011) one identity of Wollongong, Australia was
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corrupt. This identity was based on actions of the local council two years prior. In the future,
if the local council proved to residents it is no longer corrupt. Presumably this corrupt
identity would start to diminish from resident's present interpretations and form a part of
Wollongong's historical narrative. There could be a shift in temporal frame of interpretation,
and residents might reflect this in language, such as, from Wollongong is corrupt to
Wollongong was corrupt. The distinction between these frames of reference would be critical
when making place management strategies.
Further reflecting on Baxter's (2011) investigation of place identity, the data suggested there
were conflicting identities across the city in question. Participants mentioned a divide
between northern versus southern suburbs, whereby some suburbs were wealthy, some
unsafe, and others family friendly. There was a clear distinction concerning how place
identities conflict across diverse social and spatial areas. Braun, Kavaratzis and Zenker
(2013) attest to the varied roles of residents. For instance, when a resident is asked to
describe the local nightlife, they might respond, 'it's great for students'. Just as place
marketers classify the place products with regard to the place consumer needs and wants, so
do residents as they interpret place offerings. This multi-dimensional interpretation suggests
place identity is socially and spatially contextualised.
These temporal, spatial and social lenses of place identity construction is recognised and
addressed in this thesis as one of the seven characteristics of place identity. Essentially,
understanding identity construction in reference to how and whom perceives place, when did
they perceive it, and where in place does the identity concern.

2.7 Conclusions
This chapter explains the evolution of place branding and the multidisciplinary approaches
and influence on place identity. With the exception of Shirazi (2014) and Sevin (2011; 2014),
current attempts at theorising place identity (and even corporate identity), fail to consider
the unique character of place identity. Empirical research of place identity formation is
limited (Haartsen & Groote 2000), and van Ham (2008, p.132) reflects on the commercial
practice of place branding when calling for “more intense academic study”. In addition, calls
from environmental psychology (Lalli 1992) and geography (Hauge 2007) concur that a lack
of empirical research into place identity is due to inherent difficulties of operationalising the
existing theory. Previous attempts resulted in many fragmenting approaches.
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Commonly, methods used to investigate place identity processes are borrowed from other
fields of study. Although borrowing methods is important for newer fields such as place
branding, it has produced conceptual models whereby at times place identity is ignored
(Kavaratzis, 2004), simplified (Proshansky, 1978), or considered synonymous with
attachment (Stedman, 2002). Most studies do not account for all the distinct characteristics of
place identity nor do they offer insight on how to investigate place identities. Furthermore,
conceptual models treat place identity as a static concept and are difficult to operationalise.
Learning from the aforementioned critiques and answering the calls of others this thesis
argues studies need to holistically consider the characteristics of place identity.
Building on Kerr and Oliver's (2014) place identity characteristics, this literature review adds
two more characteristics with methodological implications. The first draws on sociology
literature, that language is the primary resource for which place identities are created and
shared. The second is influenced by planning and urban semiotics, and argues that place
identities are embedded in temporal, social, and spatial contexts.
As discussed, many approaches acknowledge the need, but neglect to operationalise the coproduction of place identity. I argue this can be achieved through participatory research
methods. Although some studies such as Mueller and Schade (2011) claim participatory
status through collaborative workshops, they do not analyse these methods beyond noting
that the end user was involved in the process. The method needs to account for participation
if the study is to be declared participative.
Design and application of a social communicative approach to place identity will answer the
calls from place branding to develop this under theorised domain. One complexity previously
not addressed in the literature, is the co-production of place identities. Kavaratzis (2012, p.8)
calls for more research into participative methods to build an “involvement-orientated
practice”. This study acknowledges the need for place identity research to include
participative methods, which access and reveal the meaning-making processes of place
identity. Using the appropriate methods to research place identity will assist develop theory
so needed to further place branding as a discipline.
This chapter presents a critique of existing approaches to place identity research through the
lenses of place branding, sociology, human geography, psychology, urban planning and
communication. Approaches were discussed in terms of their objectives, scope and
theoretical foundation. Place identity characteristics were introduced and supported with
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literature. The following chapter addresses these research gaps with a communicative theory
of meaning, and a theoretically derived framework for place identity research.
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Chapter 3 Theory to Framework

3.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter Two, in order to contribute to place branding theory and practice,
there is need for more investigation of the construction of place identity. This thesis develops
a methodology to address this challenge. It is the objective of this chapter to theoretically
ground the meaning making processes of place identity.
It was concluded in Chapter Two, that place identities are socially constructed by residents
through the continual act of interpreting place communications (such as buildings).
Importantly, the interpretation process is formed and informed through language. This
chapter draws on communication theory to explain meaning as a social process contributed
to, and by, language. To understand language between people and place, a participative
inquiry was used and design criteria for place identity research justified. This chapter
concludes with a theoretically grounded framework for researching place identity.

3.2 Meaning as a social process
Although literature exemplifies multiple semiotic systems, this thesis argues that language is
the primary system for producing and reproducing place identities. With that in mind, this
chapter firstly introduces the process of meaning as a social semiotic act.
Studies of meaning are studies of semantics (Pelc 1982). Semantics is a branch of semiotics
and linguistics, a combination of understanding signs and language (Noth, 1990). The term
meaning has “a notorious history” (Morris 1938, cited in Noth 1990, p.92), one which has
resulted in many theoretical conceptualisations. Noth (1990) amalgamates varied
approaches to unpack the term meaning, and broadly defines meaning as being created
through sense and reference. Noth (1990, p.93) explains sense and reference through an
illustration of Frege (1892).
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“Frege pointed out that the two expressions morning star and evening star have
the same reference (Ger. Bedeutung) since both refer to the same planet (namely,
Venus). But morning star is not a synonym of evening star since one is the name
of the planet Venus “when seen in the morning before sunrise” and the other
“when it appears in the heavens after sunset”.
Within the literature, this understanding of sense and reference is also known as
comprehension and extension (Frisch 1969, cited in Noth 1990), and meaning and denotation
(Russell 1905, cited in Noth 1990). Inconsistencies of terminology and theoretical
perspectives pervade the semantics, semiotics and linguistics literature. Ontological
perspectives and research context guide author’s stance on meaning. For example,
behaviourist theories accept a causal relationship between speaker and hearer, resulting in
response (Black 1968, cited in Noth 1990); whereas, contextual theories suggest that
meaning is derived from the environment (Nida 1952, cited in Noth 1990). As discussed in
Chapter Four, this thesis argues place identity fits with the later requiring a social rather than
cognitive theory of meaning.

3.2.1

Semiotics

Although contributions to the field are vast, two perspectives of modern semiotics were
founded by Ferinand de Saussure (1857-1913) a Swiss professor of Linguistics, and Charles
Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) an American philosopher. Peirce championed the triadic sign
model comprising of representamen, interpretant, and object, described by Noth (1990, p.90)
as sign vehicle, sense and referent. Whereas, Saussure presented a structuralist perspective,
to view language as a dyadic sign system, comprised of a signified and signifier (Noth 1990).
The choice and even the difference between sign model has been a central argument within
the field of semiotics (Noth 1990). A comparison of Peirce and Saussure's models highlights a
difference in the treatment of the sign vehicle. To Peirce, meaning is derived by firstly
acknowledging the sign vehicle (representamen), the process of understanding or making
sense of the sign vehicle in context of the situation (interpretant) is second, and the third step
is the meaning of that sign vehicle; what it refers to (object). The dyadic model however,
addresses meaning as a relational, whereby a sign is the composite of the signified/signifier
relationship.
Saussure's dyadic system is best exemplified using the semiotic system of traffic lights. Eggins
(2004) shows how a semiotic system can be represented in structuralist semiotic terms as
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the distinctions in a system network; an example used is traffic lights. System networks are
taxonomies used to visualise and differentiate options and their relationships. System
networks are further discussed in section 3.6.3.3 of this chapter. Depicted in Figure 3-1, each
colour is a signifier and the meaning or content is the signified. Meaning is derived from the
fact that red is 'not' green or yellow, that is meaning is based on difference not similarity. It is
the differences between colours not the colours themselves that gives meaning to this sign
system.

Figure 3-1 Semiotic system of traffic lights
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004, p.14)

Along with others, Ronald Barthes [1915-1980] developed the sign system to extend beyond
language to include images and sounds (Crow, 2010). Barthes (1967) applied the sign system
to place architecture, by viewing the city as a text. In addition, Eco (2005) applied Barthes’
connotation and denotation to understand the semantic space of architecture. Urban
planning and human geography benefited from these early studies of urban semiotics.
Theorists in urban semiotics define their discipline in opposition to the methods of planners
and architects whom see the city as a text to be read (Leach 2005). Lynch's (1960) seminal
book, The Image of the City, is critiqued for its exclusive focus on the legibility of urban
structures (denotative meaning), in contrast to the semantic understanding of them
(connotative meaning) (Barthes 1967). Rather, urban semioticians argue urban structures
often become recognisable because they have symbolic meaning beyond their functional
meanings (Eco 2005).
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Although Saussure contributed significantly towards the study of meaning through
linguistics, he did not integrate the contextual influence of society into his science of signs nor
did he consider the reader in the exchange of meaning (Crow, 2010). Michael Halliday (1978)
developed social semiotics, a social semiotic conception of language to theorise context. With
this theory, Halliday (1978) provided the bridge between semiotics and social context.

3.2.2

Language as a communication act

Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) is commonly left out of semiotic discussions (see Holquist

1983; Todorov 1984). Categorised as a Russian philosopher of language, Bakhtin never
promoted himself as a semiotician. However, remembering that semiotics is a study of
meaning, Bakhtin did provide critical contributions to understanding the complexity of
communication. Opposed to formal linguistics teachings, Bakhtin suggested the need for a
new school of linguistics, that is, translinguistics (also known as metalinguistics). At the time,
translinguistics exceeded boundaries of other linguistic schools, which were concerned with
the 'etiquette' of language or what constitutes 'proper' language, rather than how language
functions socially. This differentiation is also known as formal versus functional linguistics.
The former understands speech communication using a rule-based conception of language
focussing on words and sentences abstracted from actual use, whereas the latter addresses
language in context and the conditions of use (Wertsch, 1991). Importantly, unlike fellow
semioticions, Bakhtin rarely used the terms sign/sign system, he focussed on the utterance
and the composition with which the sign entered (Ivonov 1974 cited in Wertsch 1991).
Bakhtin's contributions to understanding communication as being social is highlighted when
compared to Saussure's approach to speech communication. Saussure proclaimed an inability
to scientifically analyse the language used by heterogeneous millions, describing it as
“unstudiable chaos” (cited in Wertsch 1991, p.58). Whereas, Bakhtin’s approach successfully
sorts order within the chaos, through two notions; first, that no utterance is unique in social
language, and second, that words are not chosen at random. Although rarely mentioned in
semiotic literature, Bakhtin has a significant influence on communication and semiotic
theory. Three key arguments from Bakhtin are employed in this thesis and are central to the
discussion of communication; they include, the functional role of language, the notion of
social subjectivity, and the importance of context. These arguments are expanded in the
following sections.
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3.2.3

Dialogic process of communication

Bakhtin uniquely proposed that communication is dialogic, in this sense that there are
multiple voices in any dialogue. Unlike Saussure, Bakhtin claims these voices can be studied.
To further explain dialogism, Holquist (1990, p.17) states, “the very capacity to have
consciousness is based on otherness” because “consciousness is otherness”. Bakhtin (cited in
Clark and Holquist 1984, p.12) explains this dialogicality:
“I can mean what I say, but only indirectly…My voice can mean, but only with
others: at times in chorus, but at the best of times in dialogue”.
This passage suggests the essence of a Bakhtininan approach is to view meaning as being
“based in group life” (Wertsch 1991, p.68). Bakhtin was concerned with who is doing the
talking? Whereas Holquist (1981) suggests a related question is, who owns meaning?
Opposed to deconstructionists like Derrida (1973) who believe that no one owns meaning,
Bakhtin’s approach posits an “intermediate position” (Wertsch 1991, p.68), whereby users of
language “rent” meaning rather than own it” (Bakhtin cited in Clark and Holquist 1984, p.12);
thus evidence of the dialogic communication process.
Wertsch’s reading of Bakhtin explains the link between dialogism, voice and utterance.
Wertsch (1991, p.53) suggests that according to Bakhtin “any understanding is dialogic in
nature” as meaning is not a static entity, rather it is a process and one which is realised when
utterances come into contact with each other, such as in the case of two speakers. In general,
utterances make up all written and spoken communications, and are concerned with broader
contextual factors, such as perspective, worldview and intention of the speaker.
In spoken communication, Bakhtin suggests utterances are the unit of analysis and only exist
through voice (Wertsch 1991). An utterance is created through a particular point of view,
which is also subject to change and enacts different values, as the same word can hold
multiple meanings depending on the context. From a reading of Bakhtin 1986 literatures,
Wertsch (1991, p.51) explains voice as the “speaking personality” which exists in a “social
milieu”. Here milieu means context, as no voice is in total isolation from other voices.
To understand utterance one needs to identify, ‘who is speaking’ (noting each utterance has
an author) and ‘who it is being addressed’ (all utterances entail at least two voices). Bakhtin
(1986, p.91) explains the concept of addressivity concerns the fact that “every utterance is
regarded primarily as a response to preceding utterances”, as every response in a
conversation is quoting or abbreviating another’s to make a counter argument. A Bakhtinian
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perspective suggests, “a speaker always invokes a social language in producing an utterance,
and this social language shapes what the speaker’s voice can say” (Wertsch 1991, p.59).
Thereby, utilising a unique type of dialogicality or multivoicedness called “‘ventriloquation’”
(Bakhtin cited in Wertsch 1991, p.59), a process by which:
“One voice speaks through another voice or voice type in a social language…it
becomes ‘one’s own’ only when the speaker populates it with his own intention,
his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic
and expressive intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation, the word does
not exist in a neutral and impersonal language…it exists in other people’s mouths,
in other people’s concrete contexts, serving other people’s intentions: it is from
there that one must take the work and make it one’s own”.
To Bakhtin, context is inseparable from meaning. Bakhtin (1981) explains that individual
activity is embedded in context, one which constrains all words that were spoken, all selected
to speak in the present, and all that can be spoken in the future. Because to communicate
implies the need to make sense with others, therefore we select words we assume others will
understand. Bakhtin's notion of utterance demonstrates the functional role of language in
communication. Therefore, broadly enabling the study of casual language and as argued in
this thesis, enabling research of place identities. Although communication is functional and
accessible through research, it is by no means simple. The complexity of communication is
explained through the concept of social subjectivity.

3.2.4

Social subjectivity

Cooley (1926) proposed that the very notion of social sciences is based upon subjectivity.
Social interactions are conducted through communication, understood through individual
interpretation and are continuously evolved through external factors. Thus, they embody
subjectivity. Holquist (1983) explains Bakhtin's social subjectivity, as the subjective nature of
the social world where interpretation is constantly influenced and shaped by the external
environment, or context.
Althusser’s theory of ideology (1984) shares similarities with Bakhtin’s ideas of social
subjectivity. Althussar explains the individual, their ideas, and actions are interpellated into a
social subject that enacts social practices. Althusser’s (1984) concept of ideology has
relevance for understanding place through acceptance that ideologies can be studied through
their material existence within apparatuses (such as the media, the community) and practices
(such as occasions, rituals).
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To understand social subjectivity is to understand the communication process. Other
concepts involved in the social semiotic communication process include texts, discourses and
reading positions, which are explained separately in the following sections.

3.2.4.1

Place as text

Introduced earlier, texts are the subject of interpretation. A text is a medium for an exchange
of meanings whether including written and spoken words (Halliday 1978), and images (Kress
2009). Halliday (1978, p.10) differentiates between language and a text:
“[text] looks as though it is made of words and sentences, it is really made of
meanings. Of course, the meanings have to be communicated; but as a thing in
itself, a text is essentially a semantic unit. It is not something that can be defined
as being just another kind of sentence, only bigger”.
When applied to places, Halliday’s (1978) definition suggests that place texts are much more
than the words spoken by residents or documents from council members or local media.
Place texts are ‘semantic units’ which convey place meaning, this can includes natural and
built environments, residents and the general culture.
Understanding place as consisting of multiple texts is supported by semioticians (Scollon &
Scollon 2000) and place marketers (Baxter 2011). Kavaratzis (2004) and Shirazi (2014)
typology of place communications could be used to categorise the types of place texts
encountered through experience, including primary (first-hand experiences of buildings or
beaches etc.), secondary (formal texts created and disseminated by place managers), and
tertiary communications (word of mouth or media representations place etc.) (see Section
2.5.5 for further discussion on place communication). From a social semiotic perspective,
these communication sources are place texts.
Importantly, place texts (such as a building) do not inform place identity (such as an
industrial or rural) directly. Rather, residents interpret place texts within a particular social
context. Residents culturally learn how to understand and evaluate place texts based on how
it meets their expectations, or not. Furthermore, the social context influences multiple
perspectives or readings of the same texts; thus, accounting for the occurrence of multiple
and conflicting place identities.
The plurality of place identities is demonstrated when viewing place as a social subject. When
residents interpret place texts, their perspectives are informed by discourses. Expanding on
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the previous example, a resident might experience a building in their city and assess its
qualities as contributing to a rural or industrial place identity. The notion of a rural or
industrial reading is understood through culturally learned discourses regarding what a rural
environment should consist of, how it should function, and what it should look like in
comparison to an industrial environment.
Numerous place discourses inform residents' interpretation of place texts (such as the
building example), which residents use to describe, differentiate and ultimately make sense
of the environment. Therefore, place texts are part of a communicative social-semantic
process. The meaning of rural or industrial identity is not inherent to the physical structure
(text), but a mental concept constructed through residents knowledge and acceptance of local
place discourses.

3.2.4.2

Place discourses and reading positions

Clarke (2000, p.60) explains, “social subjects are positioned in relation to particular
discourses and practices”. Therefore, discourses have influence on the position individuals
adopt when reading place texts. A discourse provides the rules that govern social behaviour,
but is also simultaneously governed by social interactions. In the context of tourism
discourses, Nyseth and Viken (2009, p.225) propose all places are categorised into modern
discourses, rooted in culture, history and more recently globalisation. Consider the words city
and town. In the Western world these words are embedded in culturally formed discourses,
regarding how a place is classified. This cultural understanding informs residents'
expectations for the physical environment, natural environment, and services offered in a
either a city or town.
Importantly, although discourses are used to derive meanings, they are not fixed, rather, they
are in “constant contestation of meaning” (Mills 2004, p.14). Acknowledgment of the fluidity
of meaning is important for marketers, as without fluidity there would be no opportunity to
influence or change perceptions. Clarke (2000, p.56) explains the role of discourse, is to
“inform a text” and influence a specific reading position. Clarke (2000, p.64) clarifies the
terminology subject positions and reading position:
 Subject positions (multiple) subject is familiar with the conventions and
identifies with, or contests, the most obvious reading constructed in the text
(i.e. Reading Position).
 Reading Position (single) position from which the text appears meaningful
and coherent (obvious).
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In this sense, place discourses are communicated within a social context through which
people interpret their environment. Where people are conscious of multiple subject
positions, the reading position is the one that is most meaningful at that time. Importantly,
this would also imply that during a communication act, meaning is only conveyed to people
whom adopt a similar reading position. In the case of place identity, this premise further
emphasises the need for research to understand the cross-section of subject positions and
reading positions regarding how residents interpret place texts (such as buildings, other
residents, or the natural environment).

3.2.5

Rejection of the transmission model

Wertsch (1991) suggests that adoption of the Bakhtinian perspective inadvertently rejects
the transmission model of communication (Shannon & Weaver 1947), which is a popular
model of communication in marketing (Schiffman, O’Cass, Paladina & Carlson 2014). Wertsch
(1991) explained the Bakhtinian approach as 'appreciation' rather than acceptance of this
model. Key criticisms of the transmission model concerns its inability to cater for
dialogicality, with the suggestion that message receivers only act as extractors of meaning
and language is simply a conduit. This premise trivializes the communication process, by
presenting communication as a passive one-way event, whereby meaning is generated purely
via transfer of information from a sender to a receiver. These criticisms highlight the
ineffectiveness of the transmission model at understanding the complex process of
communication.
Wertsch (1991) celebrated Bakhtin's approach for treating communication as a complex
system. Bakhtin argues the impossibility of speaking one unaltered single message, due to
dialogicality of communication. Dialogism positions meaning as a process rather than being
univocal. Lotman (1988, p.34) advises communication has two text functions, “to convey
meanings adequately, and to generate new meanings”. The former is possible when there is a
strong degree of univocalilty (reading position), whereas the latter is a dialogic function,
exhibiting dialogicality (subject position). Wertsch (1991) critiques the transmission model,
stating it cannot be appropriated in any way to cater for the dialogic function. In addition, the
passive information transfer in this model does not consider the recursive nature of meaning
making, and therefore does not allow 'new' meaning generation.
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Complexities of the place identity concept are essentially the complexities of communication.
Oversimplifications of the place identity concept could be linked to a lack of suitable
communication theory used to understand it. A social semiotic approach to communication
enables place identity to be viewed as a social phenomenon.

3.2.6

Operationalising communication theory

Bakhtin did not operationalise his concepts. Rather, he offered them as a general guide for
understanding communicative events. A notorious limitation of Bakhtin's work is the lack of
research supporting his ideas and lack of guidance on how to apply them. However, in more
recent years, Bakhtin’s ideas were extended into formal methods, including Sjöberg's (1996)
use of voice to study inner dynamics of group communication in healthcare, and Martin and
White's (2005) operationalisation of heteroglossia through Hallidayian systemic functional
linguistics.
Bakhtin's concept of heteroglossia is expressed through dialogic communciation and
complements the notion of utterance. It is defined as a discourse that mixes both form and
content representing the ‘‘coexistence of socioideological contradictions between the present
and the past” (Bakhtin 1981, p.291). Further to this definition, Leppänen et al. (2009 p.1081)
explains heteroglossia as the “coexistence, combination, alternation, and juxtaposition of
ways of using the communicative and expressive resources language/s offer us”. The two
central arguments shared by Bakhtinian and Hallidayian approaches enabled Martin and
White (2005) to operationalise heteroglossia using systemic functional linguistics. Firstly,
that language is used functionally to create meaning, and secondly, the inseparable and
important role of context.
This

section

discussed

an

alternative

communication

approach

by

introducing

communication as a social act embedded in context, and language as a functional resource to
create meaning. As mentioned however, apart from heteroglossia, not all concepts are
operationalisable as a theory of communication. Therefore, Halliday's social semiotics and the
functional theory of grammar are addressed to aid development of a usable approach to place
identity in the following section.
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3.3 Social semiotics and the functional theory of grammar
Semiotics is the science of signs and has numerous applications, including but not limited to,
the analysis of culture, multimedia communication, anthropology, medicine, advertising, and
more recently place (Baxter, 2011). Social semiotics is the study of signs as a relational and
socio-cultural systemic process and was introduced by Halliday as a way of understanding
spoken and written text. From this conception, authors extended Halliday's analysis to other
meaning-making activities including images (Hodge & Kress 1988), place (Scollon & Scollon
2000), and social media (Mehmet & Clarke 2016).
Adopting a social semiotic perspective to place identity accepts meaning-making as the
interpretation and negotiation of sign systems. In his seminal book, Language as a Social
Semiotic, Halliday (1978) explains meaning is expressed functionally through language in
three separate ways, termed meta-functions they include the ideational and logical,
interpersonal and textual. Fundamentally meta-functions refer to what is being said
(ideational/logical meta-function), with whom and with what power and attitude it is said is
(interpersonal meta-function), and how it is said language (textual meta-function). Halliday’s
ideals posit language as a functional communication resource through which meaning about
social systems is created and can be investigated. Language is initially, “a resource for making
meaning” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014, p.3). Baxter (2011) acknowledged this being the
case in place identity whereby, place identities are held in the mind of residents and are only
accessed by researchers through communication with residents, thus creating language
resources to study.
There are three levels of meaning to be extracted from a language resource, the ideational or
experiential, the interpersonal and the textual, see Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Types of meanings in the systemic model
Source: Summarised from Eggins and Slade (1997, p.49)
Types of meaning
Ideational/Experiential
Interpersonal

Textual

Definition
Meanings about the world, representation of
reality (e.g. topics, subject matter).
Meanings about roles and relationships
(e.g. status, intimacy, contact, sharedness
between interactants).
Meanings about the message
(e.g. foregrounding/salience; types of
cohesion)

Questions to ask
What is being said?
What is the relationship between
speakers?
How is the message expressed?

Ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning can be realised in all different levels in
language strata; including phonology and graphology, grammar and lexis, and discourse
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semantics. Figure 3-2 shows Martin and White’s (2005) intersection of meta-functions with
the language strata model, while Table 3-2 explains the differences between language strata
levels.

Figure 3-2 Language strata and intersection of meta-functions and strata
Source: Martin and White (2005, p.9-12)

Table 3-2 Explanation of figure 3-3 language strata
Source: Adapted from Martin and White (2005, p.8-12)
Scope
Purpose
Phonology and Graphology
Individual sounds in Analysis of the organisation of letters in sentences or
spoken text, letters
sounds in spoken text, layout, formatting and
in written text,
punctuation.
format, layout and
punctuation.
Lexicogrammar
Clause
Recoding of phonological and graphological patterns
as words and structures. The act of recoding makes
this level more abstract analysis than the inner circle.
Discourse semantics
Clause
Analysis of discourse organisation, including:
 The questions of how people, places and things
are introduced in text and kept track of once
there;
 How events and states of affairs are linked to one
another in terms of time, cause, contrast and
similarity;
 How participants are related as part to whole
and sub-class to class;
 How turns are organised into exchange of goods
and services and information;
 How evaluation is established, amplified,
targeted and sourced.

Due to the micro focus of phonology and graphology, it is suitable for studies that seek to
compare differences in language articulation, such as place dialects. Investigations of lexicogrammar focus on the clause. In a Masters thesis, Baxter (2011) analysed place identity texts
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with a focus on lexico-grammar and discourse semantics. When analysing the lexicogrammar, Baxter (2011) identified place identity expressions from interview transcripts then
grouped them together based on how they were related. These identity clauses were then
analysed at a discourse analysis level to address a positive, neutral or negative attitude.
Halliday’s (1978) meta-functions are realised through Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL),
a theory of grammar concerning how language functions to convey meaning (Halliday and
Matthiessen 2014). SFL offers methods to analyse meaning through language. The premise of
SFL is that language has the function of communicating meaning in a systemic way. Halliday
and Matthiessen (2014, p.23) support the view that "meaning resides in systemic patterns of
choice”. Table 3-3 explains these metafunctions with examples.
Table 3-3 Metafunction and grammar system
Source: Adapted from Benwell and Stokoe (2006 p. 109) and Halliday & Matthiessen (2014, p.8)
Metafunction
Details
Example
Grammar
System
Experiential
Experiences in the clause are
The marathon has
Transitivity
Ideational and Logical
analysed (what is happening)
started.
Interpersonal

Function of clause in dialogue
is analysed (demanding and
giving information)

Run the marathon.

Textual

Information flow is analysed.

Jessica will run the
marathon.

Appraisal
Modality
SpeechFunction
Theme
Reference

As a theory of grammar, SFL is arguably the most comprehensive resource for studying place
identity, providing not only theoretical conceptualisation on place identity making but also
methods to operationalise these processes. Tuan (1991, p.685) recommends a linguistic
approach as the “grammar of language can tell us something about what aspects of an object
(of place) are emphasised”. SFL has also been used in studies of self identity Fairclough
(2003), Young and Harrison (2004), Benwell and Stokoe (2006), and de Fina, Schiffrin, and

Bamberg (2006).
While Taun (1991) recommends a linguistic approach in place identity studies, de Fina,

Schiffrin, and Bamberg (2006) demonstrate its usefulness in studies of individual identity.
SFL has also been used to analyse self identity by authors including Fairclough (2003), Young
and Harrison (2004) and Benwell and Stokoe (2006). Tuan (1991, p.685) states a linguistic
approach is useful as the “grammar of language can tell us something about what aspects of
an object (of place) are emphasised”.
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3.4 Participative inquiry
Depending on the researcher’s orientation, there are different lines of inquiry to guide social
research (Neuman 2011). To answer the research question (How to research place
identities?), there is need to understand residents' point of view and how they create meaning
about the place they live. From a constructivist perspective, meaning is co-produced, a result
of social interactions, and embedded in context. A participatory inquiry reveals how to access
that meaning making processes such as place identity.
Under a participatory inquiry, participants are considered more like co-researchers. In this
sense, Bergold and Thomas (2012, p.204) explain that “all participants are involved as
knowing subjects who bring their perspectives into the knowledge-production process”.
Established in Chapter Two, place identity research using a participatory inquiry can be
designed, initiated and managed by researchers and the research design does not require
initial participation of residents. Bergold and Thomas’s (2012) guidelines for a participative
research inquiry were used to identify suitable methods for data collection in this study.
 The need for direct access to the subject of interest.
 The need to collect life world or meaningful actions.
 The need to vary power plays between researcher and participant so they
attain co-researcher status.
 The need for subjects to rethink established interpretations of situations and
strategies.
 The importance of a reflection interview to rethink their previously
established experiences. Feedback and community engagement attempts.
Not only should research be participative, that is, enable the researchee to play an active role
in data creation, but there is also a need to document actual experiences (actions) as opposed
to recollected experiences (memories) (Thiel 1997). Koeck and Warnaby (2015, p.184)
support this approach, they also address place branding as a complex inter-woven process
involving "people's individual perceptions, which will incorporate lived experience therein,
and also memory".

3.5 Design criteria
Learning from the participative inquiry guidelines and the characteristics of place identity,
Table 3-4 provides an overview of the design criteria for future investigation of place identity
construction.
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Table 3-4 Design criteria for place identity studies
Place Identity Characteristics
Design Criteria
1. Residents are the identity holders.
 Research needs to be conducted with the residents
themselves.
2. Place identities are co-produced
 Methods need to be participative in order to access this cobetween residents, and between
production and negotiation of meaning.
residents and place.
3. Place identities are the result and
 Methods need to capture the dynamic process of
content of communication
communication between people and between people and
place.
4. Place identity is pluralistic.
 Methods need the ability to reveal multiple identities.
5. Place identities are fluid and subject
 Methods need to account for changes in identity.
to change.
6. Language is the primary resource for
 Methods need to collect and analyse language data.
which place identities are created
and shared.
7. Place identity is embedded in
 Methods need to collect and analyse multimodal data.
temporal, spatial, and social context.

The design criteria were used to motivate an operational framework for place identity
research in this thesis. The framework and its components are explained.

3.6 The systemic functional participative multi-modal framework
(SFPMF)
Place identity characteristics, systemic semiotic communication theory and the participative
inquiry guidelines were used to design a framework for the purpose of revealing and
understanding place identity construction. The first version of this framework is depicted in
Figure 3-3 and pays homage to its theoretical foundations with the title, a Systemic Functional
Participative Multimodal Framework [SFPMF]. Considering language as a primary meaning
making resource for place identity construction (see Section 3.3 of this chapter), the theory of
systemic functional linguistics aided selection of data analysis techniques in the SFPMF.
Answering calls for research methods in place identity studies, the SFPMF needed to cater for
the participative inquiry guidelines including, documentation of meaningful actions such as
place experience, empowerment of the participant, and opportunity for reflection.
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Figure 3-3 SFPMF design

Figure 3-3 depicts three phases of data collection and analysis; a term referred to by Clarke
(2013 pers. comm., 22nd October) as triptych. When used in the context of art, a triptych is an
artwork of three separate pieces to be hung side-by-side; in Roman times, a triptych was an
ancient writing tablet with three panels (Merriam-Webster 2016). In this study, the triptych
refers to the interview process of orientating, narrating, and reflecting. Just as in the
traditional sense of the word, all three phases are ordered, have their own role, but support
each other to create meaning.
Three phases provide a method to understand the fluidity of place identities. The triptych
included gaining an orientation of place identities conceived by residents, narration of place
identities as experienced by residents, and reflection on experience. The purpose of a
reflective phase was to identify change in place identities and facilitate the meaning making
construction of place identities between researcher and participant. The main components of
the SFPMF are explained and justified using the guiding design criteria as well as relevant
literature.
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3.6.1

Data collection

Shown in Figure 3-3, the methods for data collection regard the triptych design and the
interview techniques, including semi-structured interviews, a walk-along interview, and a
video recording device. These methods are discussed in detail.
3.6.1.1

Triptych design

The data collection objective was to collect meaningful actions of place experiences. Past and
present experiences and future expectations culminate to propel residents' interpretation of
place. Gaining useful insight through reflective methods presents challenges. Creating a “safe
space” for “open communication” is important (Bergold & Thomas 2012, p.205). The coresearcher needs to feel “confident enough that their utterances will not be used against
them” and any conflicts can be discussed freely and considered as differences in position
rather than arguments (Bergold & Thomas 2012, p.196). Multiple phases will help build
rapport between researcher and participant to encourage an open communicative
environment.

3.6.1.2

Orientating interview

Semi-structured individual, in-depth interviews (Aaker, Kumar, Day, Lawley & Stewart 2008)
used in orientating to understand the residents' place experiences and reveal place identities.
Interviews are preferred over questionnaires in place identity research for their ability to
explore the phenomenon as opposed to measure it. Interviews are suited to provide deep
explanations of place identities. Individual in-depth interviews facilitate two-way
communication, which can generate data of what people’s beliefs are and why they have them
(Rowley 2006). These arguments are supported by Hague (2005, p.9).
“...to focus only on explicit declarations [reports and public debates] of place
identity or to rely only on empirical methods such as questionnaires would be to
miss some of the most crucial aspects…concern[ing] how identities are
constructed, contested and changed”.
Baxter (2011) also supported the use of semi-structured interviews in place identity studies.
Benefits included, addressing necessary discussion topics to elicit place identity, while
providing flexibility for residents to illustrate attitudes through stories of their experiences.

3.6.1.3

Narrating interview

Thiel's (1997) perspective on experience sets limits as to what counts as content. Actions can
be witnessed (overt behaviour), and inferences (bodily references or instrumentation) are
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made through feelings and thoughts. This information can be supplemented with respondent
self-reports from introspections. There is a key difference between objective experience
(prescribed) and the participant realised subjective experience. The narrative style interview
is unstructured and requires more involvement from the participant, with the aim of eliciting
verbalisation and recording subjective experiences as they occur.
The purpose of a narrative interview is to facilitate story telling about a topic. This approach
does not encourage probing questions such as “why or how?” instead the participant is
encouraged to continue with questions such as “what happened then?” (Barker & Galasinski
2001, p.62). In the case of a walk-along, the resident could be empowered as an expert as
they narrate their experiences to the researcher. Using the narrative walk-along technique,
the participant is able to verbalise the sensory and kinetic process of experience as it occurs.
This type of interview is popular amongst social scientists who need to reconstruct social
events from the perspective of informants (Barker & Galasinski 2001).
Although the walk-along method received little attention in place marketing studies, it is well
known in other disciplines. However, there are differences in terminology. Although referring
to the same technique, some studies term this interview a walk-along, whereas others refer to
it as a Go-along or a walking interview. The term walk-along is adopted in the current study.
Kusenbach (2003) conducted ethnographic fieldwork in two urban neighbourhoods to
evaluate the Go-along as a qualitative research tool. Carpiano (2009) evaluated the Go-along
interview as an effective method to study the health issues of neighbourhood or local-area
contexts, whereas Anderson and Jones (2009) used a walking interview to live the life of
children’s spatial performances. Lombard (2009) combined the narrative interview and the
walking interview when researching place attachment in two Mexican towns.
Kusenbach (2003) recommends the Go-along interview to achieve better understanding of
perceptions of experiences, insights into spatial practices, personal biographies, social
architecture, and social realms. Similarly, Riley (2010) also claims advantages of the Go-along
interview over other methods. Koeck and Warnaby (2015, p.187) do not specifically mention
the walk-along interview, but do reference the "street-based tactics" of de Certeau (1985),
whereby informal or everyday place experiences are valued as a way of understanding place
and communicating or re-representing place. In addition, Koeck and Warnaby (2015) and
Henshaw et al. (2015) both reinforce the value of multi-sensory research in understanding
place identity.
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A voice recorder could be used to document walk-along experiences, but this would only
capture the verbalised aspects to the experience and miss sensory aspects such as sight and
sound. The use of video recorded narrative walk-along has benefit of capturing verbal and
non-verbal experiences. Postman (1998, p.3) explains, “every technology has a philosophy”
which has implications on what data it collects, how it codifies the world, and “in which of our
senses it amplifies, in which of our emotional and intellectual tendencies it disregards”. As
video recording devices get smaller and less intrusive, its applicability is moving from
research on to researching with participants (Erickson 2011). There are ethical concerns
raised through the introduction of video data collection, specifically in public spaces. These
concerns are discussed and addressed in Chapter Four section 4.1.

3.6.1.4

Reflecting interview

A reflective interview enables residents to reconstruct knowledge and offer further
“understanding” on the subject matter and empowers them as co-researchers (Bergold and
Thomas 2012, p.197). In the context of supporting the use of video, Merleau-Ponty (cited in
Pink 2011) praises the ability of film, video and photos to elicit memories of experiences. By
enabling reflection on memories of experience, residents could confirm, reject, or offer
further understanding into the identities of the place they live. In a microethnographic study
of caregivers, Pink (2011) reflected on the role of the researcher when collecting video data.
Pink (2011, p.7) acknowledges the process of attempting to know action through
observation.
“[We] reflexively draw on our own existing biographical experiences (as
researchers and film view) in order to imagine and recognize our sensory
embodied responses to other people, objects, textures and more in film and
video…Not simply interested in what I could observe and how this relates to
different modalities. Rather, I would seek to use my own prior experiences to
comprehend the skilled and sensory process that she is engaging in by
monitoring the temp of the water etc…. I would be therefore trying to understand
her ways of knowing and regulating this process – ways of knowing in which the
sense remain interconnected…not interested in how separate actions of touching
and seeing combine to make meaning” “rather” “I would be interested in how she
divided this experiences up into the categories of what is known by seeing and
what by feeling because this would help me to understand how she gives
constructed meaning to these activities”.
Although the subject matter and research objective differs in this thesis, Pink's (2011) insight
into the reflexive process can help to justify the use of a final reflective phase in the proposed
triptych design. To prepare for the third reflective interview, the researcher must review
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previous footage to collate discussion topics for the reflecting interview protocol. Similar to
Pink (2011) the researcher is using their own interpretation of place generally and the
specific activities of the walk along to decide which video clips should be discussed in the
reflecting interview. This interview enables the participant to explain their constructed
reality of the actions and experiences represented in video footage.

3.6.1.5

Video technologies

When examining the history of video in social research, Erickson (2011) discussed key
factors influencing the current use of video for research. Beginning with studies of
locomotion in humans and animals in 1880s, through to the 1955-56 when Stanford
University’s Centre for Advanced study in the Behavioural Sciences (CABS) begun
investigations of phonetic, phonemic, and kinesics language, which led to discussions of
context in the 1960’s (Erickson 2011). Such studies contributed to the notion of “multimodal
(i.e., involving nonverbal as well as verbal communicative means)” and “multiparty (i.e.,
involving listeners’ activity in conjunction with that of speakers” (Erickson 2011, p.181). The
importance of both verbal and nonverbal data to better understand social interactions was
identified.
One emerging method is videography, which is limited to investigations of social interactions
explained under social scientific theories (Knoblauch 2012). Traditionally video was used to
collect data on participants as an observation tool. Compared to traditional methods utilising
video, videography aims to reveal a natural setting, as the researcher goes “where the action
is” (Knoblauch 2012, p.252). In essence it is ethnographic and complements narrative style
interviews. Rather than analysis of pre-recorded video footage, this method requires
recording the video “’in the field’ and then using these audiovisual recordings for their
analysis” (Knoblauch 2012, p.253).
Contrary to documentary styles which pan across from speaker to speaker, video recording
devices were used to document “the ‘multi-modal’ nature of meaning-making in interaction”;
thus the context in which dialogue occurred was considered as important as the dialogue
itself (Erickson 2011, p.184). This context includes both researcher and participant’s verbal
and non-verbal reactions, as well as “various artefacts around which interaction and
attention are oriented” (Erickson 2011, p.184). Artefact identification and interpretation are
particularly relevant in walk-along narrative interviews.
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In contrast to participatory studies that utilise auto-photography and align with documentary
or scientific observation, Pink (2007, p.103) argues video recordings are not “untainted
realities". In light of this, Pink (2007) recommends the researcher to reflexively consider
their influence on data.

3.6.2

Data organisation

Once data is collected it needs to be organised ready for analysis. Shown in Figure 3-3, the
methods for data organisation include: minChat a formal transcription method; clause
boundary analysis the systemic functional linguistic method for separating semantic items in
a text; Transana 2.52 the software program to manage transcription of video data;
environmental coding the framework used to transcribe the environment in walk-along
interviews. These methods are discussed further.
3.6.2.1

minChat transcription

Transcription of interviews is necessary to apply a linguistic analysis. In the SFPMF,
interviews are recorded and transcribed using an adapted formal transcription standard
called minChat. This standard is a smaller version of a transcription standard called CHAT
developed by psychologists to better analyse the communication of children (Mcwhinney
2000). The difference between CHAT and minChat is the amount of detail provided within the
transcripts. Applying a formal transcription standard to transcripts allows a universal
understanding of the transcription coding.
In this study, Mcwhinney's (2000) term utterance is to describe what Eggins' (2004) defines
as clause, which will be further explained in the following section. To avoid confusion, the
word utterance is replaced with clause in the guidelines shown in Figure 3-4.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

When coding in English, every character in the file must be in the basic ASCII character
set.
Every line must end with a carriage return.
The first line begins with a @Begin header line
The last line in the file must be an @End header line.
There must be an @Participants header line listing three-letter codes for each
participant, the participant’s name, and the participant’s role. This line should follow
immediately after the @begin header.
Lines beginning with * indicate what was actually said. These are called “main lines”.
Each main line should code only one clause [utterance]. When a speaker produces
several clauses in a row, code each with a new main line.
After the asterisk on the main line comes a three-letter code representing the speaker.
After the three-letter code comes a colon and then a tab.
What was actually said is then entered.
Lines beginning with the % symbol can contain anything. Typically, these lines include
codes and commentary on what was said. They are called “dependent tier” lines.
Dependent tier lines begin with the % symbol. This symbol is followed by a threeletter code in lowercase letters for the dependent tier type. Dependant tiers can
represent comment, action or situation. Dependant tier actions occur either before
(<before>), during (<during>), or after (<after>) the above clause.
Continuations of the main lines and dependent tier lines begins with a tab.
Commas should be used sparingly.
Upper case letters are only used for proper nouns and the word ‘I’.
Incomplete words can be written with the omitted material in parentheses, as in
(be)cause.

Figure 3-4 minChat guidelines
Source: Adapted from Macwhinney (2000)

3.6.2.2

Clause boundary analysis

The purpose of this study is not to comment on grammar, but to transcribe language in a
format that enables SFL analysis. Importantly, Mcwhinney (2000) does not explain how to
identify the start and end of an utterance, and Eggins' (2004) clause boundary analysis does
classify language in this manner. Clause boundary analysis sorts language into clauses, which
are smaller analytic units compared to a whole transcript or paragraphs (Eggins 2004). Using
systemic functional linguistic analysis methods at the lexico-grammar level (see Figure 3-2)
there is a need to sort and view language at least as a clause, or clause complexes (multiple
clauses that make a sentence structure). Clauses are identified through their structural
organisation in the transcripts, in written language there are one or more clauses in a
sentence (Eggins 2004). In speech communication where there is no punctuation,
differentiating clauses is particularly important, and more difficult.
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3.6.2.3

Transana 2.52

Transana version 2.52 is a qualitative analysis software for video and audio data developed
by the University of Wisconsin-Madison Centre for Education Research (Transana 2012).
Transana version 2.52 was used to manage the video data in terms of linking the
transcription of verbal and non-verbal communication as well as environmental coding
(narrating interview) with time codes in video footage.

3.6.2.4

Environmental coding

Addressed in Chapter Two, is the notion that place identities are the result of experience, a
multi-modal concept, including “multisensory” perceptions “uniquely acquired in real time”
(Thiel 1997, p.74). Importantly, unlike other approaches, a social semiotic approach to place
identity, argues place identities should be investigated through residents' experience of the
place, not the place itself. Therefore, the legitimacy of place elements such as a shopping
centre or a basketball court is not related to physical existence but to their functional
existence, in how spatial elements are interpreted and used by residents. Boogart (2001)
warns of viewing the natural and physical place elements as single texts, as this simplifies the
meaning-making concept, isolates the place element from context and therefore, negates the
influence and power of the milieu as a holistic phenomenon.
In the SFPMF, language is the primary resource through which place experience is made
sense of. However in a walk-along method, the non-linguistic systems of experience are part
of the experience, and therefore part of the place identity. Although, language expresses the
production of place identity, it does not account for the 'non-verbal' real-time environmental
cues. For example, while walking down a street during the walk-along interview, the
participant might walk past rubbish bins overflowing, broken windows in shop fronts, or
hear car traffic in the background, the participant may not verbally communicate these items,
however they are still part of the milieu in that experience.
Thiel’s (1997) method enables experience to be documented, enlarged, and shared; achieving
richer data on the “multiparty polyphonic description of actual (or proposed) real-time
sequences of concurrent actions, feelings and thoughts associated with given behaviour
patterns and users” (Thiel 1997, p.3). The usefulness of this method is summarised by Thiel
(1997, p.3) as:
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 To identify prototypical streams of experience which may be specified as
design intentions for a given time, place, and occasion and for given users,
behaviour patterns, roles and situations;
 To describe actual streams of environmentally contingent experiences as
reported for and by such users, as sequences of observations, inferences, and
introspections;
 To describe proposed but not built, sequentially experienceable
environments, hypothesised as necessary for or correlated with proposed
sequential environmental experiences;
 To gather analytical descriptions of existing sequentially experienceable
environments.
A focus on the user’s experience is critical to creating meaningful infrastructure for the people
who use it. Thiel warns students and practitioners not to forget the means of architecture is
design and the end is human experience, when quoting Bill Wurster former Dean of
Architecture at MIT who said, “the building is not the picture. The building is only the frame the picture is life” (cited in Thiel 1997, p.7). The Envirotecture method is an attempt to link
emotional responses and intellect; thus bridging “the gap between what is created and what is
experienced” (Thiel 1997, p.8). To understand the subject’s environment, Thiel (1997, p.132)
suggests deconstructing the scene into three basic components; space (physical delineation of
a portion of the great void arising from the positional relationships of various surfaces,
screens and objects), place (perceptual qualification of a space), and occasion (activity in
accordance to some implicit and explicit program).
Space: a space for people to move
Space is a great void composing of numerous scenes made up of visual, olfactory, thermal,
tactile and sonic space patterns. Thiel (1997, p.133) acknowledged the elements of space but
focused on visual due to limitations in human processing and suggests other sensory
elements are “place-qualifying the visual space of different scenes”. He concludes that as a
participant walks through space they encounter various scenes with different spatial
combinations.
Place: items that dress the space
Place is explained as the additional treatment of “anonymous space” (Thiel 1997, p.138).
Place is the dressing, personalisation or qualification of space.
Occasion: social element to place
Occasion characterises the members of humanity (men, women and children) other than the
participant at the time of the scene. We are social creatures and the presence of others
impacts our experience either positively or negatively. This presence is notated from the
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participant perspective and ‘others’ need to be visible to the participant but not necessarily
noticed; this will be mapped as a continuous index indicating position and orientation
through the scene. The summated behavioural effect from UP purpose and actions compared
to others interactions is similar to the Japanese concept of Kaiwai, which denotes mood,
ambiance or atmosphere arising from others in a space (Thiel 1997). Occasion is assessed at a
macro level by the researcher as they adopt the role of stranger and onlooker in the situation.
Therefore, characteristics noted are limited to what an attentive layperson could
comprehend. Thiel (1997) explains the characteristics of occasion.
1. The temporal-spatial characteristics of the event, duration, position, distance
and pattern.
2. The demographic attributes of number, age, sex, and social condition.
3. The activity characteristics of continuity, category, mode, posture, and
expression.
4. a) The interpersonal relationship of and between ‘others’ including role, body
distance and body orientation. Thus gaining understanding of the sense of
occasion for all UP in common;
b) The interpersonal relationship between a specific UP and ‘others’,
involving the UP’s role and degree of familiarity with the ‘others’.
5. The episodic summation of the sense of occasion, whereby patterns of ‘others’
and the density of the groups in the several spaces are characterised.
As illustrated earlier in this section, the narrating interview required transcription of the
environment to account for the non-verbalised aspects of experience. Thiel’s (1997)
environmental coding techniques were used to transcribe sounds and objects along the walk.
The purpose of this transcription was to reveal influences to identity construction. Fixed or
movable props (i.e. buildings and rubbish bins) as well as, human and natural sounds (i.e.
birds singing and construction work) were analysed.
According to Thiel (1997), props create place from space. In the case of a park, the swing set,
path and a picnic table are props. Props were categorised by permanence as fixed or moveable
and being natural or synthetic. Although Thiel (1997) offers a wider set of classifications for
props (see Table 3-5) only the natural and synthetic classifications were relevant to this study
of place experience. Specifically, the domestic interior and hand props categories were not
relevant, and the urban exterior category was combined natural and synthetic typology.
Transcribing props differentiated permanent place elements, such as buildings, with those
that might change day to day, such as rubbish.
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Scenes
Domestic
Interior

Urban
Exterior

Table 3-5 Permanence typology
Source: Adapted from Thiel (1997)
Fixed props
Moveable props
3-D
2-D
3-D
Counters
Carpets
Chairs
Cabinets
Floorboards
Tables
Shelving
Tiles
Audio/Visual
Air
Equipment
Conditioners
Ceiling Lights
Streetlights
Advertising
Tables/Chairs
Street signs
Billboards
Refuse
Shopfront
Containers
Signage
Vehicles
Graffiti
Potted plants
Murals
Pets

Natural

Trees
(Urban)

Synthetic

Buildings
Streets

Vegetation

Animals
Birds

2-D
Rugs
In-Store Signage

External
signage

Temporary

Shop

Leaves

Litter

Hand
Props

Merchandise
Manuals
Computer/Cash
Register
Equipment

In addition to permanence, sounds characterise the environment and as a consequence
impact experience. Thiel (1997) explains the environmental sounds furnish space by
indicating presence and nature of activities, events, and processes. As seen in Table 3-6,
sounds are classed as human or mechanical.
Table 3-6 Typology of sound
Source: Thiel (1997)
Sound Type
1. Human sounds: vocal and
musical

Example
a) vocalisations of people
b) musical instruments

2. Human sounds:
mechanical

Nonvocal and non musical activity:
a) from humans directly - footsteps, climbing, clapping etc.
b) from human agency ie. engines, manufacturing etc.
Due to regular natural processes including wind, waves etc. and those due to
singular events such as storms and landslides.

3. Nature sounds:
mechanical
4. Nature sounds: fauna

All intentional, accidental or incidental sounds from animals, birds, fish or
insects.
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3.6.3

Data analysis

As argued in this chapter, place identity is a communicative event primarily shared through
the language system. Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) theory of grammar
guides the selection of data analysis methods tested in this thesis. Baxter (2011) suggested to
use reference, polarity and system networks to reveal and track place identities through
interview transcripts. Reference analysis aim to reveal place identities, whereas polarity
analysis classifies them as being either positive, negative or neutral in attitude. System
networks model relationships between identities and attitudes to help interpret the data. In
addition to Baxter’s (2011) recommendations, speech function is included in SFPMF. The
introduction of speech function is novel in studies of place identity as well as marketing
generally. In the SFPMF, speech function analyses participation between researcher and
participant in the development of place identities. While the design choices for version one of
the SFPMF are explained and justified in this chapter, the application process is detailed in
Chapter Four.

3.6.3.1

Reference analysis

Following the recommendation of Baxter (2011), the Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)
method of reference analysis is incorporated in the SFPMF to organise data in transcripts.
Reference analysis is used to track people, places, things, activities and events (Eggins 2004).
In doing so, this technique shows how the organisation of words creates meaning in place
identity transcripts, otherwise known as realising textual meaning (Eggins 2004).
Applying a reference analysis on transcripts of place identity organises the discourse to reveal,
places, people, and things when they were first mentioned (presenting referent) and tracked
all subsequent mentions (presuming referent) of the identity. Reference analysis firstly
identified what was spoken about, also known as the participant (Eggins 2004). A participant
should not be confused with its use in other types of qualitative analysis when referring to a
respondent. In SFL, a participant can be a person, a place or a thing within the transcript.
Participants can be either presented or presumed in transcripts. A presenting reference occurs
when people, places or objects are introduced for the first time. After an initial introduction, a
speaker presumes the subject is known and uses pronouns such as 'they', 'it', 'here', 'there' or
possessive pronouns such as 'I' or 'mine'. Homophoric, Exophoric, and Endophoric are the
three categories of presuming references, these are explained with examples in Appendix 1.
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3.6.3.2

Polarity analysis

Baxter (2011) recommended using polarity analysis in conjunction with reference analysis.
The objective of polarity analysis is to realise interpersonal meaning by distinguishing
between positive and negative identity evaluations. Figure 3-5 depicts the system of polarity
according to Eggins (2004). In this figure, attitude expressions are classified as either positive,
neutral or negative evaluations. Polarity analysis can classify positive, negative and neutral
place identities within place identity transcripts.

positive attitude
specify attitude
negative attitude

Activities

neutral attitude

Figure 3-5 Lexical choice specifying attitude
Source: Eggins (2004, p.16)

3.6.3.3

System networks

The notation used to represent the options of polarity analysis (see Figure 3-5) is referred to
as a system network, used for revealing the organisation of classification within language
systems (see Eggins 2004). Halliday and Webster (2006, p.180) defines system networks as a
“set of options with an entry condition”. The system begins with an entry point and
encompasses rules which govern the types of choices that can be made, these will vary
according to the type of system (Mattheissen, Teruya & Lam 2010). Placement within a
system network is guided by relationships between presuming and presenting references.
Similar to Baxter (2011), the place identities are modelled into a system network. Uniquely in
this thesis, system networks were used to model place identities and their spatial, social and
temporal context.

3.6.3.4

Speech function analysis

Speech function was selected to reveal and understand any variation of participation by the
participant across the three SFPMF interviews. Participation in this sense refers to how much
information the participant offers with and without prompting by the researcher. As
discussed in the participatory guidelines (refer to Table 3-4), the SFPMF aimed to move a
participant's role from being a subject of research to acting as a co-researcher through the
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multimodal and phased triptych design. Rather than simply claiming the SFPMF as a
participative framework, speech function analysis helps to assess participation across
interviews by comparing the information exchanges between researcher and participant.
Eggins (2004, p.146) adapted Halliday's (1985) semantics of dialogue to explain information
exchanges. A foundation of speech function analysis is understanding that language functions
to give and receive information. Eggins (2004) classifies these options of exchange as speech
function pairs, shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7 Speech function pairs
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004, p.146)
Initiation
Question

Reply
Reply: Answer
Reply: Disclaimer

Statement

Reply: Acknowledgment
Reply: Contradiction

Command

Reply: Compliance
Reply: Refusal

Offer

Reply: Acceptance
Reply: Rejection

Eggins (2004) suggests there are a finite number of ways to initiate an exchange, including
asking a question, making a statement, commanding a behaviour or information from
someone, or by making an offer. From these initiations Eggins (2004) puts forward two
response options, one positive and one negative.

3.7 Methodology
In answer of the research question (How to research place identities?), the Systemic
Functional Participative Multi-modal Framework [SFPMF] was developed. The SFPMF
resolves theoretical and methodological inadequacies in the current place brand literature.
As a reflexive process, the SFPMF was tested with residents of Wollongong, Australia to
demonstrate its applicability to place identity studies.
The workflow uses a systems approach incorporating learning through feedback processes
(Sterman 2000). Sterman (2000) accredits a systemic model of learning using feedback
principles to John Deewy who described learning as an iterative cycle of invention,
observation, reflection and action. Sterman (2000, p.14) explains two types of feedback,
positive feedback is “self-reinforcing”, whereas negative feedback is “self-correcting”. In
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addition to having both positive and negative feedback is the process of double-loop learning
where the information feedback influences not only decisions but also guiding theories. In
this study, feedback develops place identity theory. Importantly, Sterman’s (2000)
terminology was altered to cater for the uniqueness of this study. These differences between
Sterman (2000) and the SFPMF are compared in Table 3-8.

Concept

Table 3-8 Variation between Sterman (2000) and current study
Sterman (2000)
Current Study
Mental Map
SFPMF
Real World
Experienced World

Initial appropriation of double-loop learning is depicted in Figure 3-6. It was conceived as
two circles with recursive arrows, to demonstrate feedback and learning process from both
the application of the method and knowledge building of Wollongong’s identities.

As

indicated in the figure, learning about the framework and the identities is conducted through
the recursive design-apply-learn process.
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Figure 3-6 Appropriation of double-looped learning for this study
Source: Adapted from Sterman (2000)
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3.8 Conclusions
This chapter theoretically grounded place identity and provided design criteria to guide the
development of a method that holistically addressed the characteristics and participative
character of place identity. A social semantic approach to meaning, using Halliday’s theory of
grammar, was positioned as appropriate to understand the language exchange between
people and place. Following the place identity criteria, usefulness of a participative inquiry
was introduced. This chapter concluded with the theoretically derived SFPMF to be
developed further through empirical testing in Chapter Four.
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Chapter 4 Framework Development

4.1 Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to explain the design-apply-learn process and evolution of the
Systemic Functional Participative Multi-modal Framework (SFPMF). The first version SFPMF
was literature derived and designed in Chapter Three. To remind the reader, this version is

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

DATA
COLLECTION

Semi-structured
Interview

Walk-along
interview

Semi-structured
Interview

DATA
ORGANISATION

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana
Environmental
Coding

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana

DATA
ANALYSIS

depicted in Figure 4-1.

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Figure 4-1 Iteration 1 SFPMF

As discussed in Chapter Three, the SFPMF is organised as a triptych. The three phases are
labelled orientating, narrating and reflecting. Each phase contains steps of data collection,
data organisation and data analysis. To understand the theoretical and methodological
implications of the SFPMF, each method was tested, reflected on and learnt from. Each
method was assessed regarding its ability to reach the research objective.
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To develop the framework, the SFPMF was applied with three residents of the City of
Wollongong, Australia. To answer the research question, the aim of this thesis was to
demonstrate applicability of the SFPMF in revealing place identity construction, not to
generalise the identities of Wollongong. Therefore, the place selection for this study was not
important. However, in order to develop and test the SFPMF, the study required residents.
The research was located in Wollongong, Australia, at the time of this study, and for this
reason it was selected. Appendix 2 provides an introduction to the City of Wollongong.
Requirement for participation in this study was to be a resident of Wollongong. The
researcher recruited suitable participants from their own personal community networks
within Wollongong. Initially, potential participants were contacted via email or phone to
gauge their interest in the study. If they wished to continue, a confirmation email, information
sheet, and a consent form was sent. An ethics application HE14/019 was submitted and
approved by the University of Wollongong/Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Heath District Social
Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee on the 6th February 2014. One condition of this
study was to secure the anonymity of participants by distorting their faces in video and
images shared to others beyond the researcher.
To develop the framework, the iterative design-apply-learn process was conducted until no
more changes were recommended; in this study, three Iterations were needed to improve the
structure and function of the SFPMF. The process is detailed in this chapter, headed Iteration
1, Iteration 2 and Iteration 3. For each Iteration, notes were made with the aim of improving
the SFPMF.
The following discussion is organised using the design, apply and learn process for data
collection, data organisation, and data analysis. For each Iteration, recommendations are
made from learnings in each method, these are summarised prior to the following Iteration.
Empirical data from each Iteration is included to supplement discussion; evidence is
indicated in brackets with the interview and line number noted (i.e. reflecting: 89). This
chapter concludes with the final version of the SFPMF, which is then validated in Chapter
Five.
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4.2 Iteration 1: Design data collection
Iteration 1 was the inaugural application of the Systemic Functional Participative Multimodal Framework (SFPMF). The first design of data collection for SFPMF was discussed in
Chapter Three, and represented in Figure 4-2. Each method was chosen with regard to the

DATA
COLLECTION

research question.

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Semistructured
Interview

Walk-along
interview

Semistructured
Interview

Figure 4-2 Iteration 1 design data collection

4.3 Iteration 1: Apply data collection
Iteration 1 was conducted with a 30 year old male who had lived in Wollongong for over 28
years. All three interviews were conducted over a two week period. See Table 4-1 for details
of Iteration 1 interviews. Application of each data collection method is discussed separately
to assist learning.

Interview
Orientating
Narrating
Reflecting

4.3.1

Table 4-1 Iteration 1 triptych summary
Location
University of Wollongong, Wollongong
North Wollongong to Belmore Basin, Wollongong
Residents' own home in West Wollongong, Wollongong

Duration
30 minutes
20 minutes
50 minutes

Orientating

As introduced in Chapter Three, the SFPMF began with orientating. The purpose of this phase
was to develop rapport between researcher and participant, and reveal initial expressions of
place identities. As outlined in Chapter Three, based on recommendations from Baxter
(2011), a semi-structured interview was selected as the most appropriate method. Semistructured interviews were favoured for their ability to cover a set list of topics, while
providing enough scope for residents to elaborate. The orientating interview was video
recorded to aid the final reflecting interview.
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The literature reiterates how a culmination of experiences and future expectations propels
residents' interpretation of place. The orientating semi-structured interview protocol was
created with this objective in mind. Questions were guided by interview protocols used by
Baxter (2011) and Twigger-Ross, Bonaiuto, and Breakwell (2003). Figure 4-3 provides the
protocol for Iteration 1 orientating interview. This interview opened with a broad question,
“how would you describe Wollongong?” From this question were discussions of participant's
favourite and least favourite aspects of Wollongong. These references were illustrated
through story telling of how past experiences informed current attitudes and expectations for
the future. To identify a suitable walk-along for the narrating interview, question 2f regarded
how the participant spent their leisure time and what a typical week would involve. At the
conclusion of this interview, the location for narrating interview was negotiated between
participant and researcher. The location had to suit the criteria of being known to the
participant as well as being feasible to video record.

Interview: Orientating
Location: University of Wollongong
Duration: 30 minutes
Objective: Understand participant experiences of the place they live and identify a known
location for the narrating interview.
Protocol
1. As an ice breaker, ask “how would you describe Wollongong? [Why]”
2. Discuss the following items during the interview:
a. What are your favourite things about Wollongong? [Why]
b. What are your least favourite things about Wollongong? [Why]
c. Have you lived elsewhere? If so, how does it differ? What made you move here? What has
made you stay here?
d. Since living here, how many times have you moved houses? [Why]
e. What would you like the place you live to look like in 15-20 years?[Why?]
f. What would your typical week consist of?
3. Negotiate a routine place to walk in narrating

Figure 4-3 Iteration 1 orientating protocol

4.3.2

Narrating

The narrating walk-along was used to document place experiences as they occurred. This
interview was video recorded to prompt discussion in reflecting interview. In alignment with
design criteria (introduced in Chapter Three), the narrating interview aimed to empower
Participant 1 as an expert of their place. The objective of this interview was to see: how the
participant made sense of their environment as they experienced it; uncover new identities;
offer changes or expansions to identity constructions revealed in the orientating interview.
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The participant was required to narrate their experience to the researcher as they walked
through the selected route. Figure 4-4 shows the narrating interview protocol.

Interview: Narrating
Location : A known location identified by the participant
Duration: 20 minutes
Objective: Walk through a known place with an iPhone and Steadicam to capture the real-time
experience participant.
Participant Direction: “Please guide me along the route you usually walk here. As we walk along could you
please explain to me what you see and why you walk this way”
Researcher Direction: The participant needs to lead this interview and narrate their experience, there should
be little to no prompting from the researcher unless necessary or requested by the participant.

Figure 4-4 Iteration 1 narrating interview protocol

The location of narrating was determined in orientating by classifying participant routine
behaviour in Wollongong. Thiel (1997) suggests routine behaviour are regularly occurring,
high to moderate in frequency, and predictable activities. In the orientating interview,
Participant 1 revealed they walk between North Beach and the Boat Harbour in Wollongong
on a weekly basis. Due to the regularity and frequency of this walk, they described it as
known. This route shown in Figure 4-5.
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START

STOP
Figure 4-5 Iteration 1 narrating known
Source: Adapted Google Maps (2014)

4.3.3

Reflecting

The purpose of reflecting interview was to revisit discussions of Wollongong from previous
interviews, as well as reveal extension, introduction, or changes in place identity. Prior to
commencing the reflecting interview, video clips from orientating and narrating were
collated. Clips that revealed change, expansion, or contradiction to the identities were
included in the reflecting interview protocol. Methods used to collate this data are discussed
in data organisation. Once collated, these clips were shown to the participant. After each clip
was played, the content was discussed. Figure 4-6 lists each clip integrated into the protocol
and the points used by the researcher to prompt discussion.
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Interview: Reflecting
Location : University of Wollongong
Duration: 20 minutes
Objective: Reflect on conflicting and unclear identities, and reveal new identities.
Participant Direction: Explain the objective and process to participant prior to starting the first clip.
Play the clip, ask the participant to comment, then prompt further discussion using the associated points
noted in the protocol.
CLIP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Topic
Growth
Not quite a city not quite a town
Central
Coffee
Grocery shopping
Congestion
Bad infrastructure

8
9
10
11

Food
Dingy
Sad
Puckey Salt Works

12

Maglev

13

Multicultural

Points to discus
 What type of growth?
 What are the town elements?
 What sort of things are central?
 There is no good coffee in Wollongong?
 Why go to other suburbs for groceries?
 Where is the congestion in Wollongong?
 Discuss the paradox between desiring growth and
liking the small town qualities.
 Expensive versus cheap food.
 Discuss the changes along the blue mile.
 Discuss their disappointment in development.
 Discuss how they came to know about this on the
walk-along.
 Discuss how the Maglev idea was driven by the
media.
 Discuss how multicultural identity is communicated
through the city.

Figure 4-6 Reflecting interview protocol

4.3.4

Technology

There is an abundance of audio and video recording devices available to researchers. Popular
mainstream video recording devices at the time of this study were considered, including the
Apple iPhone 4S and GoPro Hero 3 Black edition. Both devices were tested and compared to
determine their suitability in this study. The video recording device was used differently in
each of the three interviews. Table 4-2 explains the objectives for each interview.
Table 4-2 Use of video in each of the three interviews
Interview
Orientating

Narrating

Reflecting

Objective of the device
 Record the interview for later analysis
 Record the interview to create stimuli for reflective interview
 Familiarise the participant with the technology
 Record the interview for later analysis
 Record the interview to create stimuli for reflective interview
 Document place identity construction in real time
 Record the interview for later analysis
 Use previous video clips as stimuli for discussion
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The choice of video recording device was important for the narrating interview. To capture
walk-along experiences in the narrating interview, the chosen device needed to be
lightweight, less invasive, and capture high definition video. Table 4-3 compares the features
of the Apple iPhone 4S and GoPro Hero 3 Black edition, and justified their consideration as a
data collection device.
Table 4-3 Comparison of video recording devices
Device
Apple iPhone 4S

GoPro Hero 3 Black edition

Features
 Familiarity with Australian residents
 8mp camera
 1080p high definition video recording
 Weight of 140 grams
 32GB memory
 Built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
 Accessories to stabilise video recording (SteadicamSmoothee®)









Gaining familiarity with Australian residents
12mp camera
4K high definition video recording
Weight of 152g
4 - 256GB memory
Built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth®
Waterproof to 40m
Accessories to stabilise video recording (Chest Mount, Head
Mount, Selfie stick)

In Iteration 1, the Apple iPhone 4S was chosen due to widespread familiarity in the Australian
market. People are familiar with using their phone to capture everyday activities, which
elevated the iPhone as less intrusive. To ensure the iPhone footage was clear and steady, the
SteadicamSmoothee® accessory as seen in Figure 4-7 was used. Another advantage of the
hand held recording device is it enables the participant to choose what they do record, and
just as importantly what they do not record.

Figure 4-7 Steadicam smoothee
Source: Tiffen (2013)
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4.4 Iteration 1: Learn from data collection
With the objectives to improve the SFPMF, data collection methods were reflected on.
Feedback for each data collection method is shown in Table 4-4. Feedback resulted from
reflection on the research objective, literature on place identity, as well as the functionality of
collection methods. Outlined in Chapter Three (Section 3.7), positive feedback refers to
aspects of the method that were successful, and negative feedback regards issues which arose
through application.
Table 4-4 Iteration 1 data collection reflect
Method
Semi-structured
Interview
Narrative Interview

Positive Feedback

Reflective Interview

 Reflecting interview enabled
Participant 1 to reflect on identities
from orientating and narrating
interview.
 Video footage aided transcription of
narrating when participant pointed
to things in the environment they
were discussing.
 Video prompted the participant’s
memory when presented footage in
reflecting.

Video
Recording Device

Negative Feedback
 The participant was unclear on
Wollongong’s boundaries.
 The route was not predictable as
expected.
 Repetition in the reflecting interview
was a result of too many similar clips
played to the participant.
 Holding the Steadicam Smoothee® was
intrusive on the participant’s
experience.

Feedback depicted in Table 4-4 was used to guide recommendations for Iteration 2. Positive
feedback identified methods to be continued in Iteration 2. Negative feedback was used to
recommend changes to data collection methods in SFPMF Iteration 2.
Positive data collection learning 1: The reflective interview was effective
The reflecting interview (see Figure 4-6) provided opportunity for the participant to explain
their Wollongong. In orientating, the participant described Wollongong as both a “city and a
town” (orientating:7). Wollongong was perceived as a city due to the large population size,
and a town because of a perceived lack of infrastructure for growth, and negative attitudes
towards progress within the community. This clip was viewed in the reflecting interview.
Here Participant 1 referred to Wollongong’s potential as a city with “all the makings”
(reflecting:29). They noted barriers to reaching this potential included a lack of foresight
from residents and city leaders.
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Participant 1 commended Wollongong City Council for providing functional recreational
spaces in the narrating interview. In contrast, the reflecting interview revealed scepticism for
council's decisions, such as the Blue Mile development along North Wollongong beach.
“I would like to know the rationale behind putting a single restaurant in the
bathers pavilion" (reflecting:460-462).
"seems [council] spent bucket loads and years blocking this off for a restaurant
and they have a little sandwich board out the front like hello" (reflecting:473475)
"I remember we looked at it and there was a ladder and people doing work and
the doors were shut like cool millions of dollars hey well done council the area
itself is much nicer but I just think i dunno who justifies that spend"(
reflecting:500-507).
These examples illustrate the usefulness of a multiple phase research design. The triptych
provided more opportunity for Participant 1 to explain attitudes towards Wollongong. For
this reason the reflecting interview was continued in Iteration 2.
Positive data collection learning 2: The use of video was effective
In the reflecting interview, video footage helped Participant 1 remember the context of their
statements. This allowed them to support, build, or change their initial interpretation of
place. One example was a recollection of Wollongong’s city/town paradox. In reflecting, the
researcher showed Participant 1 two contrasting video clips. Video clip 1 revealed their
preference for a small town community and a dislike for congestion on the roads. Video clip 2
was footage showing the Participant’s desire for citywide growth. The Participant then
negotiated between what they said in the video clips, what they felt about the Wollongong,
and what they hoped it to be in the future. Participant 1 concluded that they are not opposed
to growth to improve existing infrastructure and employment prospects, but they do not
want congestion in Wollongong like Sydney’s "inner west" (reflecting:341).
The use of video helped involve Participant 1 in the meaning making process. They felt
responsible for collecting elements of the experience in narrating, "sorry if I am randomly
filming everywhere, I am just trying to get all the thing which I am looking at" (narrating:7273). Participant also demonstrated a sense of ownership when discussing their filmmaking
skills in reflecting, "see my great camera skills here"(reflecting:364). Due to its role in
reflecting and creating a collaborative environment, video recording in orientating and
narrating should be continued in future Iteration of the SFPMF. Although not to be used with
the participant, the reflecting interview was also video recorded to aid transcription.
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Negative data collection learning 1: Need to establish LGA boundaries
Local government use legal boundaries to define places in terms of jurisdiction and allocation
of funding. However, this does not mean residents perceive place in the same manner.
Participant 1 was confused on the boundaries of Wollongong, see excerpt in Figure 4-8.

*Res:
*Pa1:

Have you lived anywhere else?
I have only lived in the Illawarra
so it is funny because people use Wollongong and the Illawarra as synonymous terms
because Shellharbour Wollongong
Shellharbour Illawarra
Kiama, Illawarra

*Res:

We are speaking about Helensburg through to Windang

*Pa1:

yeah if you are talking about the Illawarra
Um but people don't talk about the Illawarra
they talk about Wollongong being the Illawarra
Because Shellharbour council was a really small council
i remember in my childhood Shellharbour was nothing
it was absolutely miniscule
and now it is massive
so kind of synonymous terms Wollongong and the Illawarra
Figure 4-8 Excerpt of orientating interview
Source: Iteration 1 (orientating:207-225)

Here Participant 1 refers to issues facing residents when differentiating between the place
boundaries of Wollongong City, its neighbour Shellharbour City, and the Illawarra region of
which both cities belong. At times, discussions of identities were confused with discussions
of images (Wollongong suburbs versus non-Wollongong suburbs). A framing activity included
at the start of orientating interview is recommended to be included in Iteration 2.
Negative data collection learning 2: Need to screen narrating route further
Thiel's (1997, p.99) Typology of Behaviour classification considers regularity, frequency, and
predictability as a way for define routine behaviours. However in Iteration 1, potential
narrating sites were screened only for their regularity (see interview protocol in Figure 4-3).
This was not effective as the Participant did not reveal that although he did walk along the
narrating route often, he had not done so since there was major construction and redevelopment. The changes along this route made the experience less predictable. In Iteration
2, more questions were recommended to be included to screen potential narrating routes.
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Negative data collection learning 3: Need to investigate influence of familiarity on
experience
The narrating interview protocol (see Figure 4-4) was effective at eliciting interpretations of
experience in real-time. However, Participant 1 claimed their routine experience was altered
because of recent developments along the foreshore. This realisation is evidenced in excerpts
from narrating interview in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11.

*Pa1:

Oh a new restaurant
North Beach Pavilion Cafe
open Wednesday and Saturday nights
wow my regular walk and I didn't even know it was open
Figure 4-9 Excerpt of narrating interview
Source: Iteration 1 (narrating:31-34)

*Pa1:

oh look
they have a little dog feeding drinking thing there
cool
Puckeys Salt Works really I didn't know they had one of those here
All these things have been put up in the last week
Figure 4-10 Excerpt of narrating interview
Source: Iteration 1 (narrating:57-60)

*Pa1:

oh I suppose there is actually quite a few [yachts]
dear god see this tells you something
this is meant to be my normal walk
and it is
I literally do this twice a week
and I don't pay attention to heaps of this stuff
I don't pay a lot of attention to what I'm doing
that's because I come here to relax
Figure 4-11 Excerpt of narrating interview
Source: Iteration 1 (narrating:138-144)

These excerpts demonstrate the route chosen was not routine as the participant was
unfamiliar with surroundings. Although they knew the direction to walk, the environment
had changed in a way that the experience was unfamiliar and encouraged discussion on such
differences. Therefore, suggesting a connection between familiarity and experience, this was
not catered for in Iteration 1 framework. Further investigation of the influence of familiar and
unfamiliar environments was recommended in Iteration 2.
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Negative data collection learning 4: Need to revise the use of an iPhone 4S
Video recording the interviews aided transcription and reflecting interview. However
mentioned in the feedback (Table 4-4), due to functional limitations, the iPhone 4S with
Steadicam Smoothee proved unsuitable. During the narrative interview, participant 1 had
difficulty simultaneously filming and narrating. Using a hand-held device generally proved to
be distraction for the participant. During the interview, Participant 1 apologised, saying
“sorry if I am randomly filming everywhere I am just trying to get all the things I am looking
at” (narrating:71-72).
After the interview, participant 1 admitted they were embarrassed when using the
conspicuous video recording device in public. Because of this, the participant avoided filming
certain things, such as people in swimsuits walking towards them. In addition, the
SteadicamSmoothee® and iPhone combined weighed 784grams, and after the interview, the
participant admitted it felt very heavy. Learning from this feedback it was recommend to
change the video recording device for Iteration 2.
Negative data collection learning 5: Need to collect the researcher's Point of View
(POV) footage
In the narrating interview, some aspects of the experience were not recorded by the
participant. When reviewing the video data, it was clear at times during the narrating
interview, participant 1 turned their head but not their body. Therefore, the camera did not
record what the participant was viewing at that time. Rather than reminding the participant
to record everything they look at, it was recommended that the researcher also record and
document the narrating interview.
Negative data collection learning 6: Need to reduce repetition in reflecting interview
Learning from negative feedback (Table 4-4), future Iterations should to refine selections of
video clips for reflecting. The Transana clip function was useful to collate video data on
identity construction. However when playing these clips in reflecting, the researcher noted
there were too many examples with similar topics, which led to some repetitive discussions.
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4.5 Iteration 1: Design data organisation
Design of data organisation for this version of SFPMF was discussed and justified in Chapter
Three and reminded in Figure 4-12. Data organisation included MinChat, clause boundary
analysis, Transana (orientating and reflecting), as well as environmental coding (narrating).
Interviews were transcribed using MinChat transcription code and clause boundary analysis.
Video management software program, Transana 2.25 was used to link language with video
from all three interviews. In addition, the audio-visual sensory environment in narrating was
transcribed using Thiel (1997) environmental coding, including permanence typology (see
Table 3-5) and typology of sound (see Table 3-6). In the following sections, each method is
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discussed as it was applied for Iteration 1.

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana
Environmental
Coding

MinChat
Clause Boundary
Transana

Figure 4-12 Iteration 1 design data organisation

4.6 Iteration 1: Apply data organisation
4.6.1

MinChat and clause boundary

The minChat guidelines (see Figure 3-4) were used to prepare the data for analysis. Prior to
applying the minChat process, clauses were identified in the transcript. To prepare for
analysis, each clause was identified on the transcripts through a separate line. Importantly,
interview contexts produce incomplete clauses. This contrasts to formal written
communication whereby the writer aims to present complete sentences. In the case of
interviews, the participant will say incomplete clauses, and possibly only one word. For
instance, see Figure 4-13, Participant 1 responded to the researchers' question with one
word, "beachy". The missing words from this clause are underlined as follows "I would
describe Wollongong as beachy". In this case, "beachy" is recognised as clause and
represented on a single line in the transcript.
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Aligned with minChat guidelines (see Figure 3-4) clause were represented on the transcript
using a separate line. Each transcript was structured the same. Figure 4-13 illustrates the
notation and structure of minChat and clause boundary in Iteration 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Interview with Participant 1
@ Begin: 12/04/2014
@ Filename: Participant 1 Phase I Transcript
@ Participants: Res Researcher; Pa1 Participant
@ Date: 12/04/2014
@ Gender: Male
@ Situation: University of Wollongong, NSW Australia
*Res: thanks for being a part of this research
%act <after> Pa1 nods head in acceptance of the gratitude
how would you describe Wollongong in one sentence
*Pa1: beachy
um
%com <after> Pa1 pauses
I would describe Wollongong as being a seaside community
that's not quite a city
and not quite a town

Figure 4-13 Illustration of minChat guidelines
Source: Iteration 1

4.6.2

Transana 2.52

Firstly, interview video footage was uploaded to Transana video management software
version 2.52; the audio files were then transcribed and linked to time codes using this
software. Figure 4-14 shows an excerpt of Participant 1 interview transcript. In this screen
capture, the highlighted text is time coded to the specific frame in video footage.
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Figure 4-14 Screen capture participant 1 transcription

This method workflow was guided by the Transana manual, which offers step by step
instructions for each feature. The Transana manual is accessible through the program itself or
via the Transana website. Although instructions for each feature is provided in the manual,
the process needed to be adapted to suit the current project and chosen analyses. Table 4-5
reveals the Workflow for Transana.
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Table 4-5 Transana process
PHASE
Orientating

Pre-analysis

Post-analysis

Narrating

Pre-analysis

Post-analysis

Reflecting

Pre-interview
Pre-analysis

Post-analysis

4.6.3

Workflow
1. Transfer orientation video footage from recording device to computer
hardrive and rename.
2. Open Transana 2.52 and create new database.
a. Set up new series using the phase as name(i.e Orientation)
b. Add episode using the name and location(i.e Narrating CBD) as
name.
c. Add transcript using the name and location(i.e Narrating CBD) as
name and link the hardrive file to the Transana database.
d. Transcribe the video data using MinChat, separating each clause
with a new line, and enter time codes at each turn of speaker.
e. Create Clips (analytical units) of all experiences and identities.
f. Code Clips by assigning Keywords on the topic.
g. Categorise Clips into thematic Collections.
1. Transfer Narrating video footage from recording device to computer
hardrive and rename.
2. Open Transana 2.52 and create new database.
a. Set up new series using the phase as name(i.e Orientating)
b. Add episode using the name and location(i.e Narrating CBD) as
name.
c. Add transcript using the name and location(Narrating CBD) as
name and link the hardrive file to the Transana database.
d. Transcribe the video data using MinChat, separate each clause with
a new line, include environmental coding, and enter time codes at
each turn of speaker.
e. Create Clips (analytical units) of all experiences and identities.
f. Code Clips by assigning Keywords on the topic.
g. Categorise Clips into thematic Collections.
1. Edit Collections to delete repetitious Clips from Phase I and II.
2. Arrange remaining Clips in a logical order ready for Reflecting interview
1. Transfer Reflecting video footage from recording device to computer
hardrive and rename.
2. Open Transana 2.52 and create new database.
a. Set up new series using the phase as name(i.e Orientating)
b. Add episode using the name and location(i.e Narrating CBD) as
name.
c. Add transcript using the name and location(i.e Narrating CBD) as
name and link the hardrive file to the Transana database.
d. Transcribe the video data using MinChat, separate each clause with
a new line, and enter time codes at each turn of speaker.
e. Create Clips (analytical units) of all experiences and identities.
f. Code Clips by assigning Keywords on the topic.
g. Categorise Clips into thematic Collections.

Environmental coding

Once the transcript was exported from Transana (see section 4.6.2 for details on this
method), environmental coding was applied to the narrating transcript. Table 4-6 illustrates
the application of Thiel (1997) using permanence typology (see Table 3-5) and typology of
sound (see Table 3-6) to code narrating interview in Iteration 1.
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Table 4-6 Excerpt from narrating interview transcript
Source: Iteration 1
Time
code
15:03

Transcript
*CoR:

Seagulls love the beach

15:07

*Res:

shaking your head?

15:12

*CoR:

oh yeah bike riders
At least he is using the bike track
i just have this thing against bike
riders
oh i dunno
there is a gigantic sign back
there
that says pedestrians ride
slowly
don’t worry about that just go
flat out
anyway that’s just me having a
bitch

Props
Natural
Seagulls
(M)

Synthetic
Cycle path (F)
Fence (F)

Bike track (F)
Path (F)
Fence (F)
Bike track (F)
Path (F)
Fence (F)

Soundscape
Human
People
running (Me)
Cyclist (Me)

People
running (Me)
Cyclist (Me)
People
running (Me)

Nature
Seagulls (Fa)
Waves
crashing (Me)

Seagulls (Fa)
Waves
crashing (Me)
Seagulls (Fa)
Waves
crashing (Me)

(F) fixed; (M) moveable; (Me) mechanical; (Fa) fauna

4.7 Iteration 1: Learn from data organisation
Data organisation methods were reflected upon to improve the SFPMF. Table 4-7 details
feedback for each data collection method. The reader is reminded that feedback was made in
consideration of the research objective and literature on place identity, as well as the
functionality of the methods. Outlined in Chapter Three (see section 3.7), positive feedback
refers to aspects of the method that were successful. Negative feedback reflects issues that
arose through application.
Table 4-7 Data organisation reflect
Method
Transana

MinChat

Clause Boundary
Environmental
Coding

Positive Feedback
 Transana was an effective tool for
transcribing language and spatial data,
and collating footage.
 Enabled the pauses, actions and
expressions to be recorded in
transcript.
 Structured the transcript into clauses
effectively.
 The coding system was effectively
incorporated into the transcript.
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Negative Feedback
none

none

none
none

Feedback was used to guide recommendations for Iteration 2. Positive feedback identified in
Table 4-7 was used to create recommendations for Iteration 2.
Positive data organisation learning 1: minChat and clause boundary analysis were
effective
Both methods were effective in transcribing spoken language and actions in enough detail
and structure to apply systemic functional linguistics analysis. It was recommended that
Iteration 2 continue using this language transcription method.
Positive data organisation learning 2: Environmental coding was effective
Thiel (1997) Permanence typology and Soundscape typology coding helped transcribe spatial
elements in the narrating interview. The spatial transcript was used to explain what was seen
and heard but not spoken about during the narrating interview. It was recommended that
Iteration 2 continue using both typologies of Thiel (1997) environmental coding.

4.8 Iteration 1: Design data analysis
Chapter Three outlined the necessity of a systemic functional linguistic (SFL) approach to
analysing place identity construction. The SFL methods of reference analysis and polarity
analysis (Eggins 2004) were selected to reveal place identities from transcripts (see section
3.6.3). In addition, system networks (Mattheissen, Teruya & Lam 2010) were used to model
place identity construction. This selection of methods for place identity studies is supported
in Baxter (2011). Also discussed in Chapter Three, was the addition of Eggins' (2004) speech
function analysis to identify and evaluate participation. Figure 4-15 reminds the reader of

DATA
ANALYSIS

these analytic choices and sequence they were used.

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Reference,
Polarity,
System Network,
Speech Function

Figure 4-15 Iteration 1 design data analysis
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4.9 Iteration 1: Apply data analysis
4.9.1

Reference analysis

Reference analysis identifies people, places and things spoken about in interviews (Eggins
2004). The process for reference analysis was guided by Baxter (2011), depicted in Figure 416 (see section 3.6.3.1 for an introduction to reference theory, and a glossary of terms in
Appendix 1).

1
Identify
presenting
references

2
Identify
presuming
references

3
Tabulate
References

4
Classify
presuming
references

5
Combine data
from all
interviews

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(in summary table)

(in summary table)

(in summary table)

Repeat process for all interviews

Figure 4-16 Process for reference analysis

In Figure 4-16, Step 1 of reference analysis required identification of presenting references.
The presuming references were identified in Step 2. Figure 4-17 shows an example of this
step for Participant 1 orientating transcript.

95
96
99
100

*Pa1

i love the beach
i just think it is really relaxing
i like getting coffee
it is the reward at the end of my walk

Figure 4-17 Step one and step two reference analysis

Presenting references or first mentions of things, places or people were highlighted in the
transcript. In Figure 4-17, yellow highlighted text is a presenting reference, beach and coffee,
and blue highlighted text indicates the presuming referent identified through the word, it.
Once the presenting and presuming references were identified on the transcript, they were
tabulated in Step 3. Patterns of meaning are created when the presenting and presuming
referents are linked together. In Step 4, the presuming referents were classified according to
their type. This process was repeated for all three interview transcripts. In Step 5 data from
each interview was combined and represented in one table, see Table 4-8.
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Table 4-8 Step 5 reference analysis
Presenting
reference
Beach
Coffee

4.9.2

Presuming reference
interview
clause
narrating
I just think it is really relaxing
orientating
it's not local
Lots of bad coffee
narrating
its a reward at the end of my walk

line #
96
381
373
89

type
Anaphoric
Anaphoric
Anaphoric
Anaphoric

Polarity analysis

Polarity analysis classifies attitude expressions as being positive or negative (Eggins 2004).
Baxter (2011) recommended using polarity analysis in conjunction with reference analysis.
All clauses recorded from reference analysis was analysed for polarity. See polarity analysis
example using Participant 1 data from narrating and orientating interviews in Table 4-9 (see
Section 3.6.3.2 for an introduction to polarity analysis).

Presenting
reference
Beach
Coffee

4.9.3

Table 4-9 Step 5 reference analysis with polarity column
Presuming reference
interview
polarity line #
clause
narrating
I just think it is really relaxing
positive
96
orientating
it's not local
negative
381
Lots of bad coffee
negative
373
narrating
its a reward at the end of my walk
positive
89

type
Anaphoric
Anaphoric
Anaphoric
Anaphoric

System networks

In a general sense, system networks depict relationships between language uses. However,
Baxter (2011) recommended it as a method for modelling place identities. Baxter's (2011)
process for constructing place identity system networks was used in Iteration 1. Placement
within the system network was guided by relationships between presuming and presenting
references. The reference analysis enabled representation of the textual relationships,
whereas, polarity analysis helped model attitude.
Baxter's (2011, p.71-72) guidelines depicted in Figure 4-18 and were used in this Iteration
(see Section 3.6.3.3 for an introduction to system networks). In this example, the entry to the
system was any reference to Wollongong. Category 1 includes the presenting reference to
Wollongong (identities of Wollongong). The system network structure is also shown in
Appendix 3.
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1. Entry into the system requires a reference to Wollongong,
2. The terms of grammatical placement within the system follow a hierarchical relationship
between the presented identity reference and the descriptive presumed references,
3. Semantic meaning is generated from the grammatical choices made and the choices not
made,
4. The references of identities are expressed through labels and inferences in the network and
act to create a cohesive understanding of place identities,
5. The bracketing between references is minimal and includes only the most relevant
information to explain identities mentioned in the transcripts,
6. The labelling is classed as the choices are open-ended (meaning they are not a finite result).
The system network can be added to as new identities and influences are uncovered within
the transcripts.
7. The system network read from left to right with the least delicate of options on the left
through to the more delicate options on the right. Delicate in this sense refers to the details
which contribute to a higher-level or less-delicate category.

Figure 4-18 Place identity system network guidelines
Source: Baxter (2011, p.71-72)

Using the same data in Table 4-8 and Table 4-9, an system network excerpt is shown in
Figure 4-19. Category 1 is the identity Bad Coffee. Category 2 is the researcher’s classification
of the presuming references being either spatial or social. These classifications structure
Category 3, which include presuming references depicted as either positive (+ green colour
text) and negative (- red colour text), and in brackets below is the associated participant,
interview and line number (P1 is Participant 1; O is orientating; N is narrating).

Category 1
Reference
presenting

Bad Coffee

Category 3
Reference and Polarity
(+/-) presuming

Category 2
Researcher
spatial and social

North Wollongong:
Blue Mile

+ pillared with coffee shops
(P1:N:82)

Wollongong

- so much bad coffee
(P1:O:373)

Participant 1

+ I love coffee
(P1:O:370)
+ I get a coffee reward at the end of my walk
(P1:N:98)

Figure 4-19 Participant 1 excerpt system network
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4.9.4

Speech function analysis

Speech function analysis analyses the interactions between speakers (Eggins 2004). In this
study, speech function was used to analyse the similarities and differences of how the
researcher and resident interact across all three interviews (orientating, narrating, and
reflecting). Figure 4-20 shows the process of speech function analysis used in Iteration 1 (see
Section 3.6.3.4 for an introduction to speech function theory).

1
Identify
interaction
initiation

2
Classify
interaction
initiation

3
Identify
interaction
reply

4
Classify
interaction
reply

5
Tabulate
interactions

6
Compare
across
interviews

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(in summary table)

(in summary table)

Repeat process for all interviews

Figure 4-20 Iteration 1 process for speech function analysis

Interactions are firstly initiated. On the transcript, all initiations of verbal and non-verbal
interactions were firstly marked (Step 1), then classified (Step 2). The verbal and non-verbal
reply to these interactions, were identified (Step 3), then classified (Step 4) on the transcript.
As seen in Figure 4-20, this process was repeated for all three interviews.
Figure 4-21 illustrates Step 1-4 using an excerpt from narrating transcript. Initiations are
highlighted in yellow and replies are highlighted blue.

*Res:

Can you please take us the route you usually go
and narrate what you see and experience (Command)

*Pa1:

ok (Compliance)
Let's go this way (Command)
%act <after> Res follows Pa1 (Compliance)

Figure 4-21 Steps 1-4 speech function analysis in narrating excerpt
Source: Iteration 1

Shown in Figure 4-20, once identified and classified, the interactions were tabulated (Step 5),
then compared (Step 6). Step Six compared who gave and received information the
most/least across interviews. For instance, the number of times participant 1 offered
information compared to answering researcher's questions. Table 4-10 shows the template
for Step 5 and Step 6.
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Table 4-10 Step 5-6 speech function analysis template
Source: Iteration 1
Orientating

Factors

R

Narrating

P1

R

P1

Reflecting
R

P1

Offer
Reply: Accept
Reply: Reject
Command
Reply: Compliance
Reply: Refusal
Statement
Reply: Acknowledgement
Reply: Contradiction
Question
Reply: Answer
Reply: Disclaimer
*R= Researcher *P1 = Participant 1

4.10 Iteration 1: Learn from data analysis
With the objective to improve the SFPMF, data analysis methods were reflected on. Table 411 details feedback for each data analysis method. The reader is reminded that feedback was
made in consideration of the research objective, literature on place identity, as well as the
functionality of the methods. Outlined in Chapter Three (Section 3.7), positive feedback refers
to aspects of the method that were successful, and negative feedback regards issues which
arose through this application.
Table 4-11 Data analysis reflect
Source: Iteration 1
Method
Reference Analysis

Positive Feedback
 Revealed mentions of Wollongong
from the transcript.
 Identities could be tracked across the
three interviews, showing what
attitudes changed or remained stable.

Polarity Analysis

System Networks

Speech Function

Negative Feedback
 Difficult to differentiate between
presenting and presuming
references.

 Did not consider the strength of
conviction
 Did not differentiate between multistakeholder lenses or contact points
 Enabled lexicon items to be mapped
according to their superordinal
relationships.
 Speech function helped track
participation in information
exchanges between researcher and
participant.
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 Expansion of the speech function
typology is required to cater for the
environmental stimuli in the
narrating interview and the video
stimuli in the reflecting interview.

Feedback from Table 4-11, was used to guide recommendations for Iteration 2. Positive
feedback identified methods to be continued in Iteration 2. Whereas, negative feedback
founded recommendation for changes to data analysis methods in SFPMF Iteration 2.
Positive data analysis learning 1: Reference analysis was effective in revealing textual
meaning
Application of reference analysis was effective in structuring the relationship between
presenting and presuming references from place identity transcripts. Appendix 4 shows
Wollongong's identities revealed through Iteration 1.
The identities included, bad coffee, beautiful, changed, boring, city and a town, potential, small
town mentality, mountains and sea, industrial heritage, central, congested, affordable, unsafe,
south of Sydney, bad infrastructure, and community feel in orientating (16). In the narrating
(7) interview, Participant 1 also mentioned beautiful, change, bad coffee identities, and
introduced delinquent factor, relaxing, active and middle class identities. In the reflecting (4)
interview, like Sydney but not as good identity was introduced, and a city and a town,
potential, small town mentality identities were expanded upon from previous interviews.
Similar to Baxter (2011) reference analysis proved useful in identifying and grouping
discussions of place identity, it is therefore recommended to be continued in Iteration 2.
However, the role reference plays in identifying place identities should be revised; this caveat
is explained further in negative data analysis learning 1.
Positive data analysis learning 2: System networks helped map relationships
Similar to Baxter (2011), system networks were functional in mapping references of place
identity. Figure 4-19 shows Wollongong's bad coffee identity revealed in Iteration 1.
However, the effectiveness of system networks relies on the appropriateness of the analysis
and subsequent data used. Presenting references were identities of Wollongong (Category 1).
The researcher classified presuming references (Category 3) as either relating to social or
spatial context of Wollongong (Category 2). Therefore, Category 2 and subsequently Category
3, were not guided by systemic functional linguistics methods. As seen in Figure 4-19, the
narrative of bad coffee, is a collection of behaviours and emotional reactions to Wollongong's
offerings. With the current methods of polarity and reference, the network could only
structure relationships broadly. Furthermore, there was no way of classifying the difference
between Participant 1's past and current perceptions, and future aspirations for Wollongong.
Narrating interview highlighted the importance of this distinction in the networks, as
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Participant 1 experienced new perceptions of North Wollongong when seeing
redevelopments of the area (see Appendix 5).
It was recommended that system networks continue to be used in conjunction with systemic
functional linguistics methods in Iteration 2. However, methods needed to classify social,
temporal and spatial context of identities. Adding other methods that structure these
relationships aims to present a more detailed depiction of place identities.
Positive data analysis learning 4: Speech function tracked participation
The objective of speech function analysis was to compare interactions between researcher
and participant across interviews. Shown in Figure 4-20, Step 5 of speech function process
was to count and tabulate all interactions for both researcher and participant, and Step 6
required comparison of this data. The output of Step 6 is seen in Table 4-12, depicting the
data from speech function analysis for Participant 1. The total number of interactions
between researcher and participant for each interview were also counted.

Table 4-12 Participant 1 speech function summary
Source: Iteration 1
Interview
Narrating

Interactions
Orientating
Total number of interactions
Question

133
R

P1

56

Reply: Answer

53

Reply: Disclaimer

3

Statement

11

2

Reply: Acknowledgment

7

Reply: Contradiction

1

Command
Reply: Compliance

46
R

Reflecting

P1

264
R

P1

9

1

55

5

1

9

2

51
4

2

20

37

36

2

19

21

16

1

1

16

1
1

Reply: Refusal
Offer
Reply: Acceptance
Reply: Rejection
*R= Researcher *P1 = Participant

In orientating and reflecting the researcher led the semi-structured interview by asking a
series of questions (see interview protocols in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-6). Consistent with
this interview type, the question-answer interactions were most commonly occurring in
orientating (56) and reflecting interviews (55). However, in narrating, statements (20) made
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by the participant were most frequent, as the participant was requested to narrate their
walk-along as they educated the researcher on 'their place'. Evidenced in the Table 4-12 data,
the researcher had minimal participation in dialogue during narrating; engaging only 13
times with the participant in this interview.
To explain, commands were used by the researcher in narrating (1) and reflecting (16), when
the participant was requested to narrate their experience and watch videos respectively.
Offers were not used between researcher and participant. Offers are used more in casual
conversation where tangible goods are being exchanged (Eggins 2004), not as common in
interviews. A hypothetical example of an offer could be when one student offers another
student use of their card, saying, “Here is my student card”.
The most interactions were made in the reflecting interview (264). These were almost double
the number of interactions in orientating. Interestingly, interaction types in reflecting were
also the most diverse, with more interaction configurations compared to orientating and
narrating, including:
 question-answer : researcher-initiated (55) and participant-initiated (5).
 question-disclaimer : researcher-initiated (4).
 statement-acknowledgement: researcher-initiated(21) and participantinitiated(19).
 command-compliance: researcher-initiated (16) and participant-initiated (1).

In reflecting, the researcher nearly matched participant 1 with regards to the number of
statements (37), compared with 11 statements made by the researcher in orientating. This
variation was evidence of a more dynamic exchange between researcher and participant. The
interaction structures demonstrated and the number of statements made is evidence of the
two speakers attempting to develop a mutual understanding of how the resident perceived
Wollongong and how that position was formed.
Speech function analysis illuminated participation in dialogue between researcher and
participant. To illustrate, an excerpt of reflecting with speech function analysis notation is
shown in Figure 4-22 (also shown in Appendix 6). In this interaction sequence, the researcher
attempted to reconcile two conflicting perceptions of Wollongong from the orientating and
narrating interviews. In Figure 4-22, the researcher made statements regarding the
participant's desire for development in Wollongong. The researcher then presented evidence
of this view through video clips, which led to researcher-initiated questions with the aim of
generating mutual understanding on these seemingly conflicting perceptions of Wollongong.
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*Res:

you were saying you really want Wollongong to grow and expand and reach its
potential (statement)

*Pa1:

Yeah (acknowledgment)

*Res:

But here you talk about how bad the infrastructure is (statement)

*Pa1:

Yeah (acknowledgment)

*Res:

and the fact you have bad infrastructure makes it more affordable to live
(statement)

*Pa1:

yeah well it is a paradox for sure (acknowledgment)
well I would like to buy a property here (statement)
before it reaches its potential
well it has received quite a few booms over the past few years
motivating me on what I do
I say that's profound

*Res:

so you have just seen three clips on the infrastructure (statement)
%act <before> Res plays CLIP 7 BAD INFRASTRUCTURE
(command playing clip - compliance is watching clip)
and I'll ask you to reflect on the fact you want to see growth (statement)
but the fact that the infrastructure is bad that means it is affordable
but you want to buy a house before it booms

*Pa1:

That's right (acknowledge)

*Res:

but just reflect on the fact you like the relaxing feel of the place (statement)
do you think that will change? (question)

*Pa1:

I guess it's like if you put a frog in boiling water it will jump out (answer)
because its boiling water it doesn't want to boil
but if you put a frog in cold water it stays there
similar
if Wollongong just got a little more busy and hectic over the years
its something that you don't notice too much
until you leave the area and come back
say oh my god everything has changed
so I guess in those ways I guess you are a product of your environment
and if you grow with it you don't really notice as much
but yeah you are right
if it suddenly became like the inner west city in Wollongong
I would hate it
But I'm not saying that
what I'm saying is it needs better infrastructure
and infrastructure meaning it needs better transportation for commercial goods
that have been manufactured here
better rail infrastructure
better infrastructure to travel
better infrastructure in terms of the port
those sorts of things
and those sorts of things don't impact the hectic nature of everyday life
infrastructure we are always talking here about
the NBN
but I don't think that will impact day to day activities
but if it does
like I said over time gradually you get used to it
Figure 4-22 Speech function analysis in reflecting excerpt
Source: Iteration 1
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This analysis reinforces the usefulness of each interview in the triptych design. As seen in
Figure 4-22, the reflective interview had an important role of collating and discussing all
subject positions on Wollongong as expressed in orientating and narrating. Figure 4-22
demonstrates Wollongong's identities being negotiated through discussion of the
participant's varied perspectives of Wollongong.
The aim of this method was to gauge levels of participation between researcher and
participant. In light of this, speech function analysis was demonstrated as suitable to
understand variances between researcher-led and participant-led exchanges in each
interview. Speech function analysis was recommended to be included in Iteration 2. However,
the typology needs to be expanded, which is explained in Iteration 1 negative data analysis
learning 3.
Negative data analysis learning 1: A more discrete interpersonal analysis required
Polarity analysis was used in conjunction with reference to address whether identities were
positive or negative. However, Iteration 1 demonstrated the limitation of this pairing. Polarity
does not facilitate analysis beyond differentiating which interview received the most positive
or negative evaluation. Shown in Figure 4-19, Participant 1 describes the bad coffee identity
as relating to what how they behaved and how they felt about Wollongong, there were
multiple levels of attitude demonstrated, but polarity analysis could not address these. An
analysis that realises more discrete interpersonal meaning was recommended to be included
in Iteration 2.
Negative data analysis learning 2: Strength of conviction needs to be addressed
Understanding language as functional highlighted the importance of word selection in
dialogue. When analysing these interview transcripts, it was evident at times, that Participant
1 altered the manner they expressed evaluations of Wollongong. For instance, the manner in
which the participant negotiates their position is fraught with inconsistencies and
contradictions as they attempt to clarify their point. A statement made by Participant 1 in
reflecting is shown in Figure 4-23 highlights the mosaic of dialogue. In this example, the start
of each argument is underlined.
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*Pa1:

well I think that geographically it is situated in a place which allows it to be
far more prosperous than what it is
um I mean economically you have got the ports
which were are the largest for incoming vehicles into Australia
but the road infrastructures not there
and they know the road infrastructure is not there
we have the largest steelworks in the country
well pretty much the only steelworks in the country
since Newcastle closed
but yet we don’t have the infrastructure for that
we closed the rail link that takes the coal
from up the coast down to the steelworks
there is heaps of stuff
where I think we have all the makings of being more successful than what we are

Figure 4-23 Iteration 1 reflecting interview excerpt
Source: Iteration 1

In Figure 4-23, it is clear the participant uses different strengths of conviction in the way they
preface and support statements. Reference and polarity analysis could not account for these
language differences. Strength of conviction in attitude expression, suggests another level of
place identity evaluation. It was recommended that strength of conviction be addressed in
Iteration 2 SFPMF.
Negative data analysis learning 3: Adapt categories for coding Speech Function
Although proved as a useful analysis for the SFPMF (see discussion Iteration 1 positive data
analysis learning 4), it was recommended the categories for coding speech function typology
be expanded to aid more delicate categorisation of exchange types in semi-structured and
walk-along interviews.
Eggins' (2004) typology demonstrates an idealist exchange of information between two
people, for instance, in this typology every question or statements has a paired response (see
discussion in Chapter Three 3.6.3.4). However, in practice this pairing does not always occur.
For example, see Table 4-12 Iteration 1 speech function analysis data, there were instances
when, the researcher did not reply to a question (3) or statement (39) from the participant,
and the participant did not reply to a statement (19) from the researcher.
The lack of response to some questions and statements is explained in the narrating
interview, whereby the participant responded to the environment, then continued their
stream of narration, rather than pause for the researcher’s response. For example, the
participant noticed video surveillance had been installed along their route, “it's all new along
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here…they have CCTV” (narrating:34). In addition, in reflecting, some interactions were
between the participant and video clips. For instance, when watching Clip 4 Participant 1
commented on their extended discussion of coffee, saying “wow I am really into coffee”
(reflecting:153). Similarly, in response to Clip 7, Participant 1 observed, “we see my great
camera skills here” (reflecting:364). In this situation Participant 1 did not look for a verbal
nor non-verbal response from the researcher.
Identifying interactions between environment and participant (narrating), as well as video
clips and participant (reflecting) was important to understand the participation across
interviews. Without more detailed coding of the interactions, differentiation between
instances when a speaker responded to the environment or video clips is difficult. It was
recommended that Iteration 2 expand the coding categories Eggins (2004) typology to
analyse the following exchanges:





Researcher and participant responses to environment in narrating.
Researcher and participant responses to video wait for in reflecting.
No response from researcher and participant in questions.
No response from researcher and participant in statements.

4.11 Iteration 1: Summary
Table 4-13 summarises recommendations from Iteration 1 data collection, data organisation
and data analysis.
Table 4-13 Iteration 1 recommendations summary
Source: Iteration 1
Stage
Data Collection

Feedback
Positive
Negative

Data
Organisation

Positive

Data Analysis

Positive

Negative

Recommendations
1 Continue Reflective interview
2 Continue video collection
1 Establish boundaries in orientating interview
2 Screen narrating route further
3 Further investigate the influence of familiarity
4 Revise the use of an iPhone 4S
5 Capture the researcher's Point of View (POV)
6 Reduce repetition in reflecting interview
1 Continue MinChat transcription
2 Continue Clause boundary analysis
3 Continue Environmental coding
1 Continue Reference analysis to identify and track expression of place
identity
2 Continue System networks to map relationships of place identity
3 Continue Speech function to track participation
1 A more discrete interpersonal analysis required
2 Strength of conviction needs to be addressed
3 Adapt the categories for coding speech function
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4.12 Iteration 2: Design data collection
Iteration 2 of the SFPMF incorporated adaptations in data collection. In Figure 4-24, the green
highlighted boxes indicate additions to SFPMF based on recommendations from Iteration 1.
Each recommendation and the adapted methods are discussed.

ORIENTATING

DATA
COLLECTION

Semi-structured
Orientating interview

DETERMINES
LOCATION

Recording with
GoPro Camera

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘known’
interview

Semi-structured
Reflecting interview

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘unknown’
interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

Recording with GoPro
Camera/Chest
Harness

Figure 4-24 Iteration 2 SFPMF data collection

4.12.1 Recommendation 1: Establish boundaries in orientating interview
Learning from Iteration 1, a Map Boundary Activity was introduced to the orientating
interview. In the previous Iteration, Participant 1 confused nearby suburbs in discussions of
Wollongong's identity; thus, disregarding official city borders. Although Local Government
Area (LGA) boundaries are used by city managers for legal and regulatory purposes,
Participant 1 did not use them to define Wollongong's identity. Rather, borders of
Wollongong and neighbouring places were unclear. To clarify Wollongong's identity, a Map
Boundary Activity was incorporated. The objective of this activity was to frame discussions of
Wollongong, establish a mutual understanding of its boundaries, and as a result clearly
delineate identities from images.
The Map Boundary Activity was integrated into the orientating interview protocol through
the addition of the following direction: pass participant the map, and ask them to draw the
boundaries of Wollongong, beginning with the most northern and southern suburbs. The Map
Boundary Activity is provided in Appendix 7.
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4.12.2 Recommendation 2: Screen the narrating route further
Learning from Iteration 1, further criteria were required when screening the narrating
location. Iteration 1 relied on Thiel's (1997) characterisation of familiar place behaviour, that
of frequency, regularity, and predictability, to determine a suitable location for narrating
interview. When a route is frequently visited and perceived to be regular, arguably there are
elements of predictability, such as expectation of the types of people, physical environment,
and natural environment.
In Iteration 1, the narrating route was selected as known due to the number of times
(frequent) Participant 1 walked there. However, Participant 1 had not experienced the route
recently (irregularity), and was surprised by certain elements of the experience
(unpredictable). Therefore, although the route was somewhere frequently visited, it was not
regular nor predictable. As a consequence, dialogue in this interview orientated the new
development and was not representative of a familiar experience.
In Iteration 2, the orientating interview protocol was updated to improve the screening
process for narrating. The last question was expanded to more specifically identify: how often
they travelled the route (frequency); the last time they travelled the route (regularity); had
they heard of recent changes to the proposed area (predictability). Changes to the interview
protocol are explained later in this chapter (Section 4.13.1).

4.12.3 Recommendation 3: Investigate the influence of familiarity
In addition to findings in Iteration 1, the place identity literature supports the idea that place
experience is influenced by familiarity. de Certeau (1984) eludes to the impact of familiarity
on interpretation of place. In reference to routine routes, de Certeau (1984) suggested that
people use an invisible compass when walking a similar route. Rather than words, street
signs might signify how far they have walked or the distance to their favourite coffee shop.
Extending de Certeau’s (1984) notion of spatialisation, whereby people re-appropriate
official place elements, such as street signs to make their own pathways through a city, is the
idea that spatialisation differs depending on familiarity with place. In everyday or routine
routes, people walk from memory relying on an invisible compass rather than literal street
signs. Conversely, in non-routine routes people rely on formal pathways and environmental
cues to guide them. Introducing a second narrating interview through an unknown space
could reveal differences in place identity construction.
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Learning from the previous Iteration and reflections on the literature, influence of familiarity
to experience was incorporated into Iteration 2 through the addition of a second narrating
interview. Similar to Iteration 1, the first narrating interview walks a known route, while the
second narrating interview walks an unknown route. This addition aimed to explore
differences, if any, between familiarity, place experience, and place identity construction.

4.12.4 Recommendation 4: Revise the use of an iPhone 4S
In Iteration 1 the hand-held iPhone 4S was deemed intrusive and unnatural as a data
collection device. The GoPro Hero 3 was identified as an alternative and was tested in
Iteration 2. An advantage of the GoPro compared to iPhone is its unique action camera
features. The GoPro offers high definition stable video and audio recordings whilst walking,
which is critical for narrating interviews. In addition, the GoPro Hero 3 has a wide angle lens
for a larger field of view, as well as a compatible Smartphone and Tablet application with
Bluetooth control.
In addition to the video quality, the GoPro Hero 3 offered two options of collecting hand-free
stable video footage from the user perspective. Figure 4-25 depicts the head mount option.
The head mount was trialled by the researcher, but was rejected due to conspicuousness and
discomfort.

Figure 4-25 GoPro Hero 3 with head mount
Source: GoPro (2015)

Alternatively, the chest mount enabled a more inconspicuous and comfortable hands free
recording. The camera and mount is even less noticeable when wearing black or dark
clothing. Figure 4-26 shows the GoPro Hero 3 and chest mount used to collect video data for
narrating interviews in Iteration 2.
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Figure 4-26 GoPro Hero 3 with chest mount

4.12.5 Recommendation 5: Capture the researcher's point of view (POV)
Iteration 1 recommended to include a second camera in narrating to record the researcher’s
point of view. Iteration 1 revealed instances whereby parts of the narrating experience were
spoken about but not recorded. In addition, Participant 1 acknowledged feeling embarrassed
when carrying the iPhone through a public space. In an act of solidarity, and to ensure all the
experience was documented, the researcher also wore a GoPro Hero 3 camera with chest
mount in Iteration 2 narrating.

4.12.6 Recommendation 6: Reduce repetition in reflecting interview
In Iteration 1, the clip function was useful in collating video data from all interviews.
However, the number of clips included in reflecting made some discussions repetitive. In
Iteration 2, a criterion of uniqueness was applied to reduce the number of clips included in
reflecting interview protocol.

4.13 Iteration 2: Apply data collection
Iteration 2 was conducted with a long-term resident of Wollongong over two-weeks. The
resident was 34 years old and lived in Wollongong for 32 years. See Table 4-14 for details of
Iteration 2 interviews.
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Table 4-14 Iteration 2 triptych summary
Interview
Orientating
Narrating - known
Narrating - unknown
Reflecting

Location
University of Wollongong, Wollongong
Towradgi Beach to North Wollongong Beach, Wollongong
Mount Kembla, Wollongong
University of Wollongong, Wollongong

Duration
45minutes
60minutes
20minutes
40minutes

4.13.1 Orientating interview
Orientating was conducted at the University of Wollongong with a 45minute duration. Figure
4-27 reveals the interview protocol used in Iteration 2. Question 1, Question 4a, and Question
4b were added from Iteration 1. Figure 4-28 shows the completed Map Boundary Activity for
Iteration 2.

Interview: Orientating
Duration: 45 minutes
Objective: Understand participant experiences of the place they live and identify a known and
unknown location for the narrating interview.
Researcher directions
1. Pass participant map of Wollongong and ask them to draw a rough map of Wollongong,
identifying the northern and most southern towns, their home, the CBD, and any landmarks of
interest.
2. As an ice breaker, ask “how would you describe Wollongong? [Why]”
3. Discuss the following items during the interview:
a. What are your favourite things about Wollongong? [Why]
b. What are your least favourite things about Wollongong? [Why]
c. Have you lived elsewhere? If so, how does it differ? What made you move here? What has
made you stay here?
d. Since living here, how many times have you moved houses? [Why]
e. What would you like the place you live to look like in 15-20 years?[Why?]
f. What would your typical week consist of?
4. Negotiate a known and unknown route for the narrating interview
a. For the proposed known route: How often have you travelled this route (frequency)? When
was the last time you travelled this route (regularity)? Have you heard about any changes to
the area (predictability)?
b. For the proposed unknown route: Have you ever travelled this route (frequency)? When was
the last time you travelled this route (regularity)? Do you have any expectations of this area
(predictability)?

Figure 4-27 Iteration 2 orientating interview protocol
Source: Iteration 2
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Please draw the borders of the City of Wollongong on the map below.

Figure 4-28 Participant 2 map boundary activity for place identity interviews
Source: Iteration 2

4.13.2 Narrating interview
As stated in Iteration 2 SFPMF design, one narrating interview was known, and another was
unknown. Both narrating interviews aimed to compare the influence of familiarity on
experience. Participant 2 narrated their experience to the researcher as they walked through
each place. The narrating known interview protocol is shown in Figure 4-29 and the
narrating unknown interview protocol is shown in Figure 4-30.
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Interview: Narrating
Location : known location identified by the participant in orientating interview
Duration: 45 minutes
Objective: Walk through a known place with a GoPro video camera to capture the real-time
experience.
Participant Direction: “Please guide me along the route you usually walk here. As we walk along
could you please explain to me what you see and why you walk this way”
Researcher Direction: The participant needs to lead this interview and narrate their experience,
there should be little to no prompting from the researcher unless necessary or requested by the
participant.

Figure 4-29 Narrating known interview protocol
Source: Iteration 2

Interview: Narrating
Location : unknown location identified by the participant in orientating interview
Duration: 20 minutes
Objective: Walk through an unknown place with a GoPro video camera to capture the real-time
experience.
Participant Direction: “As this is not a known place to you, please take which ever route you like.
Explain what you see and your thoughts as we walk".
Researcher Direction: The participant needs to lead this interview and narrate their experience,
there should be little to no prompting from the researcher unless necessary or requested by the
participant.

Figure 4-30 Narrating unknown interview protocol
Source: Iteration 2

The location of narrating known interview was determined in the orientating phase through
identification of the participant’s everyday or familiar behaviour.
In orientating, Participant 2 revealed that they walk to work along the beach from Towradgi
to North Wollongong at least twice a week, weather permitting. Participant 2 agreed this
route was regular and frequent behaviour for them. Due to the regularity, the route was also
predicable with regard to tides and expected debris. Participant 2 explained the interview
might not go ahead if the tide and inlet is too high. The Towradgi beach - North Wollongong
beach route depicted in Figure 4-31, was selected as the narrating known interview location.
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STA
RT

STOP

Figure 4-31 Iteration 2 narrating known interview
Source: Edited image from Google Maps (2014)

As a long-term resident of Wollongong, not many areas were unknown for Participant 2. Only
the suburbs of Mount Kembla and Helensberg fit the criterion of infrequent, irregular and
unpredictable. From these options, Mount Kembla was agreed to be the location for narrating
unknown interview due to a closer proximity to the participant's house. The route taken
through Mount Kembla is depicted in Figure 4-32.
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Figure 4-32 Iteration 2 narrating unknown walk-along
Source: Edited image from Google Maps (2014)

4.13.3 Reflecting interview
Similar to Iteration 1, video clips from orientating and narrating were collated. Learning from
Iteration 1, clip selections were screened as to whether each topic was uniquely expressed
from others. Only nine clips were selected for review in Iteration 2 reflecting interview,
compared to thirteen in Iteration 1. Figure 4-33 lists the nine clips included into reflecting
interview protocol.
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Interview: Reflecting
Location : Innovation Campus
Duration: 40 minutes
Objective: Reflect on conflicting and unclear identities, and reveal new identities.

CLIP
1
2

3

Participant Direction: Explain the objective and process to participant prior to starting the first
clip. Play the clip, ask the participant to comment, then prompt further discussion using the
associated points noted in the protocol.
Topic
Points to discus
Difference between suburbs
Wollongong Pride
 What parts of Wollongong were you proud of?
 How was this similar or different to other people you knew
or know?
Home town
 Can you explain how that makes you feel? - are you proud
now?

3

The Mall



4

Slow Progress




5

Somewhere to be escaped



6
7
8
9

Changes in nightlife
Small town mentality
A City thing
Irrelevant Media







What could be some reasons why the mall was not updated
earlier?
Do you think it will be successful - why/why not?
What progress did you expect to have occurred while you
were in London for two years?
Why do you feel like Wollongong is somewhere to be
escaped?
Why did this not occur earlier?
What makes you feel like Wollongong is a town?
What makes you feel like Wollongong is a city?
What is an example of when local news was irrelevant.
What news would you expect to hear?

Figure 4-33 Reflecting interview protocol
Source: Iteration 2

4.13.4 Technology
In Iteration 2, the GoPro Hero 3 was used instead of the iPhone 4S. Due to a wide angle lens,
the GoPro Hero 3 was positioned to frame both the researcher and participant in orientating.
Figure 4-34 compares the orientation interview captured in Iteration 1 with the iPhone 4S
(left image), and Iteration 2 with the GoPro Hero 3 (right image).

Figure 4-34 Comparison of camera angles
Source: Iteration 1 (left image) and Iteration 2 (right image)
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The GoPro Hero 3 application was downloaded from Apple App store and used to control the
GoPro Hero 3 remotely. The application was used on an Apple iPad, but this could also be
used through a Smartphone. The application also showed a mirror image of what the GoPro
Hero 3 was filming. This helped to correct the camera position and capture both researcher
and participant. This application also enabled the battery and memory status of the GoPro
Hero 3 to be tracked during the interview. Set up of this technology took less than 5minutes
in the orientating interview.
The GoPro Hero 3 was used with the chest mount for both the researcher and participant in
both narrating interviews. Setting up both cameras and chest mounts took less than 5
minutes. To capture the user perspective, the GoPro Hero 3 was positioned higher on the
participant's chest, rather than closer to the stomach. Figure 4-35 shows the GoPro Hero 3
placement on the participant. Figure 4-36 shows the view from that position.

Figure 4-35 Positioning of the GoPro Hero 3
Source: Iteration 2 narrating known

Figure 4-36 Participant GoPro Hero 3 point of view
Source: Iteration 2 narrating known
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During both narrating interviews, there was more background noise than in the orientating.
Due to the noise, the researcher's questions and statements were not audible from the
participant's footage, and vice versa. Questions were matched with responses in the
transcription by combining both the researcher and participant’s camera footage. Further
supporting the usefulness of including a second camera when conducting a narrating
interviews.
In reflecting, the GoPro Hero 3 was used to record participant and researcher interactions to
discussions. The same process and position as the orientating interview was used for setting
up the GoPro Hero 3 in the reflecting interview. Figure 4-37 shows the comparison between
reflecting in Iteration 1 versus Iteration 2.

Figure 4-37 Comparison of camera angles
Source: Iteration 1 (top image) and Iteration 2 (bottom image) reflecting interview
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4.14 Iteration 2: Learn from data collection
With the objectives to improve the SFPMF, data collection methods were reflected on.
Feedback for each data collection method is shown in Table 4-15. Feedback resulted from
reflection on the research objective, literature on place identity, as well as the functionality of
collection methods. Outlined in Chapter Three (Section 3.7), positive feedback refers to
aspects of the method that were successful. There was no negative feedback from data
collection methods in this Iteration.
Table 4-15 Iteration 2 data collection reflection
Source: Iteration 2
Method
Semi-structured
Interview

Narrative Interview

Reflective Interview

Technology

Positive Feedback
 The interview protocol was effective.
 The boundaries activity was useful to
frame the discussion.
 The screening questions helped identify
a known and unknown location for
narrating based on criteria of regularity,
frequency and predictability.
 The interview protocol was effective.
 Differences in place experience were
evident between the known and
unknown route.
 The interview protocol was effective in
expanding the system network of
identities and experiences.
 Screening the clips for uniqueness was
effective in eliminating repetitive
discussions.
 The GoPro Black Hero 3 recording
device with chest mount was more
suitable than the iPhone 4S.
 The additional GoPro Black Hero 3 worn
by the researcher captured the
researcher's point of view.
 The participant did not voice concerns
of embarrassment whilst on the
narrating known or unknown interview.

Negative Feedback
none

none

none

none

4.15 Iteration 2: Design data organisation
There were no recommendations for Iteration 2 data organisation. The design maintained the
same structure as Iteration 1, seen in Figure-4-38.
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DATA
COLLECTION

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

Transana

Transana

Environmental Coding

Figure 4-38 Iteration 2 SFPMF data organisation

4.16 Iteration 2: Apply data organisation
No changes to the data organisation were implemented in Iteration 2.

4.17 Iteration 2: Learn from data organisation
Although there were no recommendations to change data organisation methods from
Iteration 1, the second narrating interview and the researcher footage was added. The
process remained the same, but there were an additional three video files included. The
increase of video data impacted the reflecting interview. Feedback for data organisation in
Iteration 2 is identified in Table 4-16.
Table 4-16 Iteration 2 data organisation reflection
Source: Iteration 2
Method
Transana

Positive Feedback

Negative Feedback
 The addition of a narrating unknown interview
footage greatly increased the total file size
Transana had to manage. Due to this, there
were issues playing clips to the participant in
the reflecting interview. The replays took
longer than expected to load.

Recommendations were made from feedback in the data organisation phase with the aim of
improving Iteration 3.
Negative data organisation learning 1: Revise platform used to play clips in reflecting
interview
Due to additional data being handled by Transana, clip collections in the reflecting interview
took longer to load and stopped regularly when being played. Transana was reconsidered as
the platform to play clips in the reflecting interview.
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4.18 Iteration 2: Design data analysis
Changes to data analysis methods were founded from negative feedback in Iteration 1. Green
highlighted boxes in Figure 4-39 indicates changes made to the SFPMF data analysis methods

DATA
ANALYSIS

in Iteration 2. Analysis changes are discussed separately.

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Textual analysis with
Reference

Textual analysis with
Reference

Textual analysis with
Reference

Interpersonal analysis
with Appraisal

Interpersonal analysis
with Appraisal

Interpersonal analysis
with Appraisal

Organisation with
System Networks

Organisation with
System Networks

Organisation with
System Networks

Figure 4-39 Iteration 2 SFPMF data analysis

4.18.1 Recommendation 1: More discrete interpersonal analysis required
Iteration 1 proved that polarity analysis classified attitudes as positive, negative and neutral,
but could not differentiate attitudes further. Therefore, there was no method to delineate
between how place made the Participant feel, and how the Participant felt about place. For
instance, note the difference between the following statements from Participant 1 transcripts:
 “I just think it is really relaxing” (narrating:96)
 “I come here to relax” (narrating:144)
These statements address the perception of Wollongong with regards to what the participant
thinks about Wollongong, and how they behave in Wollongong. Polarity data highlights these
attitudes towards Wollongong as being positive. However, polarity does not provide any
further insight as to how these statements are related.
As mentioned in Participant 1 negative data analysis learning (see Section 4.10), polarity was
recommended to be used in conjunction with another method, one which enables more
detailed analysis of these complex attitude relationships. Systemic functional linguistic
methods that address attitude, and consequently realise interpersonal meaning were
assessed for their ability to identify and classify attitude further than polarity. From these
criteria, the system of Appraisal (Martin & White 2005) was selected.
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The Appraisal system addresses attitude expression through language. There are two main
interpretations to Appraisal, these are Eggins and Slade (1997) and Martin and White (2005).
Figure 4-40 shows a comparison of the main categories used by each author to explain the
Appraisal system.

Appraisal System
(Eggins & Slade 1997, p.137)

Appraisal System
(Martin & White 2005, p.38)

Figure 4-40 Two approaches to appraisal

Within the system of Appraisal, Eggins and Slade (1997), and Martin and White (2005)
address the concept of attitude similarly. They classify attitude expressions in language as
being one of three main typologies judgement, affect, or appreciation, each with subcategories. These attitude categories are explained in Appendix 8 and include: Affect
(emotions and reactions to behaviour, text/process, phenomena); Judgement (judgements
about ethics, morality, or social values of other people’s behaviour); Appreciation
(evaluations of text/process, natural phenomena and aesthetics).
Although both authors classify attitude similarly, Figure 4-40 illustrates two main differences
with these systems. The first being, graduation (Martin & White 2005) versus amplification
(Eggins & Slade 1997), to address intensifying words that either heighten or soften attitude
expressions. To illustrate, in the following clause, the intensifying word is underlined, I really
hate West Crown Street; these are words are used to up-scale (heighten) or down-scale
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(soften) attitudes. Eggins and Slade (1997) term intensifying words amplifications, whereas
Martin and White (2005) call them graduations.
Eggins and Slade (1997) incorporate amplification in the system of attitude. In contrast,
Martin and White (2005) consider the role of amplification within their system of graduation
(See Figure 4-40). By separating the systems and further categorising graduations according
to force and focus, Martin and White (2005) offer a more delicate analysis for evaluation (See
Figure 4-40). Force applies to the speaker’s assessments of the degree of intensity and the
quantity (Martin & White 2005). Whereas, focus applies to categories of attitude that are not
typically scalable (Martin & White 2005). The terms force and focus and their sub-categories
are further explained in the following sections.
Martin and White (2005) claim there are properties of graduation in attitude. Graduation was
used to identify how appraisal items were used to reinforce meanings, specifically to see if
they were used to “increase or decrease investment in the value position” (Martin & White
2005, p.155). The complete system of graduation is presented in Figure 4-41.

number
a few – many; a trickle of inquiries – a stream of inquiries
mass/pressance
tiny, small, large, huge, gigantic; mountain of a man – slip of a girl
QUANTIFICATION
PROXIMITY

time
recent arrival, ancient betrayal
space
nearby, distant

EXTENT

DISTRIBUTION

time
long-lasting hostility, short-battle
space
wide-spread hostility – narrowly-based support

FORCE

INTENSIFICATION

quality (degree)
slightly corrupt – very corrupt; contended – happy – ecstatic

GRADUATION
process (vigour)
slightly disturb – greatly disturb; casually observe – closely observe;
like – love – adore; amble – walk – stride out
isolating
infusing

sharpen
a true friend
FOCUS
soften
an apology of sorts
up-scale
down-scale

Figure 4-41 System of graduation
Source: Martin and White (2005, p.154)
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Seen in Figure 4-41, graduation expressions can be up-scaled or down-scaled. Consider these
phrases, “I love the beach” (P1:narrating:95), and “I like the beach” (P1:narrating:441). Here,
the word "like" shows a lower degree of emphasis, compared to the word "love". The word
love is known culturally as a higher value word when describing preferences and selection of
this would be classed as an up-scaled graduation.
Graduation Force
Graduation force is used when speaker’s asses the degree of intensity and the quantity within
an attitude (Martin & White 2005). Force describes the degree of intensification for qualities
and processes and quantification when refers descriptions of measurement.
Intensifications are used to express an assessment of quality or process (Martin & White
2005). For instance, “I love the beach” (P1:narrating:95) would be classed as process,
whereas “Wollongong is dingy and horrible” (P1:narrating:14) would be classed as a quality
graduation.
Quantifications are assessments of number, mass/presence, or extant including proximity and
distribution (See Figure 4-41). Each graduation type for quantification is exemplified with
examples from Participant 1 data.
 Number:

Wollongong is the “only steelworks in the country”
(P1:orientating:22).
 Mass/pressance:
Ports in Wollongong are the “largest for incoming
vehicles into” (P1:orientating:36).
 Extant - proximity/time: Participant 1 discusses when they were “growing up”
(P1:orientating:53)
 Extant - proximity/space: Wollongong is “southern Sydney”(P1:Orientating:55).
 Extent - distribution/time: Participant 1 explained that “overtime” they will
“gradually” get used to change (P1:narrating:355)
 Extent - distribution/space: Participant 1 likes the development of North
Wollongong because it is “nice wide track” to walk
(P1:narrating:576).
Intensifications and quantifications can either be isolated or infused depending on how many
words are used (Martin & White 2005). For example, an example for isolated intensification:
“Wollongong is not quite a city” (P1:orientating:95). Comparatively, infused intensifications
are not separated lexically, for instance, Wollongong has “potential” (P1:orientating:81).
Graduation Focus
Shown in Figure 4-41, the system of focus enables analysis of typically ungradable categories.
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For instance, “Wollongong has middle child syndrome” (P1:reflecting:5). In this case the
assessment does not fit into an either or category. Focus can also be applied to typically
scalable categories, for instance in reference to the council’s efforts in creating recreational
spaces, Participant 1 thought “they kind of do well” (P1:narrating:169). The addition of “kind
of” to this phrase lessens intensity of the expression.
Instances of focus are classified as sharpened or softened (Martin & White 2005). The
following phrase would be classed as sharpen, “Wollongong has middle child syndrome”
(P1:reflecting:5), whereas, the statement, “they kind of do well” (P1:narrating:169)
exemplars a soften force graduation. Martin and White (2005, 138) explain a softened focus
has previously been categorised as “vague language”.
In addition, items can be maximised. Maximisation includes intensifications that reach the
highest value proposition level, such as locutions of utterly, completely etc. Importantly,
Martin and White (2005, p.142) reinforce that modulations (i.e. always), are classed as
maximisers and they refer to speaker’s “investment in the proposition, rather than the literal
sense of constancy or uninterrupted repetition”.
A second difference between these two approaches to appraisal concerns Martin and White’s
(2005) unique introduction of engagement (See Figure 4-40). Engagement is included in
Martin and White’s (2005) appraisal system because it assesses the interpersonal
relationship between speakers, and how strongly they present attitude expressions. Herein
engagement is referred to assessing strength of conviction in attitude expressions.
Engagement is discussed further in data analysis recommendation 2.
The Martin and White (2005) Appraisal system was used in Iteration 2. Specifically, attitude
and graduation classifies the type attitude expressions, and engagement was used to assess
strength of conviction (discussed in the following recommendation).

4.18.2 Recommendation 2: Account for strength of conviction
Iteration 1 recommended SFPMF 2 incorporates an assessment of strength of conviction. As
introduced earlier, Martin and White (2005) present the system of engagement as a method
of classifying strength of conviction in attitude expressions. The complete system of
engagement is presented in Figure 4-42.
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Reflecting again on the Baktinian idea of dialogism and heteroglossia presented in Chapter
Three (see section 3.2) engagement helps to dissect how meaning is construed within each
attitude expression, regarding both what is said by the speaker and how they expect the
receiver to perceive it. Bakhtin (1981) explains individual activity is embedded in sociocultural context, which constrains what has been spoken, what is chosen to speak, and what
will be spoken in the future. Bakhtin’s understanding of social language could successfully
find order in the chaos, due to two notions, that no utterance is unique in social language, and
words are not chosen at random. Similar to Bakhtin, Martin and White (2005) argue that
language is used purposefully, as it functions to create meaning. Martin and White (2005)
operationalise Bakhtin’s theory of heterglossia and utterance with the system of engagement,
this system is founded on the perspective that “all utterances are seen as in some way
stanced or attitudinal” (Martin & White 2005, p.92).
Although Martin and White (2005) agree communication is inherently dialogic, there are two
forms in which speakers can position their thoughts, as monoglossic and heteroglossic, shown
in Figure 4-42.

disclaim

deny
yet, although, amazingly, but
counter
no, didn’t, never

contract

affirm: naturally, of course, obviously etc.
concur

proclaim

ENGAGEMENT

concede: admittedly…[but]; sure…[however] etc.

pronounce
I contend, the facts of the matter are...indeed
endorse
the report demonstrates/shows/proves that...

entertain
perhaps, it’s probable that, this may be, must, it seems to me, apparently, expository questions
expand

attribute

acknowledge
Halliday argues that, many Australians believe that..it’s said that, the report states
distance
Chomsky claimed to have shown that...

Figure 4-42 The engagement system
Source: Martin and White (2005, p.134)

Martin and White (2005, p.100) differentiate monoglossic proposition’s as “taken-forgranted” where the speaker perceives there to be no alternative views or debate on the
matter. Essentially, heteroglossic propositions are “at issue or up for discussion” (Martin &
White 2005, p.100). For instance, the difference between saying, "Wollongong is an industrial
town", compared to "I think Wollongong is an industrial town". The first is monoglossic as the
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speaker presented a one-sided statement. However, the latter example is heteroglossic
because the speaker suggests their opinion is only one form many with the words "I think". In
heteroglossic expressions, the speaker assumes there are multiple views and attempts to
protect (contract) or support (expand) their position (Martin & White 2005).
Contract is used by speakers when they present an argument for one view, whilst
acknowledging the existence of others (Martin & White 2005). See each sub-category of
contract featured in Figure 4-42, exemplified through Participant 1 data. The underlined text
is the expression of engagement.







Disclaim - deny:
"but yet we dont have the infrastructure"
Disclaim - counter:
"not so much as school"
Proclaim - concur - affirm: " I mean economically you have got the ports"
Proclaim - concur - concede: "but the road infrastructures not there"
Proclaim - pronounce:
"there is heaps of stuff"
Proclaim - endorse:
"I read the news every single day"

Expand is used by speakers to entertain one idea amongst many or when attributing the
views of others to support their own. See each sub-category of expand featured in Figure 442, exemplified through Participant 1 data. The underlined text is the expression of
engagement.
 Entertain:
 Attribute - acknowledge:
 Attribute - distance:

"maybe thats why they have CCTV"
"Illawarra mercury had bucket loads support it"
"the council said it was Puckey's salt works"

Engagement analysis was added to the SFPMF to understand the strength of conviction of
Wollongong’s identities in Iteration 2 SFPMF.

4.18.3 Recommendation 3: Adapt the categories for coding speech function
In order to operationalise it in place identity studies, Iteration 1 recommended adaption of
the coding process for Eggins (2004) speech function. Categories were adapted to code the
following information exchanges:





Researcher and participant responses to environment in narrating.
Researcher and participant responses to video wait for in reflecting.
No response from researcher and participant in questions.
No response from researcher and participant in statements.

Table 4-17 presents the adapted coding categories presented as interaction structures; see
changes to the coding categories highlighted yellow. Similar to Iteration 1, interactions were
identified in the transcript then tabulated. The summary will represent the number of times
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each interaction structure was used by either the participant or researcher for each
interview.
Table 4-17 Speech function interaction structure summary
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004)
Interactions
Total #

Orientating
R

P

Narrating
R

P

Reflecting
R

P

Question / Answer
Question / Disclaimer
Question
Statement / Response
Statement / Contradiction
Statement
Command / Compliance
Command / Refusal
Offer / Acceptance
Offer / Rejection
Environment / Statement
Video / Statement
*R= Researcher *P = Participant

4.19 Iteration 2: Apply data analysis
Additions to the SFPMF for Iteration 2 were attitude analysis, graduation analysis,
engagement analysis, and speech function analysis. Data analysis methods used in Iteration 2
are explained and the process outlined for each.

4.19.1 Appraisal analysis
Firstly, Reference analysis was conducted in the same process as Iteration 1 to reveal place
identities; reference analysis data is presented in Appendix 9. References were then analysed
using attitude and graduation analysis with the aim of classifying lexical relations beyond
polarity (positive and negative). Figure 4-43 shows the process for attitude and graduation
analysis.
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1
Identify
presenting
references

2
Identify
presuming
references

3
Identify
appraisal
items

4
Classify
appraisal
items

5
Combine data
from all
interviews

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(in system network)

Repeat process for all interviews

Figure 4-43 Process for attitude and graduation analysis

Step 1 identified presenting references in reference analysis along with the corresponding
line number and the identity it is describing (presenting reference). Step 2 connected
presenting references with presuming references in a reference chain. The presuming
references were then analysed for the appraisal items, including classification of attitude,
engagement, and graduation in Step 3 and Step 4. This process was repeated for all
interviews. In Step 5, the data was combined to create a relational system network for all
identities revealed. Figure 4-44 depicts this system. The key to explain coding of Appraisal on
transcripts and in system networks is explained in Appendix 10.
Shown in Figure 4-44, placement within the system was decided by the attitude type
(horizontal), and the engagement and graduation type (vertical). Each attitude has a value of
engagment and graduation. Vertically, attitudes were sorted by expand engagements as
highest, then contract, followed by monoglossic. Within that arrangement is a secondary
assortment of graduation, as being either up-scaled or down-scaled. Similar to Iteration 1 and
Baxter (2011), Category 1 is the presenting reference (identities). Category 2 - Category 4,
feature presuming references to Category 1. These presuming structured, as firstly
appreciations in Category 2, judgements in Category 3, and affect in category 4. The Iteration 2
system network is also provided in Appendix 11 for future reference.
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Vertical Placement

Horizontal Placement
Category 1
Reference
(presenting)

Category 2
Attitude (appreciation)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 3
Attitude (judgment)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 4
Attitude (affect)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

normal
+polarity (+/-)
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Expand

+graduation

Graduation:
Up-scaled >

+engagement

un/desire
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

reaction

capacity

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

+engagement

un/satisfied
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

tenacity

valuation

Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Contract

identity

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

+engagement

un/happy
+polarity (+/-)

veracity

composition

+graduation
+engagement

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

In/secure
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

veracity
Engagement:
Monoglossic

proprietary

Graduation
Down-scaled <

+engagement

+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

not

+engagement

not

Figure 4-44 Iteration 2 system network
Source: Iteration 2
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4.19.2 Speech function analysis
Speech function interaction structure analysis assessed participation of the researcher and
participant throughout the interviews. The process for this analysis is outlined in Figure 4-45.

1
Identify
Interactions

2
Identify
Speaker

3
Categorise
Interaction

4
Identify
Receiver

5
Categorise
Response

6
Count and
Record

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(in summary table)

Figure 4-45 Interaction structure speech function analysis process

Step 1 began with identifying all interactions on the transcript. In Step 2, the speaker or
initiator of dialogue was classified as being either, the researcher, participant, environment,
or video for each interaction. The initiation was then categorised as being a question,
statement, command, offer, the environment or video in Step 3. Similarly, Step 4 required
classification of the receiver. The response was classified in Step 5. Finally in Step 6, all
interaction classifications were counted and tabulated across all four interviews, as shown in
Table 4-18.
Table 4-18 Summary table speech function interaction structure analysis
Source: adapted from Eggins (2004)
Interactions

Orientating

Narrating known

Narrating
unknown

Reflecti
ng

Total #
R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

Question / Response
Question / Disclaimer
Question
Statement / Response
Statement
Command / Compliance
Offer / Acceptance
Environment / Statement
Video / Statement
*R= Researcher *Co-R = Co-researcher

4.20 Iteration 2: Learn from data analysis
To improve the SFPMF, data analysis methods used in Iteration 2 were reflected on. Table 419 collates feedback for each data analysis method. The reader is reminded that feedback
resulted from reflection on the ability of each method to reach the research objective as well
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as its functionality. Positive feedback relates to successful aspects of the method and negative
feedback relates to problems with the application.
Table 4-19 Iteration 2 data analysis reflection
Source: Iteration 2
Method
Appraisal analysis

Speech Function

Positive Feedback
 Enabled a discrete analysis of attitude
types.
 Enabled classification of the degree to
which the speaker increased or
decreased intensification of attitude.
 Enabled classification of the speaker’s
strength of conviction in statements.
 Enabled environment and video
stimulus to initiate interactions, and
examined participation across
interviews.

Negative Feedback
 Did not allow for analysis of temporalspatial elements.
 Difficulty in analysing identity
construction beyond counting the
number of attitude types.

The reader is reminded that the double-looped learning (Sterman 2000) framework guided
learning methodology. Feedback from testing the data analysis was used in methodological
design recommendations for Iteration 3.
Positive learning 1: Appraisal analysis was suitable
Attitude, graduation, and engagement proved useful in analysing place identity in Iteration 2.
Integrating reference and appraisal analysis helped differentiate between Participant 2
evaluations (appreciation) of Wollongong, how the environment made people feel (affect)
and behave (judgement). See figure 4-46 for an excerpt of a city and town identity from
Participant 2.
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Vertical Placement

Horizontal Placement
Category 1
Reference
(presenting)

Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Expand

Category 2
Attitude (appreciation)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 3
Attitude (judgment)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 4
Attitude (affect)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Graduation:
Up-scaled >

large town with ambitions
(Hexp.ent) (P1:NK:599)
(neg.Ap.reac:>fo.sh)

I was pretty proud of it
small city

(Hexp.ent) (P1:O:265)
(pos.Af.sat:<intense.isol)

(Hexp.ent) (P1:NK:598)
(neg.Ap.reac:<quant.isol)

would have been proud
hometowns are a bit more crap than what
they grew up believing

Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Contract

(Hexp.ent) (P1:O:295) (neg.Ap.reac:<intense.isol)

a city and
a town

population halves during the day
(Hcon.end) (P1:NK:701)
(neg.Jud.norm:>quant.isol)

could have a more city like mentality
(Hcon.pro) (P1:R:708)
(neg.Jud.cap:>fo.sh)

small town mentality
(Hcon.end) (P1:R:560)
(neg.Ap.reac:>fo.sh)

sort of the appendix of Sydney
(Hcon.end) (P1:NK:709)
(neg.Ap.comp:>fo.so)

(Hcon.end) (P1:NK:628)
(neg.Af.sat:<fo.sh)

(Hcon.end) (P1:NK:627)
(neg.Af.sat:<fo.sh)

not

its growing
Graduation
Down-scaled <

not a great film town

not a great visual effects town
not

Engagement:
Monoglossic

(Hcon.pro) (P1:O:294)
(neg.Af.hap:<in.isol)

(Hcon.pro) (P1:NK:451)
(neg.Ap.reac:<quant.isol)

not

Figure 4-46 Participant 2 orientating excerpt a city and a town identity system network
Source: Iteration 2
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In Figure 4-46, the relationship between the identity of Wollongong as a city and a town
(category 1) is connected with what this identity means to Participant 2 (category 2-4). For
instance in Figure 4-46, a city and a town identity was caused by Participant 1's assessment of
Wollongong as a "small city" and a "large town with ambitions" (appreciations), its capacity
to have a "more city like mentality" (judgements), and the unsatisfactory offering for
employment in "visual effects" and "film" (Affect).
Graduation and engagement helped assess attitudes further. In Figure 4-46, the degree of
intensification for these attitudes shows a higher or lower degree of intensity, and a higher or
lower degree or conviction respectively. The problem with this analysis was not with the
suitability of it as a method for place identity research. The problem regarded the synergy
between appraisal system and reference analysis. These issues are explained in negative data
analysis learning 1.
Positive learning 2: Adapted speech function coding categories were suitable
Speech function assessed interaction between researcher and participant during interviews.
The adapted speech function interaction structure analysis, helped account for unanswered
statements and questions, responses to the environment in narrating and responses to video
in reflecting. Table 4-20 shows the interaction structure summary data for Participant 2.
Table 4-20 Summary table speech function interaction structure analysis
Source: Iteration 2
Interactions

Total #

Orientating

Narrating
known

Narrating
unknown

Reflectin
g

84

76

70

62

R

P

R

Question / Response

45

2

23

Question / Disclaimer

1

P

R

P

R

P

15

2

21

2

4

Question
Statement / Response

2

6

Statement

4

21

Command / Compliance

3

2

1
9

1

3

4

9

7

7

10

5

2

4

36

3

32

Offer / Acceptance

1

Environment / Statement

1

Video / Statement

1

3

*R= Researcher *Co-R = Co-researcher

The question/response structure was dominant in the orientating interview and was initiated
by the researcher 45 times compared to 2 times by the participant. In the narrating known,
the participant took the lead in dialogue and made statements about the environment 36
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times, compared to the researcher's 1. This weighting was similar in the narrating unknown
interview with participant and researcher statements to the environment 32 and 3
respectively. Similar to orientating, the question/response structure was dominant in the
reflecting interview, initiated by the researcher 21 times compared to 2 times by the
participant. Also accounted for in the reflecting interview were statements made by the
researcher and participant in response to video footage, 1 and 3 times respectively.
This data revealed changes in participation across all interviews; from researcher-led in the
orientating and reflecting interviews to participant-led in both narrating interviews. Further
evidence of this change is seen in the rise of commands by the participant from 0 in
orientating to 5 and 4 in narrating known and unknown, and 0 again in reflecting interviews.
These results demonstrate the usefulness of speech function interaction analysis in
understanding participation in place identity research.
Negative data analysis learning 1: Reference analysis should be used secondary
Similar to Baxter (2011), attitude expressions of Wollongong were tracked and modelled to
produce identities. This method assumed presenting references were always identities.
However, Iteration 2 proved in some cases this was not always a logical relationship. Due to
the inconsistency of relationships, the method needed to be revised. For instance, Participant
2 described Wollongong as "unsafe" (P2:O:478) and having "social problems" (P2:R:411).
Using reference analysis these were both identified as presenting references, and therefore
identities. However, when looking at these identities within the context of what attitude types
are, there was a clearer relationship, that being, Participant 2's assessment of Wollongong
having social problems (appreciation), based on behaviours such as crime (judgement), how
that made them feel unsafe (affect).
Argued in this thesis, is that the identities are attitudes; therefore attitude should motivate
the analysis. Reflecting on analysis issues in Iteration 2 and the place literature, place
identities are attitudes and realised through interpersonal (appraisal) not textual
metafunction (reference). The analysis order was recommended to be revised in Iteration 3
SFPMF.
Negative data analysis learning 2: Lacking spatial-temporal analysis
Iteration 2 revealed current analysis methods did not account for spatial-temporal
dimensions, that is, who did what and when. This was identified when attempting to combine
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the reference analysis and appraisal analysis into a system network. Following Baxter's
(2011) process, spatial aspects such as location were used to structure identities in the
system network, but placement was not guided by systemic functional linguistics. This is due
to a limitation of reference analysis in only identifying textual not experiential meaning. This
limitation was addressed in Iteration 2.
Following guidance of Halliday (1978), reference realised textual meaning (related words),
and appraisal realised interpersonal meaning (place attitudes). Therefore an additional data
analysis method should be introduced in Iteration 3 to address who, what, where, and when
of place identity construction.

4.21 Iteration 2: Summary
Table 4-21 summarises recommendations from Iteration 2 data collection, data organisation,
and data analysis.
Table 4-21 Iteration 2 recommendations summary
Source: Iteration 2
Stage
Data
Collection

Data
Organisation
Data Analysis

Feedback
Positive

Negative
Negative
Positive

Negative

Learning
1 Maintain interview protocol for orientating, narrating, reflecting
2 Maintain narrating known and unknown
3 Maintain use of GoPro Black Hero 3 with chest mount as recording
device
4 Maintain use of additional researcher’s camera to capture more point
of view footage
none
1 Need to revise platform used to replay clips in reflecting interview
1
2
3
1
2

Maintain the use of attitude and graduation analysis
Maintain the use of engagement analysis
Maintain the use of speech function analysis
Reference analysis should be used as a secondary analysis
Introduce a SFL method to account for spatial and temporal elements
of experience
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4.22 Iteration 3: Design data collection
Due to positive feedback for data collection in Iteration 2, there were no changes to data
collection methods in Iteration 3. Figure 4-47 reminds the reader of data collection design for
the SFPMF.

ORIENTATING

DATA
COLLECTION

Semi-structured
Orientating interview

DETERMINES
LOCATION

Recording with
GoPro Camera

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘known’
interview

Semi-structured
Reflecting interview

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘unknown’
interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

Recording with GoPro
Camera/Chest
Harness

Figure 4-47 Iteration 3 design data collection

4.23 Iteration 3: Apply data collection
Iteration 3 was conducted with a long-term resident of Wollongong over two-weeks. The
resident was 36 years old and lived in Wollongong for 1 year. See Table 4-22 for details of
Iteration 3 interviews. Insights for each interview are subsequently provided.

Interview
Orientating
Narrating - known
Narrating - unknown
Reflecting

Table 4-22 Iteration 2 triptych summary
Source: Iteration 3
Location
University of Wollongong, Wollongong
Innovation Campus Wollongong to Towradgi return
Figtree, Wollongong
University of Wollongong, Wollongong

Duration
40minutes
60minutes
20minutes
40minutes

4.23.1 Orientating
There were no changes to the protocols in orientating interviews. See Figure 4-48 for the
completed map boundary activity.
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Please draw the borders of the City of Wollongong on the map below.

Figure 4-48 Participant 3 map boundary activity for place identity interviews
Source: Iteration 3

4.23.2 Narrating
Although different routes were taken, the narrating interview protocol was the same in
Iteration 3. During the orientating interview, participant 3 revealed they walk to work from
Towradgi to Innovation Campus, North Wollongong most days of the week. Participant 3
explained this route was regular, frequent and predictable. It was agreed as the narrating
known location. The route taken is mapped in Figure 4-49.
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START
/STOP

Figure 4-49 Participant 3 narrating known
Source: Adapted from Google Maps (2014)

Narrating unknown walk-along was identified by Participant 3 in the orientating interview as
being the suburb of Figtree. This route was selected because participant 3 had not visited the
area in fifteen years, and due to this time lapse, it was irregularly visited, and unpredictable.

ST
AR

T

The narrating unknown route is mapped in Figure 4-50.

STOP

Figure 4-50 Participant 3 narrating unknown
Source: Adapted from Google Maps (2014)
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4.23.3 Reflecting interview
Similar to Iteration 2, video clips from orientating and narrating interview were collated, and
clip selections were screened as to whether each topic was uniquely expressed from others.
Only nine clips were selected for review in Iteration 3 reflecting interview, compared to
thirteen in Iteration 1. Figure 4-51 lists the nine clips included into reflecting interview
protocol.

Interview: Reflecting
Location : Innovation Campus
Duration: 40 minutes
Objective: Reflect on conflicting and unclear identities, and reveal new identities.

CLIP
1
2
3

Participant Direction: Explain the objective and process to participant prior to starting the first
clip. Play the clip, ask the participant to comment, then prompt further discussion using the
associated points noted in the protocol.
Topic
Points to discus
 What do you mean by diverse?
Diversity
 You mentioned this happens often on the bus. Is this
evidence of diversity in Wollongong?
Inconvenience
 Do you feel that Wollongong is always inconvenient or just
at times?
Run down






4

Changing



Did you notice rubbish in the creek?
How does this influence your perception of Wollongong as
clean?
How safe does Wollongong make you feel?
Why did you not mention the burnt out car? how does this
make you feel about the area?
How has Wollongong changed since last time you were
here?

Figure 4-51 Iteration 3 reflecting interview protocol
Source: Iteration 3

4.24 Iteration 3: Learn from data collection
No conflicting feedback arose regarding the data collection methods in Iteration 3. There
were no recommendations for future applications of the SFPMF.
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4.25 Iteration 3: Design data organisation
Due to Iteration 2 recommendations, the platform to replay video in reflecting interview
protocol was revised. Similar to the previous Iteration, the changed methods are indicated in

DATA
ORGANISATION

green boxes in SFPMF 3 data analysis excerpt, see Figure 4-52.

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

Transana

Video
organisation
with
Transana w/
video

Transana

Environmental Coding

Figure 4-52 Iteration 3 design data organisation

4.25.1 Recommendation 1: Revise platform to replay reflecting clips
Due to ease-of-use, Apple iMovie software was selected to combine video clips into one
movie, to be played for the participant in Iteration 3 reflecting. The video software was not as
important as was the decision to compile all clips into a movie for the participant to watch.

4.26 Iteration 3: Apply data organisation
In Iteration 3 reflecting interview, a video was made to replay clips selected for discussion.
The video was created using Apple iMovie software. Figure 4-53 depicts screen shots of the
movie. The clip selection process was the same as Iteration 2. However, the clips were
presented in a movie rather than the Transana program.
Similar to Iteration 2, replaying footage in this interview aimed to stimulate discussions of
place meaning between researcher and participant. Screenshots in Figure 4-53 show a title
slide separated each clip. The title slides helped guide discussion. The movie was paused after
each clip to allow discussion between researcher and participant.
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Figure 4-53 Iteration 3 reflecting interview screen shots of video stimulus
Source: Iteration 3
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4.27 Iteration 3: Learn from data organisation
To improve SFPMF, data analysis methods used in Iteration 2 were reflected on. Table 4-23
collates feedback on data organisation methods.
Table 4-23 Iteration 2 data organisation reflection
Source: Iteration 3
Method
Reflective movie

Positive Feedback
 Assembling clips into one single movie
for the reflecting interview was
effective.

Negative Feedback

Positive data organisation learning 1: iMovie was efficient
To avoid functional issues replaying large file formats through Transana software, iMovie
helped create one single reflective movie. Using a single movie helped guide discussion and
enabled a smoother transition between clips.

4.28 Iteration 3: Design data analysis
Data analysis methods to were revised according to the recommendations from Iteration 2.
As before, green highlighted boxes in Figure 4-54 indicate changes to the SFPMF in Iteration
3.

DATA
ANALYSIS

ORIENTATING

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Appraisal

Appraisal

Appraisal

Reference

Reference

Reference

Transitivity

Transitivity

Transitivity

System Networks

System Networks

System Networks

Figure 4-54 Iteration 3 design data analysis

4.28.1 Recommendation 1: Reference analysis should be used secondary
Iteration 2 highlighted the need to address all three metafunctions, in order to reveal and
understand the complexity of place identities. Findings from Iteration 2 provided a better
understanding of what was required from data analysis tools. With this insight, the Systemic
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Functional Literature was revisited to select better suited methods for this research problem.
Analysis methods were chosen based on their analytic function. Table 4-24 outlines the order
in which analysis objectives should be revealed, the objective, the type of metafunctional
meaning they are revealing, and the suitable systemic functional linguistic method to meet
each objective.
Although reference revealed attitudes, the chains were not discrete enough to differentiate
between attitudes. There was little clarification between Wollongong’s identities, influences
to Wollongong’s identities and how Wollongong’s identities influenced residents. In Table 424, identities are revealed through attitude analysis. This contrasts from Iteration 2, whereby
reference analysis was used to reveal identities. Reference analysis is Step 2 in Table 4-24, by
grouping together attitude expressions from the transcript, the aim of this step was to
achieve textual meaning. Identified in Iteration 2, reference analysis creates meaning by
linking appreciations with judgments and affect mentioned throughout a text. Step 3 can
assess the temporal, social and spatial context of attitudes through transitivity analysis,
introduced in the following section.
Table 4-24 Objective, metafunction and chosen data analysis method
Step
1.

2.
3.

Objective
Reveal attitudes

Metafunction
Interpersonal

Group attitude discussions
Reveal temporal-spatial context of
identity

Textual
Experiential

Method of analysis
Attitude analysis (Martin & White 2005)
Graduation analysis (Martin & White 2005)
Engagement analysis (Martin & White 2005)
Reference analysis (Eggins 2004)
Transitivity analysis (Eggins 2004)

4.28.2 Recommendation 2: Account for social, spatial and temporal context
In Iteration 2, place identities were expressed through attitudes and were contextually bound
socially, temporally, and spatially. Differentiating between past versus present, and personal
versus word or mouth communication was an objective of this SFPMF. Using Halliday’s
(1978) metafunctions theory, contextual meaning relates to the experiential metafunction.
Experiential meaning is understood at two levels, being a simple “representation of some
composite phenomenon”, and “metaphorically”, as it functions in the representation of our
experience (Halliday & Hassan 1985, p.19). Experiential metafunction is represented through
the transitivity system, by revealing participants, processes and circumstances within a text
(Benwell & Stokoe 2006).
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Iteration 2 found that appraisal analyses did not link attitudes with temporal-spatial context.
Without this link, identities could not be matched with how, when, where, and why they were
constructed. Iteration 2 revealed limitations of reference and polarity to analyse spatial and
temporal aspects to place experience. Outlined in Figure 4-55 shows the transitivity system.
Place experience can be explained through the transitivity system by analysing the verbs
(known as processes), what is being spoken about (known as participants), and
circumstances in a clause. Verb types include, material, mental, verbal, behavioural,
existential or relational. Also identified is the circumstance (where, when, why, how and with
whom for every action). Categories of the transitivity system is discussed with supporting
material in Appendix 12.

material
pr: material; + Actor; (+Goal) (+Range) (+Beneficiary)
mental
pr: mental; + Senser; +Phenomenon
verbal
pr: verbal; +Sayer; (+Receiver) (+Verbiage)
behavioural
pr: behavioural; +Behaver; (+Behaviour) (Phenomenon)
existential
pr: existential; +Existent

identifying
pr: identifying; +Token; +Value

relational

attributive

clause

pr: attributive; +Carrier; +Attribute

Extent

duration (temporal)
distance (spatial)

Accompaniment
Location
circumstance

Matter
Manner

not
Role

time (temporal)
place (spatial)
means
quality
comparison
reason

Cause

purpose
behalf

Figure 4-55 Transitivity system
Source: Eggins (2004, p.214)

Material process type
Material process types describe the processes of ‘doing’ and ‘action’ (Eggins 2004). To
identify a material clause, one can ask the question “What did X do?” for example, "Residents
support local business". If this question cannot be answered in the clause, then the verb is not
a material process type. A single participant in a material process clause is called an actor and
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can be identified by asking, “Who performed the action?” Material processes can have more
than one participant (actor) (Eggins 2004). Appendix 12 provides more detail into the
analysis of material processes.
Mental process type
Mental process types related to clauses about cognitions (verbs of thinking, knowing,
understanding), Affection (verbs of liking and fearing), and perception (verbs of seeing,
hearing). The identifying question for processes is “What did you think /feel/know about X?”
Compared to material processes, mental process types have unmarked present tense (Eggins
2004), for example, "I love the beach". Mental processes always have two participants except
for in the situation of projection. If the second nominal participant is not within the clause it
will need to be retrieved from the text in order to make sense. In addition, at least one of the
participants needs to be an active conscious being that feels, thinks or perceives, and this
participant is called the “senser” (Eggins 2004, 227), for example, I hate Wollongong. The
second participant is non-active, labelled as the “phenomenon” and depicts what is “felt or
perceived” by the conscious Senser” (Eggins 2004, p.227). Appendix 12 provides more detail
into the analysis of mental processes.
Behavioural process types
Behavioural process types are described as “half-way” between material and mental
processes (Eggins 2004, p.233). Examples of behavioural process types include, breathe,
cough, look at, dream, frown, gawk, grin, laugh, think on, watch etc. (Eggins 2004). Unlike
mental processes, there is only one participant called the Bahaver and this is a conscious
being. Appendix 12 provides more detail into the analysis of behavioural processes.
Verbal process types
Verbal process types are “processes of verbal action” (Eggins 2004, 253). The verbal process
has three participants typically, including the Sayer, Receiver and Verbiage (message).
Appendix 12 provides more detail into the analysis of verbal processes.
Existential process types
Mental, Material, Verbal and Behavioural process types “encode action meaning” whereas
existential and relational process types encode meanings about “states of being” (Eggins
2004, p.237), for example, “there was rubbish everywhere”. There is only one participant is
(Eggins 2004, p.238). Appendix 12 provides more detail into the analysis of existential
processes.
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Relational process types
Relational process types are things stated to exist in relation to other things (assigned
attributes and identities), and relates to expression (Eggins 2004), for example "the best
suburb of Wollongong is North Gong". Relational processes can be identified by the “verb be
or a synonym” (Eggins 2004, p.239). There are two functions of relations process types, the
identifying (‘x serves to define the identity of y’) and the attributive (‘x is a member of class a’
or ‘x carries the attribute of a’) (Eggins 2004). There are two participants, “a Token” (stands
for what is being defined) and a “Value” (what it defines)” (Eggins 2004, p.242). Appendix 12
provides more detail into the analysis of relational processes.
Circumstance
Circumstance is an additional participant found in all process types. To avoid repetition it is
described here separately. The types of circumstance and each eliciting probing question are
described in Table 4-25 with examples. In this table, the circumstance is underlined.
Table 4-25 Circumstance and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Circumstance

Detail

Extent

Duration
Distance
Time
Place
Means

Location
Manner

Comparison
Reason

Identifier
Question
How long?
How far?
When?
Where?
How? With
what?
How? how (ly)
etc?
What like?
What for?

Purpose

Why?

Behalf

Who? who for?

Quality

Cause

Accompaniment
Matter

With whom?
What about?

Role

What as?

Example
I’ve caught the train hundreds of times.
I stayed up all night.
I found out about the development last night.
I found out about the development at council.
We walked for ages along the blue mile.
With new development projects Wollongong’s got
potential.
Unlike London I feel unsafe in some areas of Wollongong.
To avoid getting caught the junkies use the bus and train
networks.
Thanks to the council Wollongong has a reputation for
corruption.
Residents of Wollongong have to be positive for their
own sake.
I will be successful with or without Wollongong.
As for Wollongong council they have given me no
support.
As a resident I am ashamed to see the condition of the
Mall
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4.29 Iteration 3: Apply data analysis
Changes to data analysis in Iteration 3 included re-ordering the process and adding
transitivity. To remind the reader, method selection was guided by the understanding that
identities are revealed through interpersonal rather than textual metafunction. In Iteration 3,
attitude analysis was used to reveal identities, and graduation analysis helped classify how
abstract and forcefully these attitudes were expressed. Engagement was then conducted on
each clause to reveal strength of conviction of the attitude. Following coding of appraisal
items, reference was used to track attitudes through the transcript. Lastly, transitivity was
applied to contextualise the identities and structure the system network. Figure 4-56 depicts
data analysis stages for Iteration 3. Each of the stages will be discussed.

STAGE 1

Attitude
analysis

Graduation
analysis

Engagement
analysis

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Reference
analysis

Transitivity
analysis

Create
System
Network

Figure 4-56 Iteration 3 data analysis stages

4.29.1 Stage 1: Attitude, graduation and engagement
Attitude, graduation and engagement were all conducted in the same reading of each
transcript, see Figure 4-57. This process was conducted on the whole transcript for each
interview.

1
Identify
Attitude

2
Classify
Attitude

3
Identify
Graduations

4
Classify
Graduations

5
Identify
Engagement

6
Classify
Engagement

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

Figure 4-57 Iteration 3 process for attitude, graduation, engagement analysis

Attitude items were first identified in each transcript in Step 1. To remind the reader,
Attitude items are most commonly adjectives, but also include nominal groups, verbs,
adverbs, and phrases (Eggins & Slade 1997). They were then classified on the transcript as a
category and sub-category of attitude in Step 2. Coding was conducted on the transcript. The
key for appraisal is shown in Appendix 10. Using the aforementioned keys as a reference, see
an excerpt of the coding process in Figure 4-58. Attitude and graduation are coded in one
bracket as they assess the same lexical item/s. Whereas, engagement is coded in separate
brackets according to where expression of conviction is located in the clause.
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52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Pa3:

yeah
I’m not really familiar [Hexp.ent] [neg.af.hap<in.is] with Dapto
and the areas around the Lake Illawarra
I don’t think [Hexp.ent] I have ever been out to Port Kembla [neg.jud.norm<qu.is]
so yeah probably [Hexp.ent] that southern that southern side of Wollongong
is the area where I am least familiar [neg.af.hap<in.is]
so I’ve [Hexp.ent] mostly been around the north there Figtree and up [pos.jud.norm<qu.is]

Figure 4-58 Orientating interview excerpt
Source: Iteration 3

4.29.2 Stage 2: Reference
Reference analysis was used to connect attitude expressions throughout the transcripts.
Appreciations were considered the presenting reference, all presuming references for each
appreciation, were tracked through the transcript.

4.29.3 Stage 3: Transitivity
To contextualise identities, transitivity was assessed in all attitude clauses. Figure 4-59
outlines the process for transitivity analysis.

1
Identify attitude
process

2
Classify
process

3
Identify
participant

4
Classify
participant

5
Identify
circumstance

6
Classify
circumstance

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript

Figure 4-59 Iteration 3 process for transitivity analysis

Step 1 is identification of the verb (process) in attitude clauses. On the transcript, verbs were
then classified as being mental, material, verbal, behavioural, existential, or relational in Step
2. In Step 3 and 4 the participant/s were identified and classified. Finally, circumstance was
identified and classified in Step 5 and Step 6.

4.29.4 Stage 4: Create place identity system network
Shown in Figure 4-59, once the analysis was conducted, Stage 4 depicted the relationships
between attitudes and context into a system network, with aim of revealing place identities
and how they were constructed. This network is shown in Figure 4-60 (also depicted
Appendix 14 for future reference). As mentioned earlier, the keys for appraisal and
transitivity are found in Appendix 10 and 13 respectively.
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Similar to Iteration 2, Figure 4-60 shows how attitude is the primary structure for the
network (see Category 1, Category 6, and Category 7). However, compared to Iteration 2, the
network is expanded to include transitivity items of participant, process, and circumstance.
Reflecting on the data from previous iterations, the main circumstance types, which provide
context for each attitude expression are location (temporal), this is included as past, present,
and future tense in Category 2. Location (spatial) is shown in Category 3 and Category 4 along
with cause and manner. Cause and manner were important to include in these identity
networks as they enable sense making of clauses taken out of the transcript.
Figure 4-60 shows circumstance and participant have their own columns in identity tables.
However, process is a verb, and at times overlaps with the other attitude expressions,
specifically judgement. Due to this overlap, process was coded alongside the participant, line
number, and graduation, see in Table 4-26. To remind the reader, Appendix 10 and Appendix
13 show the key for coding appraisal and transitivity respectively.
Similar to Baxter's (2011) study, the inclusion of data made system networks too large to be
shows as figures in this thesis. To illustrate the system networks were converted to tables.
Table 4-26 exemplifies the Participant 3 beautiful identity system network in formatted as a
table. In this conversion, the system network categories remain the same, as does the coding.
The only difference between the Figure 4-60 and Table 4-26 illustration is the inclusion of red
and green coloured cells to visually convey positive and negative attitudes, and engagement
codes are not used. Rather than full name is shown in italics above the attitude clause.
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Vertical Placement

Horizontal Placement
Category 1
Appraisal
(appreciation)

Category 2
Transitivity
(circumstance)

Category 3
Triptych
(interview)

Category 4
Transitivity
(circumstance)

Category 5
Transitivity
(participant)

Category 6
Attitude (judgment)
Transitivity (process)
Graduation
Polarity

Category 7
Attitude (affect)
Transitivity (process)
Graduation
Polarity

normal
+process
+graduation
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Expand

+engagement
Graduation:
Up-scaled >

+polarity (+/-)

capacity

un/desire
+process
+graduation
+engagement

+process

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

tenacity
circumstance
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Contract

identity

interview

+present tense

+orientating

+location

+past tense

+narrating

+cause

+reflecting

+manner

+future tense

+process

circumstance

+process
+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

participant

not

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

veracity

+process
+graduation
+engagement

+graduation

+polarity (+/-)

+engagement

proprietary
+process
Graduation
Down-scaled <

un/happy

+process

+polarity (+/-)

Engagement:
Monoglossic

un/satisfied

In/secure
+process
+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

not

Figure 4-60 Iteration 3 place identity system network
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not

TENSE
(Transitivity)
PRESENT

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)
orientating

narrating
known

LOCATION
(Transitivity)
Wollongong

Wollongong:
North
Wollongong:
Innovation
Campus
Wollongong:
Towradgi

Table 4-26 Beautiful identity transitivity
Source: Iteration 3
CAUSE
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)
The coast
P3
The escarpment
The ocean
The mountains

Modern looking
with the glass
facades

Innovation
Campus

A track that runs
from Fairy
Meadow

Residents
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INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)
satisfied entertain
I love
(P3:321:>in.is) (Me)

satisfied

capacity

pronounce
walk to work
(P3:164:<in.is) (Ma)
pronounce
cycle to uni
(P3:165:<in.is) (Ma)

entertain
my favourite
(P3:321:>in.in) (Me)
entertain
I love
(P3:23:>in.is) (Me)
entertain
really great
(P3:166:>in.is) (Me)

4.30 Iteration 3: Learn from data analysis
Similar to previous Iteration, to improve the SFPMF, data analysis methods were reflected
upon. Table 4-27 summarises feedback for the methods applied in Iteration 3. The reader is
reminder that feedback resulted from reflection on the ability of each method to reach the
research objectives. In Iteration 3, data analysis methods were effective in revealing place
identities construction and there was no negative feedback resulting from this Iteration.
Table 4-27 Iteration 3 data analysis reflection
Source: Iteration 3
Method
Appraisal Analysis

Positive Feedback
 The order of analysis was effective in revealing
identities, classifying the intensity of identities,
and classifying the strength of conviction of
identities.

Reference

 Using reference secondary to appraisal was
effective at tracking identities and linking them
with behaviours (judgements) and feelings
(affect).
 Transitivity analysis was effective at
contextualising identities spatial-temporal
elements.

Transitivity

Negative Feedback
none

none

none

The reader is reminded the double-looped learning (Sterman 2000) framework guided this
learning methodology. The positive learning outcomes from Iteration 3 reinforced
recommendations for future Iteration of the SFPMF.
Positive learning 1: Appraisal, reference and transitivity analysis were effective
Appraisal, reference and transitivity analysis were effective at revealing identity construction
using the process outlined in Iteration 3. It was recommended to continue using the data
analysis process for future Iteration of SFPMF.

4.31 Iteration 3: Summary
Table 4-28 summarises recommendations from Iteration 3 data organisation and data
analysis leanings.
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Table 4-28 Iteration 3 recommendations summary
Source: Iteration 3
Stage
Data
Organisation
Data Analysis

Feedback
Negative
Positive

Learning
1 Maintain creation of MP3 Video of clips to use as reflection stimulus in
reflecting interview
1 Maintain the use of appraisal to reveal identities
2 Maintain the use of reference analysis to track and link identities with how
they were constructed
3 Maintain the use of transitivity to contextualise identities

4.32 Conclusions
This chapter outlined the double-looped learning process for developing the SFPMF. This
process orientated the steps of design-apply-reflect-learn. The first version of the SFPMF was
developed from the literature on place identity in Chapter Three. The SFPMF was subjected to
design-apply-learn process through Iteration with three residents of Wollongong, Australia.
Table 4-29 outlines the methods added and subtracted to the SFPMF in each Iteration.
Table 4-29 Summary of method development
Source: Iteration 3
Iteration
1

2

3

Collection
iPhone w/Steadicam
Known trip

Organisation
Transana
Clause Boundary

Known trip
+ Unknown trip
Go Pro
-iPhone w/ Steadicam
Known trip
Unknown trip
Go Pro

Transana
Clause Boundary

Transana
Clause Boundary
+ Video

Analysis
Reference
Polarity
System Network
Reference
+Appraisal
System Network
+Appraisal
+Reference
+Transitivity
System Network

Figure 4-61 depicts the final version of SFPMF. For the purpose of validating the SFPMF
Chapter Five tests the SFPMF with an additional three residents of Wollongong, Australia.
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ORIENTATING

DATA
ORGANISATION

DATA
COLLECTION

Semi-structured
Orientating interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

DETERMINES
LOCATION

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘known’
interview

Semi-structured
Reflecting interview

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘unknown’
interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

Recording with GoPro
Camera/Chest
Harness

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

MinChat and
Clause Boundary
Video
organisation
with
Transana w/
video

Transana

DATA
ANALYSIS

Environmental Coding

Appraisal

Appraisal

Reference

Reference

Transitivity

Transitivity

System Networks

System Networks

Appraisal
SYSTEM
NETWORKS REVEAL
IDENTITY
CONSTRCUTION
WHICH
DETERMINES
RELFECTION
INTERVIEW
PROTOCOL

Reference
Transitivity

System Networks

Figure 4-61 The systemic functional participative multi-modal framework
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Chapter 5 Framework Validation

5.1 Introduction
The Systemic Functional Participative Multi-modal Framework [SFPMF] was designed to
address all characteristics of place identity. Design criteria introduced in Chapter Three
guided method selection for the SFPMF. Both the place identity characteristics and design
criteria were informed by the literature (these are reminded in Table 5-1). Chapter Four
outlined the iterative development process.
Table 5-1 Place identity characteristics and design criteria
Place Identity Characteristics
1. Residents are the identity holders.
2. Place identities are co-produced
between residents, and between
residents and place.
3. Place identities are the result and
content of communication
4. Place identity is pluralistic.
5. Place identities are fluid and subject
to change.
6. Language is the primary resource for
which place identities are created
and shared.
7. Place identity is embedded in
temporal, spatial, and social context.

Design Criteria
 Research needs to be conducted with the residents
themselves.
 Methods need to be participative in order to access this coproduction and negotiation of meaning.




Methods need to capture the dynamic process of
communication between people and between people and
place.
Methods need the ability to reveal multiple identities.
Methods need to account for changes in identity.



Methods need to collect and analyse language data.



Methods need to collect and analyse multimodal data.



In this chapter, the SFPMF is applied to three more residents from the City of Wollongong,
Australia. To remind the reader, the aim of this study was to demonstrate applicability of the
SFPMF in revealing place identity construction, not to generalise the identities of Wollongong
or other places. More than one application was needed to show the usefulness of this method.
Appealing to the research question, this chapter qualifies the SFPMF as a methodology for
place identity research. Firstly, through its theoretical completeness in addressing all place
identity characteristics, and secondly through its ability to provide meaningful data for place
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brand strategy. This chapter concludes by summarising key findings and introducing Chapter
Six.

5.2 Theoretical completeness
5.2.1

Residents are the identity holders

As discussed in Chapter Two, the role residents' play as identity holders is well documented
across the place marketing and planning literature. Place management researchers who
ignore residents are criticised as forgetting the essential characteristic which makes place
identity possible (de Certeau 1984; Thiel 1997; Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013; Braun, Kavaratzis
& Zenker 2013). It is for this reason the SFPMF is resident centric.
In the validating applications, three residents of Wollongong, Australia were selected as
participants. Similar to the selection process used in Chapter Four, participants were
purposefully chosen from the researcher's own networks. Selection criteria were limited to
being a current resident of Wollongong. Table 5-2 explains the triptych summary for all
participants in this SFPMF validation.
Table 5-2 Validating participant triptych summary
Participant

Gender

1

Female

2

Male

Length of
residence
28 years

30+years

Interview

Location

Orientating
Narrating
known
Narrating
unknown
Reflecting
Orientating

Farmborough Heights, Wollongong
Farmborough Heights, Wollongong

Duration
(minutes)
30 min
40 min

Bulli, Wollongong

40 min

Farmborough Heights, Wollongong
University of Wollongong,
Wollongong
Wollongong CBD, Wollongong

20 min
30 min

Dapto, Wollongong

20 min

University of Wollongong,
Wollongong
Kannahooka, Wollongong
Port Kembla, Wollongong

30 min

Wollongong CBD, Wollongong

30 min

Kannahooka, Wollongong

20 min

Narrating
known
Narrating
unknow
Reflecting
3

Male

30+years

Orientating
Narrating
known
Narrating
unknown
Reflecting

40 min

20 min
20 min

As per the SFPMF protocol, narrating interview locations were conducted at a mutually
agreed location. The narrating known interview location was also the home suburb for
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participant 1 and participant 2. For participant 3, this interview was conducted in the suburb
where until recently they had lived since birth and is also the suburb of their workplace.
These locations were frequented on a regular basis and as a consequence, each participant
verbalised the experience they predicted to have there.
In contrast, the narrating unknown locations were less familiar. For participant 1 the location
was a place they had visited once before, but not in the last 10 years. For participant 2 this
interview was conducted in the Wollongong suburb of Dapto, a place they had visited "once
or twice", but not recently. Participant 3's narrating unknown location was the central
business district (CBD) of Wollongong. Although a major thoroughfare for most residents,
participant 3 admitted they do not frequent this area and had not seen the recent
redevelopments.
The triptych design of the SFPMF gives residents opportunity for clarification regarding their
attitudes towards the place they live. This process offers two varied situations for eliciting
identities to capture place making practices as they occur. Maps of narrating routes are
shown in Appendix 15.

5.2.2

Place identities are co-produced

As introduced in Chapter Two, place requires human interaction to exist. Place identities are
formed through communicative processes, between place and people, as well as between
people. Understanding shared place identities and how they represent daily life is crucial to
creating an authentic place brand. Chapter Three highlighted the aim of participative studies
to elicit and understand shared identities between residents and place.
Shown in Table 5-1, the co-production of identities were addressed through participative
methods. The SFPMF incorporated a triptych design, narrative walk-alongs, and reflective
interview. Using speech function, participation in these interviews was assessed and
validated, by highlighting the differences in giving and receiving information between
researcher and participant.
Speech function data from each validating application is summarised in Appendix 16 and
Appendix 17. From the data, differences in participation were seen across the four interview
contexts. Figure 5-1 represents data from all three triptychs.
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48

41
175

140

170

127

Orientating
Researcher -led

109

77

Narrating familiar

Narrating unfamiliar

Reflecting

Participant-led
Figure 5-1 Researcher versus participant interactions
Source: Validating applications

Figure 5-1 show, the orientating interviews were researcher-led, narrating interviews were
participant-led, and reflecting interviews were researcher-led. The data shows each interview
offers different interaction opportunities between researcher and participant, thus
reinforcing the value of the SFPMF. Orientating interviews were least participative due to the
semi-structured protocol.
Table 5-3 shows identities revealed in each interview. Identities are shown alongside the
validating participant whom revealed it (indicated in brackets VP1, VP2, or VP3).
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Table 5-3 Identities from orientating interviews
Source: Validating applications
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Orientating
Poor in resources [VP1]
University city [VP1]
Regional [VP1]
City of Towns [VP2]
Connected [VP2]
Like the gold coast [VP3]
Social Problems [VP2]
Successful [VP3]

Narrating Known

Suburbia [VP1]
Family friendly [VP1; VP3]

Suburbia [VP1]

Narrating Unknown

Reflecting

Social Problems [VP2]
Successful [VP3]
Expensive [VP3]
Family friendly [VP3]
Quiet [VP1]
Fancy [VP1; VP3]
Sacred [VP1]

Quiet [VP1]

Wealthy [VP2]
Unappreciated [VP1]
Working class [VP2]

Wealthy [VP2]

Multicultural [VP3]
Beautiful [VP1; VP3]
Changing [VP2; VP3]
Run down [VP1; VP2; VP3]
Industrial [VP1; VP2]
Coastal [VP1;VP2]

Vibrant [VP2]
Multicultural [VP2; VP3]
Not family friendly [VP3]
Beautiful [VP1; VP3]
Changing [VP1; VP3]
Run down [VP1; VP2; VP3]
Industrial [VP2]
Coastal [VP2; VP3]

Unappreciated [VP2]
Working class [VP2]
Vibrant [VP2]
Not family friendly [VP3]
Beautiful [VP1]
Changing [ VP1; VP2; VP3]
Run down [VP2]

Family friendly [VP3]
Fancy [VP1]
Sacred [VP1]
Wealthy [VP2]
Unappreciated [VP2]
Working class [VP1; VP2]
Vibrant [VP2]
Multicultural [VP2]
Not family friendly [VP3]
Beautiful [VP3]
Changing [VP2; VP3]
Run down [VP1; VP2; VP3]
Industrial [VP1; VP2; VP3]

Coastal [VP1]

Orientating interviews elicited nineteen identities including, poor in resources, university city,
regional, city of towns, connected, like the gold coast, social problems, successful, suburbia,
family friendly, wealthy, unappreciated, working class, multicultural, beautiful, changing, run
down, industrial, and coastal.
Narrating known interviews revealed three identities (quiet, vibrant, and not family friendly),
and built on nine (successful, suburbia, wealthy, multicultural, beautiful, changing, run down,
industrial and coastal). Narrating unknown revealed two identities (sacred and fancy), and
extended eleven (social problems, family friendly, quiet, unappreciated, working class, vibrant,
not family friendly, beautiful, changing, run down, and coastal).
Narrating

interviews

were

most participative,

with

interactions

being

between

researcher/participant, researcher/environment, and participant/environment. Interactions
between

people

and

place

were

elicited

in

environment/participant interactions were more frequent.
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real-time.

Figure

5-2

shows

36
32
Environment-Participant
Participant-led

14

Environment-researcher

16
1

Researcher-led

3
25
18

Narrating Familiar

Narrating Unfamiliar
Figure 5-2 Narrating interactions
Source: Validating applications

Figure 5-3 presents the interactions for reflecting interviews. Similar to orientating, most
interactions were made by the researcher. However, it is the type of interaction that differed.
Although question-answer was the most occurring type, there was an increase of researcher
statements made about Wollongong, and participant statements in response to video clips.

24

39
15
9
13

Participant Statement
Researcher Statement
Video-Participant
Participant Question
Video-Researcher
Researcher Question

89

Reflecting
Figure 5-3 Reflecting interactions
Source: Validating applications
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In reflecting interviews, the researcher interactions aimed to reveal identity construction. For
this reason, the researcher made more statements than questions. The researcher presented
their interpretation of participants' attitudes, to ascertain a level of shared understanding. As
seen in Table 5-3, only one identity (expensive) was revealed and thirteen were further
discussed (family friendly, fancy, sacred, wealthy, unappreciated, working class, multicultural,
not family friendly, vibrant, beautiful, changing, run down, and industrial).

5.2.3

Place identity is the result and content of communication

The dynamic, interwoven and complex process of communication is evidenced through the
SFPMF. Residents interpreted their environment from multiple contact points within and
outside the city, and from resident and non-resident communication such as external media
sources. Interpersonal contact points within the city included word of mouth with other
residents, cultural practices, physical appearance and behaviours. Environmental contact
points included the physical built and natural environment.
To illustrate, the rundown identity (see Appendix 18) was associated with types of people
seen, those expected to be seen, and the condition of the natural and built environment in
that place. The physical appearance of people within the city were also an indicator of safety.
For instance, VP3 said he will not raise his children in Port Kembla due to the regular
presence of prostitutes (VP3:R:370). Furthermore, VP2 attributed feelings of insecurity in
Wollongong Crown Street Mall, due to the appearance of individuals who "hang around"
there (VP2:R:454). VP2 acknowledged they felt scared at the sight of these people due to
previous negative experiences with individuals that looked similar in terms of "the way they
dress", and their behaviour, such as standing in "quite prominent places" (VP2:R:466) and
their tendency to "yell and scream" (VP2:R:464). VP1 also expressed concern over this area
as being "embarrassing" (VP1:O:292), "horrible" (VP1:O:279) and "unsafe to walk"
(VP1:O:313). The aforementioned experiences construct the rundown identity of Wollongong.
They were expressed in the present tense, but attributed to past negative experiences both
experienced first-hand, read in the local news, and discussed with other residents.
Although no negative behaviour was witnessed in VP2 and VP3 narrating walk-along, in the
reflecting interview both participants expressed feelings of insecurity at certain times
(Thursday, Friday, Saturday nights), and certain places within Wollongong (The Mall and
Crown Street). Interestingly, all validating participants mentioned that antisocial behaviour is
regularly communicated in the local newspapers, including stories on "high levels of
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unemployment and crime" (VP2:NUN:257). VP2 and VP3 used previous experiences from
word of mouth and personal interactions to interpret the physical appearance of people and
the built environment in the Mall and Crown Street during narrating walk-alongs.
Data from the SFPMF shows the dynamic process of place identity construction, as residents
are exposed to place elements through experience, which are interpreted as place identities,
either by reinforcing and/or challenging existing identities or forming new ones. The SFPMF
also shows the recursive influence of these place identities on residents' present place
interactions, and even their future expectations.
In addition to people, physical appearance of the environment was also an indicator of safety.
VP3 interpreted the CCTV, barred up shop windows and broken glass in Port Kembla as
support for their feelings insecurity. Furthermore, VP1 interpreted the prevalence of
government housing, untidy yards, and lack of curtains on windows in houses at the bottom
of Farmborough Road (in Wollongong suburb of Farmborough Heights) as indication of a
"ghetto" (VP1:O:427) and a cause of avoidance to that area.
These examples demonstrate place identity as the result and content of communications, and
how this characteristic is revealed through the SFPMF. The ability for place experiences to be
analysed socially spatially and temporally, enables rich and detailed understanding of how
place identities are constructed and how this influences residents' future expectations.

5.2.4

Place identity is pluralistic

The plurality of place identity is the result of constant meaning-making processes between
people and the place in which they live. Place is a socially constructed concept, performed
through people and place interactions; place identities are the attitudes formed from these
interactions. Places are evaluated at a nation, state, city, town, suburb, street level with
consideration on who the place is being evaluated for, whether the experiences have been
positive or negative. It is because of these diverse contextual boundaries that place identities
are plural.
In the validating applications, twenty-three identities were revealed. Similar to Baxter
(2011), the data reinforces the plurality of place identity. Due to the multi-faceted nature of
experience, some identities are contradictory, see Table 5-4. Importantly, conflicting
identities are not incorrect or wrong, but rather appreciations of different aspects of the city.
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Table 5-4 Identity conflict in validating applications
Source: Validating applications
Identity
Poor in resources

University city
City of Towns
Regional
Connected
Like the gold coast

Conflicting Identity/ies
 Vibrant
Like the gold coast
Beautiful
 Suburbia
Working class
 N/A
 Like the Gold Coast
Changing
 N/A
 Regional
Suburbia

Justification
Capacity in services
Capacity of development
Satisfaction in aesthetics and affect
Normalcy of demographics and lifestyle
Normalcy of residents and capacity for vision
Normalcy of development
Normalcy of services and offerings
Normalcy of development
Normalcy of demographics and lifestyle
and development
Satisfaction of quietness
Normalcy of resident attitudes towards
progress
Dissatisfaction of anti-social resident
behaviour
Capacity for tourism
Normalcy of working class pride and
domination of steelworks visually
Capacity of development
Normalcy of unemployment
Normalcy of residents dislike of success
Dissatisfaction for environment, resident
behaviour, and closed businesses
Normalcy of demographics and lifestyle
Normalcy of demographics and lifestyle
and development
Satisfaction of facilities for shoppers
Undesirable for kids
Insecurities from normalcy of anti-social
behaviours
Satisfaction of quietness
Tenacity of development
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy and satisfaction of take-away shops
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy of residents in maintain houses
Normalcy of industrial heritage
Normalcy of working class pride
Normalcy and satisfaction of take-away shops
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy of unemployment
Normalcy of residents in maintain houses
Normalcy of residents and capacity for vision
Normalcy of resident attitudes towards
progress
Normalcy of residents dislike of success
Normalcy and satisfaction of take-away shops
Normalcy and satisfaction of take-away shops
Capacity in services

Quiet
Working class
Run down

Industrial

Social Problems
Successful

Poor in resources
 Wealthy
 Working class
Run down

Suburbia

 University city
Like the gold coast

Expensive
Family friendly

 Family friendly
 Not Family friendly
Run Down

Quiet

 Like the gold coast
Changing
Run down
 Working class
Not family Friendly
Run down
Unappreciated
 Industrial
Working class
 Working class
Run down
Social Problems
 Fancy
 University city
Like the gold coast

Fancy

Sacred
Wealthy

Unappreciated
Working class

Vibrant

Successful
Fancy
Wealthy
 Poor in resources
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Multicultural
Not family friendly
Beautiful

Changing
Run down

Run down
 N/A
 Family friendly
Fancy
 Poor in resources
Run down
Industrial
 Regional
Quiet
 Like the gold coast

Dissatisfaction of environment
Undesirable for kids
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Satisfaction in aesthetics and affect
Dissatisfaction of environment
Dissatisfaction of the environment
Normalcy of services and offerings
Tenacity of development
Dissatisfaction of anti-social resident
behaviour
Capacity for tourism
Insecurities from normalcy of anti-social
behaviours
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Normalcy of resident anti- social behaviour
Dissatisfaction of environment
Dissatisfaction of environment
Normalcy of working class pride and
domination of steelworks visually
Dissatisfaction of the environment
Normalcy for industry
Satisfaction of the environment
Normalcy for industry
Dissatisfaction of the environment

Family friendly

Industrial

Quiet
Fancy
Wealthy
Vibrant
Beautiful
 Like the gold coast
Beautiful
Coastal

Coastal

 Industrial

When understanding the identity at a city level there was inherent conflictions due to the
diverse landscape used for different purposes. For instance, the CBD in Wollongong is not
family friendly, but the Wollongong Harbour and Beach foreshore in Wollongong is family
friendly. Figure 5-4 depicts this conflict spatially. In this Figure, each of the round circles
refers to experiences that influenced the associated identity. Red circles are negative
experiences and green circles are positive experiences.
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Not Family
Friendly

Family
Friendly

*Red circles = negative *Green circles = positive
Figure 5-4 Identity conflict in Wollongong suburb
Source: Validating applications

In this example, the Wollongong harbour and beach foreshore was described as family
friendly in orientating, and reinforced in reflecting. A not family friendly identity was not
revealed for the Central Business District until it was walked through in the narrating
unknown walk-along and reinforced in reflecting.
Figure 5-5 depicts family friendly and not family friendly conflict at a city wide level. The
family friendly suburbs included Farmborough Heights, Dapto, and Wollongong specifically
along the beach and harbour foreshore. Not family friendly suburbs were specified as
Wollongong central business district generally and specifically the shopping centre, as well as
the suburb of Port Kembla.
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Family
Friendly

Not Family
Friendly

*Red circles = negative *Green circles = positive
Figure 5-5 Identity conflict in Wollongong city
Source: Validating applications

5.2.5

Place identities are fluid

In contrast to a fixed or essential perspective, validating data confirms the fluidity of place
identity and the ability for the SFPMF to reveal that data. Data reveals key separation
between temporality and fluidity. Place identities are fluid as they evolve and change over
time, which is separate to its temporal context of being situated in the past, present, and
future (see data table in Appendix 18). Importantly, the fluid character of place identity
confirms research as a snapshot of a processual construct rather than an outcome
(Kalandides 2011; Kavaratzis & Hatch 2013; Kerr & Oliver 2014). Fluidity of place identity
occurs due to changes in resident interpretation or the environment. Both these reasons are a
result of internal and external place communications. This was revealed in validating
interviews through comparisons of the identity construction across the triptych design. The
SFPMF enabled a snapshot of identity fluidity in two ways: (1) Participant identified a change
in identity from past to present; (2) Participant identified change between past and future
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identities; (3) Participant predicted or anticipates a change between present and future
identities.
(1) Participant identified a change in identity from past to present
Fluidity in an identity between past and present was demonstrated in wealthy, changing, and
run down identities, seen in Table 5-5.

Identity
Wealthy
Changing

Run down

Table 5-5 Fluidity in identity from past to present
Past
Present
Residents didn’t have as much wealth
A lot of residents are wealthy [VP2:O:252]
[VP2:R:14]
Residents have luxury cars [VP2:O:344]
Working class villages
More services industry [VP2:O:232]
[VP2:O:230]
Coffee culture [VP2:O:337]
Residents dressed up to go into town
More professional people [VP2:O:321]
[VP2:R:268]
Port Kembla used to be really popular
Shops are all gone [VP3:R:91]
[VP3:O:91]

To illustrate, wealthy identity changes are visualised in Figure 5-6. Here positive experiences
are indicated in green, the negative in red and the white as neutral. Large circles reflect the
experience of Wollongong as a city and small circles indicate experience attributed to a
smaller scale such as suburb or street. Figure 5-6 shows one identity of Wollongong changing
from not wealthy to a wealthy identity as more educated people moved into the area changing
the industry base towards healthcare and education.
Another temporality demonstration was in the run down identity, whereby VP3 reflected on
stories told to them about Port Kembla’s success as a shopping destination in the 1960’s and
1970’s. This past identity was attributed to the whole of Wentworth Street, implying it "used
to be popular" [VP3:O:91]. However, VP3 was not old enough to recall these events first-hand.
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PAST

Working class

Wealthy

*Red circles = negative *Green circles = positive *White circles = neutral *Large circles = suburb or city scale *Small circles = point of interest scale
Figure 5-6 Wealthy identity past to present
Source: validating interviews
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PRESENT

(2) Participant predicted change between past and future identities.
Fluidity between past and future identities was demonstrated in regional, unappreciated,
working class, and industrial identities, seen in Table 5-6.
Table 5-6 Fluidity in identity between past and future identities
Identity Past
Regional
Unappreciated
Working class
Industrial

Identity Future
City
Appreciated
Visionary
Modern

The fluidity of regional, is demonstrated in Figure 5-7. The change between past experiences
and future aspirations is visualised on the map. A regional identity was constructed of VP1
past experiences with Wollongong's main shopping centre, specifically the larger department
stores. In the past, VP1 was not able to purchase items from the Wollongong department
store, due to its regional classification. VP1 explained that stores are classified as
metropolitan or regional and as a consequence, offer different stock. VP1 pronounced this
"forced" (VP1:O:427) them to shop in Sydney. Because of this, VP1 claimed it would be
"great" (VP1:O:428) if Wollongong stores were classed as a city.

PAST

Regional

City

*Red circles = negative experience *Green circles = positive experience
Figure 5-7 Past regional identity and aspirational city identity
Source: Validating applications
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FUTURE

(3) Participant predicted change between present and future identities.
Fluidity between present and future identities was demonstrated in, poor in resources,
regional, expensive, unappreciated, working class, run down, and industrial identities, depicted
in Table 5-7.
Table 5-7 Fluidity in identity between present and future identities
Identity Present
Poor in resources
Regional
Expensive
Unappreciated
Working class
Rundown
Industrial

Identity Future
Rich in investment
City
Free Parking
Appreciated
Visionary
Vibrant
Modern

To illustrate, Figure 5-8 visualises the fluidity of present identity unappreciated. Wollongong
perceived as unappreciated due to the varied experiences of VP1 and VP2 across the city. The
left image shows participants' positive and negative experiences, which constructed
unappreciated identity. Based on present experiences in the city, VP1 pinpointed the Novotel
in North Wollongong, and the Lake Illawarra as places that deserve more appreciation and
from owners, and local council and residents respectively.
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PAST

Unappreciated

Appreciated

*Red circles = negative *Green circles = positive *Large circles = suburb or city scale *Small circles = point of interest scale

Figure 5-8 Present unappreciated identity and aspirational appreciated identity
Source: Validating applications
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FUTURE

5.2.6

Place identities are attitudes constructed with language

The validating application proved the SFPMF can reveal place identity construction using the
combination of Appraisal, Reference, and Transitivity methods. The findings support place
identity as an attitude being recursively formed through language.
In line with SFPMF process detailed in Chapter Three, place identities were revealed through
Appraisal analysis. Identities were found by isolating the use of language to describe
Wollongong (known as appreciations). Validating applications revealed Wollongong's
identities as, Poor in resources, University City, City of Towns, Regional, Connected, Like the gold
coast, Social Problems, Successful, Expensive, Suburbia, Family friendly, Quiet, Fancy, Sacred,
Wealthy, Unappreciated, Working class, Vibrant, Multicultural, Not family friendly, Beautiful,
Changing, Run down, Industrial, and Coastal.
The superiority of SFPMF analysis is the ability to differentiate between identities and
identity construction. This thesis proves linguistically, that identities are valuations
(appreciation), and valuations are conceptualised from resident’s interpretation of
behaviours (known as judgement) and resulting emotional responses (known as affect). The
SFPMF extracts identity construction from transcripts using this classification process. Being
mutually exclusive, language describing identities (appreciations) is separated from language
describing identity construction (judgements and affect).
Data from validating applications shows the recursive role of behaviour and emotion in place
identity construction. At times, behaviour both influenced identities and was influenced by
identities. For example, the not family friendly identity, was caused by prevalent paid parking
in the CBD (VP3:NUF:147), and "thugs" "hanging" (VP3:R:147) in the shopping centre.
However, not family friendly identity also influences future behaviour. Furthermore, due to
this identity, VP3 predicted they will not take children shopping in the CBD.
Identities were also communicated through emotions (affect). Similar to behaviour, emotions
played a recursive role in identity construction. Emotions were reactions to behaviours, but
also influence behaviours. This recursive process further reinforces identity. For instance, in
run down identity, anti-social behaviour in parts of Wollongong made residents feel “unsafe”
(VP1:O:213). Feeling insecure, these residents actively avoided certain areas; thus, evidence
of emotion influencing behaviour. Importantly, emotion recursively influenced identities; as
residents avoided certain run down areas for fear of safety, the identity is reinforced.
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Following the attitude system, feelings (affects) are classified as security, happiness,
satisfaction, or desire. For example, run down identity made residents feel insecure "unsafe"
(VP1:O:213); unhappy and "embarrassed" (VP1:O:292); unsatisfied with "decrepit" streets
(VP1:NUF:487). The last classification of affect is desire. In the data, desire was inherently
situated in present tense and used to predict or anticipate future attitudes. For example,
Wollongong was run down because residents were unsatisfied with current behaviours in the
city. The identity was situated in a comparison between what is currently perceived and what
is anticipated or predicted. In the case of industrial identity, desire was positively conveyed
when residents hoped for "modern revitalisation" (VP1:O:173) in local industry.
Validating applications prove the SFPMF's ability to reveal identities and identity
construction. To inform meaningful strategy, understanding identity construction is
necessary. For example, poor in resources identity was constructed through negatively
perceived behaviour of nurses in local hospitals, and council planner’s abilities, which
“bothered” (VP1:O:384) residents. As mentioned, identity construction is revealed through
appraisal but the experiential context such as whom held the attitude, about where, and
when, is revealed with transitivity analysis. Through the system of transitivity, place identity
attitudes were spatially, socially, and temporally contextualised.
While classification of circumstance and participant addressed the temporal, spatial, and
social context of identity construction. Transitivity classification of verbs (process) gives
more insight into the type of experience. Table 5-8 reminds the reader of the process types.
Table 5-8 Process explanation
Process category
Meaning in ACTION

Meaning in states of BEING

material
mental
verbal
behavioural
existential
relational

Meaning
"what did x do?"
"what did x do to y?"
"what did x think?"
"what did x say?"
"what does x do?"
"what is x"
"what is x?"
"what is x in relation to y?"

In validating interviews, behaviours (judgements) were expressed as material, verbal,
behavioural, existential, and relational. There were no patterns between past, present context
in terms of process use. However, expressions of emotion (affect) were both mental and
relational processes. Identities embedded in future expectations and aspirations for
Wollongong, were only expressed through relational and mental processes. For instance,
Wollongong needs "more activity" (VP2:O:509) and could be "like Dubai" (VP2:O:511).
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5.2.7

Place identities are temporally, socially, spatially contextualised

In addition to fluidity, place identities were temporally contextualised in the validating
applications, with regard to past, present and future tense. Tense was identified through the
transitivity analysis, by identifying the verb, also known as process. Appendix 18 shows the
identities in a tabulated system network. In these identities, tense is the highest category in
the left column and orders data to the right. Identity temporality for validating applications is
visualised in Figure 5-9.

PAST

FUTURE

INDUSTRIAL
WORKING CLASS
CHANGING
POOR RESOURCES
BEAUTIFUL
SACRED
WEALTHY
MULTICULTURAL
FANCY
SUCCESSFUL

UNAPPRECIATED
REGIONAL
RUN DOWN
VIBRANT

COASTAL
EXPENSIVE
CONNECTED
NOT FAMILY FRIENDLY
LIKE THE GOLD COAST

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
FAMILY FRIENDLY
QUIET
SUBURBIA
UNIVERSITY CITY
CITY OF TOWNS

PRESENT

Figure 5-9 Identities revealed through validation
Source: Validating applications

Seen in Figure 5-9, no identities were purely situated in the future or past. Rather,
Wollongong’s identity were discussed in context of what participants’ perceive Wollongong
to be presently, compared to how they perceived it in the past, and what in the future. The
validating application data reveals two ways in which future tense was expressed. Firstly, as
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expectation for Wollongong based on residents interpretation of current capacity, and
secondly as desirable. In a regional identity, VP1 thinks it "would be great" (VP1:O:428) if
Wollongong department stores carried the same stock as larger city store. Here the VP1
expressed her desires for changes in Wollongong's identity. In the case of industrial identity,
VP3 predicts the demise of the steelworks industry as they see it being there for "the next five
years" (VP3:R:357).
Identities were socially contextualised in terms of who held the identity. Social
contextualisation was revealed through transitivity analysis, by identifying the participant or
manner of experience clauses (see identity tables Appendix 18).
Social contextualisation accounts for some identity conflicts. For instance, Wollongong is
successful for investors and some local businesses. Wollongong is expensive compared to
Shellharbour’s free parking. For most resident’s Wollongong is suburban. Wollongong is
sacred for local Indigenous communities. Wollongong is unappreciated by residents in the
northern suburbs, some businesses, local council and media. Wollongong is vibrant based on
eccentricities of people, and Run Down because of drug addicted people that frequent the
central business district area.
The validating data showed how each identity was spatially contexualised. As previously
mentioned this also accounts for the identity conflicts, which makes the central business
district both family friendly and not family friendly, see Figure 5-4. Each identity can be
visualised to show positive and negative identity construction (see identity tables Appendix
18). To illustrate, Figure 5-10 shows vibrant identity visualised spatially.
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Vibrant

*Green circles = positive experience
Figure 5-10 Spatial representation of vibrant identity
Source: Validating applications

5.3 Meaningful data for place branding
Validating applications proves the SFPMF offers meaningful data for place branding strategy.
Firstly, by presenting the identity construction in a system network (see system network in
Appendix 14 and data in Appendix 18), and differentiating between identities and identity
construction (appreciation, behaviours and emotions), and contextualising them in a spatial,
social, and temporal context. These analyses enable data visualisation as seen in the Figures
of this Chapter.
Comparing the force of attitude (graduation) in identity construction can also be useful for
understanding identity construction. Seen in Appendix 18, the force of attitude is indicated
through bold font. For the purpose of understanding identity construction graduation was
only indicated as being emphasised or not. For example, the suburbia identity, VP1 explains
the streets in Wollongong suburb. Farmborough Heights is "always chokka" (VP1:NF:19). The
word always is used to emphasise the normalness to see cars parked on the streets.
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Strength of conviction is also represented in the SFPMF analysis. Strength of conviction for
the behaviours and emotions can be compared across interviews. To remind the reader,
strength of conviction (known as engagement) is categorised on three main categories,
monoglossic, heteroglossic contract and heteroglossic expand. The three categories conveys
a level of certainty in attitude expressions. In validating applications, monoglossic is rarely
used in describing place identity construction. The fluid character of place identities suggests
the need for heteroglossic or multivoicedness, as residents are asserting their own
perceptions amongst many others. This context reflects the limited use of monoglossic
expressions, as well as more frequent use of heteroglossic contract and expand categories.
For instance, in like the gold coast identity VP3 endorses (the sub-category of heteroglossic
contract) this identity by listing the behaviours that justify their evaluation, including the
prevalence of "high-rises going up" (VP3:O:245), and council's efforts to encourage more
tourism in the area.
Lastly, the SFPMF enables assessment of participation through speech function and for levels
of participation to be visualised. This is useful for identifying changes in participation during
the interviews, which may be due to environmental stimulus or researcher intervention.

5.4 Conclusions
This chapter validated the SFPMF ability to reveal and understand place identity
construction. The SFPMF was validated through its ability to address place identity
characteristics, including being resident focussed, participative through the triptych design,
and revealing place identity construction including attitudes and spatial, social, temporal
contexts aiding place branding strategy. Chapter Six discusses the conclusions of this thesis
with regard to the research objectives, key findings, and theoretical, methodological, and
practical contributions.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

6.1 Introduction
Chapter Six concludes the thesis. An overview of the previous chapters is provided, followed
by a new definition of place identity and contributions from this thesis. This chapter also
discusses implications from this research for the discipline of place branding, a future
research agenda, and the concluding statements for this thesis. This chapter concludes with a
summary of findings and highlights both the academic and value of this thesis to place
branding and beyond.

6.1.1

Summary of thesis chapters

Chapter One positioned this thesis in the field of place branding, as well as introduced the
need for this research. A literature review of place identity and place branding research were
provided in Chapter Two. Specifically, the gap between Kerr and Oliver's (2014) place
identity characterisation and the lack of theory to address it holistically was introduced and
defended. The first two chapters explained the multiple perspectives of place identity. From
these discussions, a social semiotic approach to place identity conceptualisation and research
is presented as the most suitable. Chapter Three builds on these arguments to offer a
theoretical basis for place identity research; from this, the Systemic Functional Participative
Multimodal Framework (SFPMF) was conceptualised.
In Chapter Four, the SFPMF was tested using design-apply-learn process through three
applications with residents of Wollongong, Australia. Chapter Four produced a stable and
complete version of the SFPMF which was then applied and validated as a holistic framework
for researching place identity in Chapter Five. Also using empirical data, Chapter Five
validated the SFPMF with regards to its ability to holistically address all place identity
characteristics.
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6.1.2

Thesis contributions

The theoretical and methodological contributions of this thesis are depicted in Figure 6-1.
along with their corresponding section number within this document. The aim of this thesis is
to develop a theoretically grounded and empirically tested framework to research place
identity, as a result there are no substantive contributions. Importantly, the social semiotic
and communicative approach presented in this thesis is new to place branding, and is
therefore a disciplinary contribution. The theoretical and methodological contributions are
explained in the following sections of this Chapter.

Theoretical Contributions
6.2.1
Social Semiotics
(Functional Place Identity Theory)

6.2.2
Theory of Learning
(Double Looped Learning)

6.2.3
Theory of Participation
(Participative Inquiry)

6.2.1.1
Systemic Functional
Linguistics
(Place Identity Studies)

Methodological Contributions
6.3.1
Framework for Place Identity Studies
(Systemic Functional Participative Multimodal Framework)
6.3.2
Framework Design
(Place Triptych)

6.3.3
Data Collection
Methods

6.3.4
Data Organisation
Methods

6.3.5
Data Analysis
Methods

Figure 6-1 Theoretical and methodological contributions

6.2 Theoretical contributions
6.2.1

Functional place identity theory

Answering calls from the literature for theoretical advancement of place branding, this thesis
contributes a Functional Place Identity Theory to place branding. This Functional Place
Identity Theory is a social systemic approach to understanding the construction of place
identity. Unlike other approaches, this theory accepts place identity as a fluid and socially
constructed attitude that can be studied through systemic analysis of resident's language
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choices. Systemic functional linguistics bridges the gap between understanding attitudes as a
social construction and methods to access and understand them.
Argued in Chapter Two, a psychological approach to place identity is not suitable in place
branding due to inherent ideological differences between psychology’s self-concept and
sociology’s social subjectivity. Although place identity is an attitude formed by residents in
relation to how they think, feel, and do in place, psychology influenced attitude theories were
are not suitable in place banding. Place identity was broadly defined and studied, which
resulted in several definitions and conceptual models, many of which oversimplify the place
identity concept, or are not operational.
This thesis extended and empirically supported a holistic characterisation of place identity.
The Functional Place Identity Theory builds on Kerr and Oliver's (2014) characteristics to
now include, language as the primary resource for creating and sharing identities, as well as
the spatial and social contextualisation of place identities.
1. Residents are the identity holders.
2. Place identities are co-produced between residents, and between residents
and place.
3. Place identities are the result and content of communication.
4. Place identity is pluralistic.
5. Place identities are fluid and subject to change.
6. Language is the primary resource for which place identities are created and
shared.
7. Place identity is embedded in temporal, spatial, and social context.
From empirical testing of the place identity characteristics, a holistic definition of place
identity is developed for place branding:
Place identity is a collection of attitudes about place. These attitudes are formed
through meaning-making processes between residents and place
communications, both physical and verbal (residents and other people).
Residents construct place identity by interpreting place communications, and
these interpretations are socially, spatially, and temporally contextualised, but
constructed through language.
In this sense, place identity is fluid as identities are re-written when
communications either present new content or alter the lens through which place
is interpreted.
This definition is holistic in the sense it captures the multi-dimensional character of place
identity as well as the process through which place identity is formed. Whereas, the
characteristics of place identity provide further detail to aid design and implementation place
identity research.
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Acceptance of a single definition will unify future studies of place identity with the aim of
advancing theoretical, methodological and practical contributions. One advancement relates
to the differentiation between place identity (revealed from residents) and place image
(revealed from non-residents). Another refers to the separation between place identity and
place brand identity; the former is the subject of this thesis and revealed from residents,
while the latter is created by place managers for use in marketing communications (see
Figure 2-1). Baxter, Kerr and Clarke (2012) refer to this distinction and argue that the place
brand identity (the identity formally communicated by place managers) should be derived
from the place identities.
This definition will shift the discussion from place identity being used only to guide
marketing communications, to viewing place identity as a strategic function in a residentfocused (brand-orientated) brand strategy. The functional theory of place identity presented
in this thesis positions place branding as a strategic function in the management of places
with place identities being the driving force for changes, whether it is guiding urban planning
policies, development proposals, community engagement activities, tourism or investment
strategies.
This thesis uses a language theory to study a language problem. Avoidance of language as an
assessment of attitude is linked in Chapter Three as being the result of a Saussaurian
approach to meaning, whereby speech communication was cursed as an “unstudiable chaos”
(cited in Wertsch 1991, p.58); a premise denied in this thesis. Although not formally
recognised, systemic functional linguistics, echoes a Bakhtininan approach to meaning, by
accepting language as a dialogic or social process, whereby users of language “rent” meaning
rather than own it” (Bakhtin 1981, p.164). As discussed in Chapter Three, renting language
implies there is reason behind language choices. In this sense, language functions to convey
meaning between people, and therefore abides by social conventions to facilitate meaning
making. Application of the SFPMF evidences language as the conduit for attitude construction
and heterogeneous language choices in place identity can and should be studied.
The Functional Place Identity Theory is situated within social semiotics and operationalised
through systemic functional linguistics. Systemic functional linguistics works on the notion
that meaning is functionally constructed via language in three levels, or metafunctions,
including the experiential, interpersonal, and textual. Data analysis selection was addressed
through SFPMF development in Chapter Four. Table 6-1 reminds of the match between the
level of meaning, the place identity research requirement and the selected SFPMF method.
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Table 6-1 Metafunction, place identity requirement, and methods
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004)
Metafunction
Experiential

Details
Experiences in the
clause are analysed

Place identity research requirement
The temporal, spatial, social context

SFPMF method
Transitivity

Interpersonal

Function of clause in
dialogue is analysed

Place identities

Appraisal

Textual

Information flow is
analysed.

Link between identity and context

Reference

Unlike previous attempts at conceptualising place identity (see Baxter 2011), this study
contributes the following about attitudes:
 Place identities (resident's attitudes of the place they live) are understood
through interpersonal metafunction.
 The context or identity expressions (temporal, spatial, and social) are
understood through experiential metafunction.
 Revealing identity construction is conducted through textual metafunction.
Functional Place Identity Theory therefore relies on all three metafunctions to express place
identity construction through language.

6.2.2

Double-looped learning

Double-looped learning theory (Sterman 2000) was introduced in Chapter Three, as a novel
theory for framework development in place branding. Chapter Four demonstrated the
effectiveness of this learning process in development of the Systemic Functional Participative
Multimodal Framework (SFPMF). The recursive design-apply-learn process showed that
learning about place identities and the SFPMF occurred simultaneously in each Iteration with
residents. Double-looped learning ensured the framework was critiqued and evolved
according to feedback. The development of the SFPMF through the appropriation of
Sterman's (2000) double-looped learning theory proved its suitability in method
development in place branding.

6.2.3

Participative inquiry

In consideration of calls from the literature and place identity characteristics, this thesis
contributed design criteria for participative place identity research. The design criteria
bridge the gap between participative inquiry and research design, by enabling documentation
of meaningful actions such as place experience, empowerment of the participant, and
providing opportunity for reflection.
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The design criteria were introduced in Chapter Three and used to inform 'how' to access
meaning making processes such as place identity. Chapter Five proved the SFPMF collects
and revealed the dynamic and interwoven meaning-making processes of place identity. These
processes were highlighted in each stage of the SFPMF. Table 6-2 showed the link between
place identity characteristics, the design criteria, and the SFPMF methods selection.
The design criteria contribute a complete solution for participative place identity studies.
Complete in the sense it offers both collection and analysis methods that achieves
participative objectives.
Table 6-2 Design criteria for place identity studies
Place Identity Characteristics
1. Residents are the identity
holders.

Design Criteria
 Research needs to be conducted
with the residents themselves.

2. Place identities are coproduced between residents,
and between residents and
place.



Methods need to be participative
in order to access this coproduction and negotiation of
meaning.

SFPMF
 Residents were participants.





The triptych design enables
participation through
narrating and reflecting
interviews.
Participation was assessed
using speech function analysis
on transcripts.

3. Place identities are the result
and content of
communication



Methods need to capture the
dynamic process of
communication between people
and between people and place.



Transitivity analysis revealed
the links between identities
and how they were formed
through communication.

4. Place identity is pluralistic.



Methods need the ability to
reveal multiple identities.



Appraisal and Reference
analysis revealed identities.

5. Place identities are fluid and
subject to change.



Methods need to account for
changes in identity.



The triptych design documents
fluidity of identities across
residents' interviews and
between residents.

6. Language is the primary
resource for which place
identities are created and
shared.



Methods need to collect and
analyse language data.



Data collection methods
elicited and recorded audio
data.
Data organisation methods
transcribed audio data.
Data analyses methods
analysed transcripts using
appraisal, reference, and
transitivity analysis.




7. Place identity is embedded in
temporal, spatial, and social
context.



Methods need to collect and
analyse multimodal data.
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Data collection methods
elicited and recorded video
data in narrating interviews.





Data organisation methods
transcribed audio and video
data.
Data analyses methods
analysed transcripts using
transitivity to embed the
temporal, spatial, and social
context for each identity.

6.3 Methodological contributions
In response to calls from the literature, the focus was to create a methodology that holistically
captures and understands place identity construction. The Systemic Functional Participative
Multimodal Framework (SFPMF) was conceptualised from literature presented in Chapter
Three, evolved through testing in Chapter Four, and validated empirically in Chapter Five.
As evidenced in Chapter Five, the SFPMF addresses all characteristics of place identity and
enables place marketers to understand identity construction, with the aim of creating better
place brand strategies. Multiple methods which form the SFPMF are contributions to the field
of place branding and the study of place identity generally. Methodological contributions
made in this thesis are tabulated in Table 6-3 and discussed in the following sections.
Table 6-3 Methodological contributions
Section
6.3.1
6.3.2

Contribution
The SFPMF
Place Triptych

Section
6.3.1
6.3.2

6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5

Data collection methods
Data organisation methods
Data analysis methods

6.3.3.1
6.3.4.1
6.3.5.1
6.3.5.2
6.3.5.3

6.3.5.4

6.3.1

Specific methods
The SFPMF.
The use of three phases to reveal, track, and understand
place identity.
Place identity interview protocols.
Environmental coding in place identity transcripts
Appraisal analysis to reveal identities and how they are
formed in transcripts.
Transitivity analysis to understand temporal, spatial and
social context of place identities.
System networks of appraisal, reference, and transitivity
data, tabulated to show relationships between identities
and how each was formed in a temporal, spatial and
social context.
Speech function to demonstrate meaning making in place
identity construction.

SFPMF

The Systemic Functional Multi-modal Framework is a methodological contribution of this
thesis. In answer to calls from the literature regarding a lack of research methods, this thesis
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developed the SFPMF as a customised framework to study place identity within the context of
place branding. Although introduced and defended in Chapter Four, this framework is
reminded in Figure 6-2.

ORIENTATING

DATA
ORGANISATION

DATA
COLLECTION

Semi-structured
Orientating interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

DETERMINES
LOCATION

NARRATING

REFLECTING

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘known’
interview

Semi-structured
Reflecting interview

Unstructured
Walk-along ‘unknown’
interview

Recording with
GoPro Camera

Recording with GoPro
Camera/Chest
Harness

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

MinChat and
Clause Boundary

Transana

MinChat and
Clause Boundary
Video
organisation
with
Transana w/
video

Transana

DATA
ANALYSIS

Environmental Coding

Appraisal

Appraisal

Reference

Reference

Transitivity

Transitivity

System Networks

System Networks

Appraisal
SYSTEM
NETWORKS REVEAL
IDENTITY
CONSTRCUTION
WHICH
DETERMINES
RELFECTION
INTERVIEW
PROTOCOL

Reference
Transitivity

System Networks

Figure 6-2 The systemic functional participative multi-modal framework (SFPMF)

The SFPMF was derived from the literature. Firstly, the literature was synthesised to identify
gaps of knowledge in place identity approaches. From this, seven place identity
characteristics were developed. The characteristics were used to guide the selection of theory
and appropriate research inquiry. By adopting a social semiotic perspective, place identity
was situated as a communicative concept. Contributions of Bakhtin demonstrated the
complex nature of communication, but also the need and ability to study casual language by
accepting that language exists to convey meaning between people. The participative inquiry
was identified as the missing link in place branding to effectively deal with the
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communication exchange between resident and place. These theoretical selections helped
identify the type of data required to understand place identity, and subsequently the methods
needed to obtain such data.
6.3.2

Triptych

The three-phase triptych design contributes to the field of place branding, a method to
facilitate participative research and study place identities. Introduced in Chapter Three, the
three phases included an orientation interview, known and unknown narrating interviews,
and a reflecting interview. Each phase supports the other in terms of understanding place
identity construction using a participative inquiry.
Chapter Five demonstrated this triptych design enables participative research by deepening
the relationship between researcher and resident progressively over four interviews. The
development of rapport between researcher and participant is critical in participative studies
to facilitate a "safe space" for "open communication" (Bergold & Thomas 2012, p.205).
Secondly, in the SFPMF resident's were leading discussions in the narrating walk-alongs; thus,
taking a more collaborative role in data collection. To have started the relationship with
residents in a previous orientating interview was beneficial to help them feel more
comfortable taking the lead in walk-alongs. The benefit of rapport was also critical in
reflecting interviews, whereby residents were asked to reflect on video data, which at times
challenged their perceptions. The triptych design was effective in attaining these goals as
evidenced by the speech function analysis results in Chapter Five.

6.3.3
6.3.3.1

Data collection methods
Place identity interview protocols

Bespoke and validated place identity interview protocols for orientating, narrating, and
reflecting phases were created for the SFPMF. These interview protocols are reminded in
Appendix 19.
Map boundary activity
The orientating interview protocol was adapted from Baxter (2011) to include a map
boundary activity (see Appendix 7). In future studies of place branding, the map boundary
activity will contextualise discussions and establish a mutual understanding of place
boundaries. Using such as activity will help delineate identities from images in place identity
interviews.
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Typology for known and unknown narrating routes
The orientating interview protocol was also adapted from Baxter (2011) to include screening
questions for the narrating interviews (see Appendix 19, question 4). This question aimed to
negotiate a known and unknown route to walk. Using Thiel's (1997) typology, the questions
assessed: how often they travelled the route (frequency); the last time they travelled the
route (regularity); had they heard of recent changes to the proposed area (predictability). In
future studies, this typology can be used to classify familiar versus unfamiliar places at all
scales including street, route, suburb, city, and countries.

6.3.4
6.3.4.1

Data organisation methods
Environmental coding in place branding

This thesis contributes two typologies to transcribe the environment including category of
permanence and typology of sound. These typologies were introduced by Thiel (1997) and
applied to place identity transcripts in this thesis (see Table 4-6). The use of Thiel (1997) is
novel to place branding. Future studies dealing with video data can use this typology to
transcribe audio and visual elements of experience.

6.3.5
6.3.5.1

Data analysis methods
Appraisal analysis

The thesis uniquely applied the systemic functional linguistics technique, appraisal analysis
(Martin & White 2005) to a study of place identity. Appraisal analysis was used to reveal
place identity construction. Introduced in Chapter Four, the appraisal analysis consists of
three systems, attitude, graduation, and engagement. The method workflow for conducting
appraisal analysis is reminded in Appendix 20. The holistic integration of attitude,
graduation, and engagement revealed place identity construction (attitude system) as well as
strength of conviction (engagement system), and modulation (graduation system) for each
attitude expression. Application and execution of appraisal analysis in place identity studies
is a methodological contribution.

6.3.5.2

Transitivity analysis

This thesis uniquely applied the systemic functional linguistics technique, transitivity analysis
(Eggins 2004) to reveal the spatial, social, temporal context for place identity construction.
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Chapter Four introduced the transitivity system and how it was used to contextualise place
identities, and Chapter Five evidenced the usefulness of this data for place branding
practitioners (see Section 5.2.7). Value of this analysis included:
 Temporally contextualising identities in regards to when (past, present or
future tense) they are relevant.
 Socially contextualising identities as to whose perspective the identity relates.
 Spatially contextualising identities as to where in the city or town the identity
refers.
This thesis is the first application of transitivity analysis in place identity studies and place
branding generally.

6.3.5.3

Place identity system networks

The unique combination of data from transitivity and appraisal analysis, represented through
a relational system network, to show the relationship between place identity construction
and its temporal, spatial and social context is a methodological contribution. Appendix 14
shows the place identity system network. As discussed in Chapter Four, the expanded system
network was too large for a thesis format, and was depicted as a table instead (see Appendix
18).

6.3.5.4

Speech function analysis

This thesis uniquely applied the speech function analysis to understand participation
between researcher and resident interactions. Resulting from the design-apply-learn process,
this thesis contributes four additional speech interactions that require coding in place
identity interviews. Additions to Eggins (2004) typology are reminded in Appendix 21 speech
function summary table and include: instances where there was no response to questions or
statements by the receiver; reactions to non-human environmental stimulus in walk along
interviews; reaction to video stimulus in reflecting interviews. These additions account for
interactions exhibited in place identity interviews from this thesis. Importantly, this
contribution operationalises Eggins' (2004) speech function typology for place identity
studies.

6.4 Value of this study to place branding
The

discipline

of

place

branding

aims

to

improve

place

for

stakeholders.

Internal stakeholders such as, community groups, local businesses, residents, and external
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stakeholders including tourists, and investors. Practitioners of place management need to
satisfy an increasing expectation for community participation and collaborative development.
In a review of academia's usefulness to place branding practitioners, Kavaratzis (2015) found
some practitioners use academic literature to improve their current theoretical and
methodological practices (Kavaratzis 2015). With the goal of increasing perceived quality of
life for residents, this thesis contributes a participative methodology to inform more
authentic place branding strategies.
Following a brand orientation approach (see Baxter, Kerr & Clarke 2013), the SFPMF should
be implemented in the initial stages of brand strategy development. Revealing and
understanding place identities offers a foundation for place managers to compare residents’
identities (attitudes, behaviour and aspirations) with the place’s strategic capabilities and
current objectives. From this assessment, place managers can note and address identity gaps,
including gaps between place identities, brand identity, competitive identity, and/or images
(see Figure 2.1). Importantly for practitioners, the SFPMF not only reveals identities as a
snap-shot, but provides rich detail into how identities are constructed. Such insights enable
place managers to not only promote a select ‘bundle of benefits’ (the most desirable and
competitive aspects to a place), but also identify and rectify the social, physical,
environmental concerns of residents. If in fact the objective of place management is to
improve quality of life for residents (a premise advocated in this thesis)
This study reinforced the fluidity of place identity and the influence of communication on
place identity formation. This inherent characteristic, along with the capacity and power of
place mangers to influence residents participation in the city (through events, regulations,
developments etc.), further highlights the need for a brand orientation approach. Such an
approach helps balance the place manager's strategic role with the needs and wants of
residents. The SFPMF will help place mangers avoid criticisms of social engineering, whereby
their position is used to further ideals of select markets such as investors or the higher socioeconomic class, rather than residents.
The SFPMF enables understanding of place from multiple perspectives (as a resident from
Dapto, a business owner, a teacher at the local university etc.) to help them structure policy
and strategy in a way that reflects the identities. The need for authenticity is further
reinforced by Braun, Eshuis and Klijn (2014) in their study on place brand communication.
These authors prove the ineffectiveness of formal place communications, such as city
taglines, on the perceptions of residents and visitors. Furthermore, Insch and Bowden (2016)
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highlight the value and need for market research with place target markets (such as
residents) to aid evaluation and selection of a competitive brand positioning strategy. In the
case of repositioning a city, the SFPMF could help reveal, prioritise, and select a competitive
brand identity to action improvements to resident's quality of life, the local economy, or the
place's built and natural environment.
It is argued, the SFPMF’s multiphase approach might require more time in practice, compared
to research involving single in-depth interviews, focus groups or a survey. This is accepted as
a current limitation of the SFPMF and ways to improve the productivity should be explored
further in future studies. With regards to implementation of the SFPMF, a suitable sampling
approach is maximum variation sampling (Patton 2002), whereby major segments within the
place of interest (either a city, town, or suburb scale) are identified and residents are then
selected from each. Maximum variation sampling combined with adherence to the concept of
theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss 1967), will enable the SFPMF to be practically
applied. Using this approach, the sample size will depend on the amount of varied or different
segments within a specific place of interest.
This thesis also contributes speech function as a linguistic method for assessing interaction
between speakers in transcripts. Speech function could be applied in place branding studies
to assess levels of participation between speakers. It is valuable to practice where a higher
level of participation is desired, such as in community consultation and strategic planning. In
these areas, collaborative planning is not new; commonly, local councils employ engagement
techniques when devising intervention strategies. For instance, Wollongong based
management consultants Twyfords (2012) endorse a community consultation and
collaborative planning approach. Twyfords (2012) argue, in order to achieve collaboration,
there needs to be trust and distribution of power between community and consultants or
governors. Situations such as these rely on participation and further highlight the value of the
speech function method.

6.5 Future research
Reflecting on contributions and findings from this thesis, I propose the following research
agenda.
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6.5.1

Apply the SFPMF in other service-based research areas

The Systemic Functional Participative Multi-modal Framework (SFPMF) is a framework for
researching meaning. Therefore, the SFPMF could be extended to other service-based
research areas, including studies of known criminal activity areas, university identities,
shopping centres or high streets. In future studies, the SFPMF could be conducted with
external place markets such as tourists or investors to better understand place images.

6.5.2

SFL data analysis methods for construct definition

In the case of applying Systemic Functional Linguistics in traditional marketing fields, the
social approach to attitude formation could be used to define constructs from qualitative
data. Data analysis methods of Appraisal, Transitivity, and Reference should be tested further
in studies concerning attitude formation.

6.5.3

Evolving technology in the SFPMF

Advances in technology will help progress research in experiential concepts such as place
identity. Acknowledging the multisensory nature of place, future applications could
investigate the influence of smell and touch in identity construction. The sense of smell was
identified in this study through Validating Participant 1's experiences. Firstly, in reference to
the local Lake being "smelly" (VP1:O:193;221;234), and in the walk-along when describing
the atmosphere of the suburb they live as "smelling like summer" (VP1:NF:222). Henshaw et
al (2016) advocates the potential usefulness of smell in understanding urban identity for
marketing purposes. Investigation into the literature of sensory ethnography (Pink 2009) and
sensory marketing (Morrin 2010) could further knowledge, theory, and methods in relation
to understanding and communicating scent identities of place.
Extending on this thesis, the usefulness of wearable technologies in the performance of place
identity should also be addressed. Shirazi (2014) and Koeck and Warnaby (2016) support the
advantages of digital technologies in participatory place branding, including GPS and
Smartphone applications. With Shirazi (2014) offering a wearable technology prototype for
residents to offer feedback to planners on structural elements. The integration of technology
with place identity research will evolve as advancements in technology produces more
discrete, user friendly and interactive wearable devices.
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Another advancement which could improve video reflection in future studies are Virtual
Reality devices such as the Oculus Rift (Oculus 2016). Commercial applications of virtual
reality have surfaced in the Housing Industry (Griffith 2015). From these applications, there
are clear links between the usefulness of virtual reality devices and the need to share
experiences. Integration of Virtual Reality devices in place identity studies could be further
investigated in future studies.
Another way technology could help advance the SFPMF, is through automation of data
analysis. Systemic functional linguistic methods could be automated by harnessing the power
of computerised linguistics and machine learning.

6.6 Conclusions
Chapter Six summarised findings of this thesis and discussed contributions to theory,
method, and practice. This thesis contributes a theory of meaning for the place branding
discipline. Rather than borrowing and adapting theory from other disciplines, this thesis
presents a meta-theory of language to be operationalised through systemic functional
linguistics. The focus of this thesis was to offer a theoretically grounded methodology for
understanding place identity construction. The Systemic Functional Participative Multi-modal
Framework [SFPMF] bridges gaps in the literature to answer the question, How to research
place identity? Future researchers can utilise the SFPMF to reveal multiple identities, how
they were formed over time, how they make residents feel, and if they are founded on past or
present perceptions, or future aspirations for the place being studied.
A future research agenda extends beyond place identity studies. It is recommended the
SFPMF be applied in other research contexts, such as organisational identity, criminal activity
areas, or shopping districts, whereby identity, experience, and place are important. This
chapter suggested further research extensions for this thesis, including the use of
technological advancements, such as wearable devices and automated analysis programs.
In the literature, there was little synergy between theoretical conceptualisations of place
identity and appropriate methodological solutions. Grounded in this thesis are multidisciplinary predecessors of place identity and planning research, including Karavatzis’ work
on place branding and communications, Jacobs’ seminal work in planning with a resident
focus, and de Certeau’s contribution to everyday spatial practices. The common thread
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between these authors is core to this thesis, that is, to have a resident focus in place
management.
This thesis helps place branding practitioners and academics celebrate authenticity of place
and improve quality of life for residents. This ideology is articulated by Jacobs (1961) in the
Death and Life of Great American cities.
“There is a quality even meaner than outright ugliness or disorder, and this
meaner quality is the dishonest mask of pretended order, achieved by ignoring or
suppressing the real order that is struggling to exist and to be served”(p.15).
“Cities have the capability of providing something for everybody, only because,
and only when, they are created by everybody”(p.312).
This doctoral thesis concludes my eleven year journey of university education. I started with
a Bachelor of Arts degree, wherein my passion for cultural studies, language studies, and
marketing evolved. I then extended these academic interests with a Masters by Research
degree from the Faculty of Business. Through a Masters, I applied my interest in culture,
language, and marketing to the field of place branding. It was during this time that I
developed my knowledge in research and linguistics, and had opportunity to share my
passion for place branding at conferences in Colombia, England, and Sweden. Both the
university research community and the international place branding community were
instrumental in my development as a researcher, and fuelled my passion for place identity
scholarship. These previous studies afforded me the chance to further investigate place
identity through a doctorate. Assisting me in the last four years of doctoral research were my
supervisors Associate Professor Rodney J Clarke with his expertise in the area of social
semiotics and systemic functional linguistics, and Dr Greg Kerr with his expertise in place
branding. As I end this doctoral journey, I look forward to contributing further in the place
branding and place marketing community as both a scholar and consulting practitioner.
__________________________________
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Appendix 1 Reference analysis glossary
This Appendix provides a glossary of Reference Analysis terms to exemplify each type of
reference (Eggins 2004) in the context of a place identity transcript. Appendix 1 discussed
in: Section 3.6.3.1; Section 4.9.1. 
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Reference Analysis Glossary
Source: Baxter (2011)
Reference Type
1 Homophoric
reference
2 Exophoric
reference

Description and Sub-Types
The general shared context of culture

3

Elsewhere in the text and could be one of three main types:

Endophoric
reference

Code
H

Immediate context of a situation also known as a Locational Reference.

Examples
Wollongong is classed as an Australian city.

X

That beach is beautiful.
[as the person points out the window to the beach it is
understood which beach they refer to].

A.

Anaphoric –earlier in the text

A

It is a cross between a city and a town.
my family lives here [the respondent is anaphorically referring
to himself and his family living in Wollongong]

B.

Cataphoric – not yet appeared but will be provided subsequently.

C

Within 60 minutes to the densest centre of the city.
[the respondent later on explains they are referring to Sydney]
Yes 60 minutes to Sydney.

C.

Esphoric- when the referent occurs in the phrase immediately following the
presuming
reference this may be quite extensive phrase.

S

D.

Comparative reference - the experience of the presumed item is retrieved
not because it has already been mentioned or will be mentioned in the text
but because an item with which it is being compared has been mentioned.
Also known as Whole text reference – the referent is more than a simple
participant instead it may be a sequence of actions/events mentioned
previously or the whole text up until this point [this therefore proves that]

P

E.

Bridging reference- presuming item refers back to an early item from which
it can be inferentially derived [the eaves] the infers that we know what eaves
and we infer that this refers to the same room she mentioned earlier.

B

Our arch enemy is Newcastle.
[Wollongong’s arch enemy is explained in the next phrase as
Newcastle]
Everything I have said until now.
[when asked a question the respondent replied the answer had
already been provided].
Because of that it will always have that town aspect.
[here the respondent anaphorically refers to Wollongong but
comparitativly refers to the elements which give Wollongong a
town aspect]
The city is lacking culture.
[we infer the city is Wollongong as it has already been referred
to in this way]
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Appendix 2 Introduction to site location for interviews
This Appendix provides an introduction to the City of Wollongong, NSW, Australia, the site for
each interview in this thesis. Appendix 2 is discussed in: Section 4.1.
Wollongong is located on the east coast of Australia in the State of New South Wales (NSW),
approximately 100 kilometres south of that state’s capital, Sydney. Wollongong is the third
largest city in NSW having a population of 206,794 in 2014 (Profile.id 2016). Differentiated
from other cities in Australia, Wollongong is a coastal city made up of a number of towns, and
is bordered by ocean to the east and mountains to the west. The city of Wollongong has total
land area of 715 square kilometers, which includes a mix of industrial, commercial and
residential areas and has national parks on its north and south boundaries (Profile.id 2016).
Parents and homebuilders (35-49 years) are the highest demographic age group owning 20%
of the population (Profile.id 2016).
Wollongong demographic by service age group
Service age group (years)
Parents and homebuilders (35-49)
Older workers and pre-retirees (50-59)
Young workforce (25-34)
Tertiary education and independence (18-24)
Empty nesters and retirees (60-69)
Seniors (70-84)
Primary schoolers (5-11)
Secondary schoolers (12-17)
Babies and pre-schoolers (0-4)
Elderly aged (85 and over)

Number
38,872
24,362
24,223
20,006
19,201
18,577
16,343
14,503
12,073
4,258

%
20.2
12.7
12.6
10.4
10.0
9.7
8.5
7.5
6.3
2.2

The City of Wollongong has a broad cultural mix, with 21.8% of residents being born overseas
(Profile.id 2016). Wollongong has attracted more than double the NSW regional average of
10.8% overseas born residents. Wollongong attracted many immigrants during the 1960's
with employment prospects in the steel industry. Throughout the 1900s, the city’s industrial
base was dominated by a steelworks located south of the city centre at Port Kembla. In
addition to the direct export of coal, the local mines were integrated with steel production.
Together with a busy port, road and rail freight were important to these industries and
further contributed to the working class character of the city. In 1976 the largest steel
manufacturer, Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) employed 41% of Wollongong’s Workforce
(Schultz 1985). BHP prominence has waned to employing approximately 2,300 people,
which is less than 10% of the 1970's figure (Langford 2015).
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Historically, Wollongong has had much trouble with unemployment as it has transitioned
from industrial to more focus on education and healthcare industries. In 1991, the
unemployment rate in the Illawarra Region (Wollongong containing approximately twothirds of this region’s population) was 13.6 per cent and the region was above the state
average in all age categories, particularly persons under 25 years (Buchan Consulting 2003).
The experience of Wollongong at this time was similar to many industrial cities throughout
the world (for example, see Kotler, Haider & Rein 1993). In 2011 the unemployment rate was
7% (Profile.id 2016), climbing to 9% in 2013 (Jabour 2013).
Over the past twenty years Wollongong has transitioned from a heavy industry based
economy to a more dominant services based economy. As of 2011, the top economic sectors
are healthcare and social assistance (13.4%), education and training (11.1%), retail trade
(9.8%), manufacturing (9.7%) (Profile.id 2016). These figures differ from 2006, whereby
manufacturing was the highest at 12.0%, followed by healthcare and social assistance (11.7),
retail trade (10.8%), education and training (10.4%) (Profile.id 2016).
Since the 1980’s, Wollongong has faced numerous negative media stories, ranging from,
pollution, unemployment, industrial disputes, and drink related street violence. There have
been attempts to alter the negative perceptions of Wollongong, including, a City Image
Strategy (Valerio, Baker & Gulloch 1999), whereby the city adopted a brand tagline City of
Innovation (for more detail see, Kerr, Noble & Glynn 2011). This tagline was both aspirational
for and reflective of Wollongong’s history and current strengths (Valerio, Baker & Gulloch
1999). This strategy has received praise for positivly influencing the city’s image (GarrettJones et al. 2007), and crticism for not reaching the aspirational goals aimed to repositon the
economy (Gibson & Waitt 2009). Since implemention, the City Image Strategy faced barriers
which hindered the attitude change process. A more recent branding campaign was
conducted by the department in charge of tourism, Destination Wollongong who started the,
We love the Gong campaign in 2010 (Kerr, Dombkins & Jelly 2012).
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Appendix 3 Iteration 1 place identity system network
This Appendix presents the relational system network devised to illustrate the identity
construction for places. Appendix 3 is discussed in: Section 4.9.3

Category 1
Reference
presenting

Category 2
Researcher
spatial

place

Category 3
Researcher
social

people

Category 4
Reference
presuming

presuming reference

identity

Iteration 1 relational system network for place identity construction
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Appendix 4 Iteration 1 reference analysis data
Participant 1 reference analysis data is represented to compare the identities as they were
revealed in each interview. Appendix 4 is discussed in: Section 4.10.
A reference analysis data for Participant 1 revealed 21 identities of Wollongong shown in
Appendix 3. Orientating revealed 16 identities of Wollongong, compared to 7 narrating and 4
in reflecting. Notwithstanding, in narrating 7 identities were introduced, but 3 were built
upon from orientating. In reflecting, 1 identity was introduced, and 3 identities were
expanded on from orientating. In the following table, a line separates the identities that were
revealed twice, to those revealed once across the three interviews.
Reference analysis data Iteration 1
Orientating
beautiful
changed
bad coffee
boring
city and a town
potential
small town mentality
mountains and sea
industrial heritage
central
congested
affordable
unsafe
south of Sydney
bad infrastructure
community feel

Narrating
beautiful
changed
bad coffee

Reflecting

a city and a town,
potential
small town mentality

delinquent factor
relaxing
active
middle class
like Sydney but not as good
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Appendix 5 Iteration 1 excerpt from narrating transcript
This Appendix shows an excerpt from Participant 1 narrating interview transcript. Appendix 5 is
discussed in: Section 4.10.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

*Pa1:

This is where I normally go on a walk
but all of this area is different
in the last couple of weeks have opened all of this up
so it is all new now.
so yeah this is where the cheap food is
and over the other side is where the expensive food is
but this is North Wollongong beach
and I walk along here because it is bloody relaxing

*Res:

how is it relaxing?

*Pa1

I don't know, beach is relaxing it is just
don't you find the beach relaxing?
this is the old bathers pavilion
this area has just been done up because it was dingy
it wasn't just a bit dingy it was horrible
the whole place smelt like faeces
so all of this is new
as you can see the coast line goes all the way up there
and then right across over here to the lookout
and the lighthouse it is beautiful.
and they ever have disabled access over here
which we never had before
so yeah its cool.
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Appendix 6 Iteration 1 excerpt from reflecting transcript
This Appendix shows an excerpt from Participant 1 reflecting interview transcript. Appendix 6 is
discussed in: Section 4.10.

296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342

*Res:

you were saying you really want Wollongong to grow and expand and reach its
potential (statement)

*Pa1:

Yeah (acknowledgment)

*Res:

But here you talk about how bad the infrastructure is (statement)

*Pa1:

Yeah (acknowledgment)

*Res:

and the fact you have bad infrastructure makes it more affordable to live
(statement)

*Pa1:

yeah well it is a paradox for sure (acknowledgment)
well I would like to buy a property here (statement)
before it reaches its potential
well it has received quite a few booms over the past few years
motivating me on what I do
I say that's profound

*Res:

so you have just seen three clips on the infrastructure (statement)
%act <before> Res plays CLIP 7 BAD INFRASTRUCTURE
(command playing clip - compliance is watching clip)
and I'll ask you to reflect on the fact you want to see growth (statement)
but the fact that the infrastructure is bad that means it is affordable
but you want to buy a house before it booms

*Pa1:

That's right (acknowledge)

*Res:

but just reflect on the fact you like the relaxing feel of the place (statement)
do you think that will change? (question)

*Pa1:

I guess it's like if you put a frog in boiling water it will jump out (answer)
because its boiling water it doesn't want to boil
but if you put a frog in cold water it stays there
similar
if Wollongong just got a little more busy and hectic over the years
its something that you don't notice too much
until you leave the area and come back
say oh my god everything has changed
so I guess in those ways I guess you are a product of your environment
and if you grow with it you don't really notice as much
but yeah you are right
if it suddenly became like the inner west city in Wollongong
I would hate it
But I'm not saying that
what I'm saying is it needs better infrastructure
and infrastructure meaning it needs better transportation for commercial goods
that have been manufactured here
better rail infrastructure
better infrastructure to travel
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343
344
345
346
347
348

better infrastructure in terms of the port
those sorts of things
and those sorts of things don't impact the hectic nature of everyday life
infrastructure we are always talking here about
the NBN
but I don't think that will impact day to day activities
but if it does
like I said over time gradually you get used to it
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Appendix 7 Orientating interview protocol map boundary
activity
The map used for Iteration 2 Orientating interview protocol. The map below features
Wollongong, NSW Australia and surrounds. This map was used to identify the borders of
Wollongong from the perspective of the participating resident. Appendix 7 is discussed in:
Section 4.12.1; Section 6.3.3.1

Please draw the boundaries of Wollongong
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Appendix 8 Attitude typology glossary
This Appendix provides a key for attitude and exemplifies each type of attitude type (Martin &
White 2005). Appendix 8 is discussed in: Section 4.18.1.
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Attitude examples and key
Attitude Category

Attitude
sub-category
desire

Affect

un/happiness
in/security
dis/satisfaction
Judgement

Social esteem

normality
capacity
tenacity

Social sanction

veracity
propriety

Appreciation

reaction
composition
valuation

Appreciation

Example

n.des
p.des
n.hap
p.hap
n.sec
p.sec
n.sat
p.sat
n.norm
p.norm
n.cap
p.cap
n.ten
p.ten
n.ver
p.ver
n.prop
p.prop
n.reac
p.reac
n.comp
p.comp
n.val
p.val

I [appraised] don’t care [appraisal item]
I really want [appraisal item] a water park [appraised]
I am miserable [appraisal item] here [appraised]
The beach makes me [appraised] happy [appraisal item]
I feel scared [appraisal item] at night in the mall [appraised]
CCTV makes me [appraised] feel more secure [appraisal item]
Restaurants [appraised]are not very good[appraisal item]
I love [appraisal item] the beaches [appraised] in Wollongong
Wollongong [appraised] is unlucky [appraisal item]
That [appraised] is normal [appraisal item]
The council [appraised] are ignorant [appraisal item]
Majority of CBD residents [appraised] are educated [appraisal item]
Council [appraised] are gutless [appraisal item]
Business owners[appraised] have been accommodating [appraisal item]
The local paper [appraised] is not credible [appraisal item]
Council [appraised] was discrete [appraisal item]
Council [appraised] was corrupt [appraisal item]
Residents in affluent suburbs [appraised] are more law abiding [appraisal item]
The building[appraised] is ugly [appraisal item]
Graffiti art on walls [appraised] is trendy [appraisal item]
The CBD [appraised] is a maze [appraisal item]
Wollongong [appraised] has everything you need within 5mins drive [appraisal item]
The planning process [appraised] was wrong [appraisal item]
The ICAC scandal [appraised] was newsworthy [appraisal item]
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Appendix 9 Iteration 2 reference analysis data
Participant 2 reference analysis data is represted to compare the identities as they were
revcealed in each interview. Appendix 9 is discussed in: Section 4.19.1.
A reference analysis data for Participant 2 revealed 29 identities of Wollongong shown below.
Orientating revealed the sixteen identities of Wollongong, compared to thirteen narrating
known, seven in narrating unknown and eight in reflecting. Notwithstanding, in narrating
known eight identities were introduced, but five were built upon from orientating. In
narrating unknown four identities were introduced and three were built upon. In reflecting,
no new identities were introduced. In this table, a line separates the identities that were
revealed once, twice, and three times across interviews.
Reference analysis data Iteration 2
Orientating
Steel and coal town
A City and a Town
Safe
Trendy
Growing
Transition
Lack of Variety
Ugly

Narrating (i)
Steel and coal town
A City and a Town
Safe
Trendy
Growing

Enclosed
Media Hyperbole
Unpatriotic
Beautiful
Expensive

Narrating (ii)
Steel and coal town

A City and a Town

Transition
Lack of Variety
Ugly
Enclosed
Media Hyperbole
Unpatriotic
Beautiful
Expensive
Live music scene

Opportunity
Bad elements
Melting Pot
Racist
Inexpensive
Depressing
Somewhere to be escaped
Pride
Rubbish
Unsafe
Active
Nice
Inaccessible
Mountains and Sea
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Reflecting

Live music scene

Appendix 10 Iteration 2 appraisal analysis key
This Appendix presents the key for coding Appraisal on system networks and transcripts.
Appendix 10 is discussed in: Section 4.19.1; Section 4.29.1; Section 4.29.4.
Attitude Key
Category
Affect

Sub-category
desire
happiness
security
satisfaction

Judgement

social esteem

normality
capacity
tenacity

social sanction

veracity
propriety

Appreciation

reaction
composition
valuation

Polarity
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive
negative

Graduation Key
Category
Force

Focus
Amplification

Sub-category
Quantification
Intensification
Isolation
Infused
Sharpen
Soften
Up-scale
Down-scale
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Key
quant
in
isol
in
sh
so
>
<

Key
pos.A f.des
neg.Af.des
pos.Af.hap
neg.Af.hap
pos.Af.sec
neg.Af.sec
pos.Af.sat
neg.Af.sat
pos.Jud.norm
neg.Jud.norm
pos.Jud.cap
neg.Jud.cap
pos.Jud.ten
neg.Jud.ten
pos.Jud.ver
neg.Jud.ver
pos.Jud.prop
neg.Jud.prop
pos.Ap.reac
neg.Ap.reac
pos.Ap.comp
neg.Ap.comp
pos.Ap.val
neg.Ap.val

Engagement Key
Category
monoglossic
contract

Sub-category
disclaim
proclaim

deny
counter
concur

affirm
concede

pronounce
endorse
expand

entertain
attribute

acknowledge
distance
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Key
mon
hcon.den
hcon.cou
hcon.aff
hcon.con
hcon.pro
hcon.end
hexp.ent
hexp.ack
hexp.dis

Appendix 11 Iteration 2 place identity system network
This Appendix presents the relational system network devised to illustrate the identity construction for places. Appendix 11 is discussed in: Section 4.19.1.
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Vertical Placement

Horizontal Placement
Category 1
Reference
(presenting)

Category 2
Attitude (appreciation)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 3
Attitude (judgment)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

Category 4
Attitude (affect)
Engagement
Graduation
Polarity

normal
+polarity (+/-)
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Expand

+graduation

Graduation:
Up-scaled >

+engagement

un/desire
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

reaction

capacity

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

+engagement

un/satisfied
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

tenacity

valuation

Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Contract

identity

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

+engagement

un/happy
+polarity (+/-)

veracity

composition

+graduation
+engagement

+polarity (+/-)

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation

+graduation

+engagement

+engagement

In/secure
+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

veracity
Engagement:
Monoglossic

proprietary

Graduation
Down-scaled <

+engagement

+polarity (+/-)
+graduation

not

+engagement

not

Iteration 2 relational system network for place identity construction
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not

Appendix 12 Transitivity analysis glossary
Transitivity analsyis glossay and categories of transitivity analsyis are discussed with examples.
This theory is drawn from Eggins (2004). Appendix 12 is discussed in: Section 4.28.2.
Material process type
Material process types describe processes of ‘doing’ and ‘action’. To identify a material clause,
one can ask the question “What did X do?” for example, I ran for mayor. If this question
cannot be answered in the clause then the verb is not a material process type. A single
participant in a material process clause is called an actor and can be identified by asking,
“Who performed the action?” One participant in a material process clause labels it as
intransitive or middle processes, characterised by “What did X do?” for example “I gave
support”. If there are more than one participant the process is effective or transitive, and the
identifying question is “What did X do to Y?” for example, Wollongong gave me an education.
In the case of 2+ participants, the clause includes both actors and goals (To whom is the
process directed?). In 2+ clauses, Material Processes can be either passive or active; this
impacts the classification of actors and goals within each clause.
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Material process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Constituent
Intransitive
(1 participant)
Circumstance

Transitive
(2+ participants)

Identifier Question
What did X do?

Example
I gave support

Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which
identify circumstance?
What did X do to X?

During the week I gave support.

Goal

To whom is the process directed?

Actor

Who performed the action?

Range

Is it a restatement or continuation
of the process?

Beneficiary
Circumstance

Active: Residents filed complaints to
council
Passive: I gave support (to them)
Active: Residents filed complaints to
council
Passive: I gave support (to them)
Active: Residents filed complaints to
council
Passive: I gave support (to them)
They ran the race

Is it expressing the extent or range
of the process?

They were playing bridge

Is a dummy verb present?

Kick a goal

Is there a recipient?
Is there a client?
Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which
identify circumstance?

In Wollongong they give you a beer
I’ll heat some soup for you
Residents filed complaints to council on
new years eve.

Mental process type
Mental process types related to clauses about cognitions (verbs of thinking, knowing,
understanding), Affection (verbs of liking and fearing), and perception (verbs of seeing,
hearing). The identifying question for processes is “What did you think /feel/know about X?”
Compared to material processes, mental process types have “unmarked present tense” for
example:
Mental process:

I hate walking across town.

Material process:

I’m walking across town.

Material processes only use a simple present tense to convey special circumstance i.e. I walk
this route everyday. In mental processes, the use of past tense continuous “She was believing
his excuses” implies a dimension of generality opposed to simple past tense “she believed his
excuses” which is more definitive.
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Mental processes always have two participants except for in the situation of projection. If the
second nominal participant is not within the clause it will need to be retrieved from the text
in order to makes sense. In addition, at least one of the participants needs to be an active
conscious being that feels, thinks or perceives, and this participant is called the “senser”
(Eggins 2004, 227), for example, I hate Wollongong. The second participant is non-active,
labelled as the “phenomenon” and depicts what is “felt or perceived” by the conscious Senser”
(Eggins 2004, p.227).
Mental process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Process type : Mental
Constituent
Detail
Transitive
Senser
(2+
(Active)
participants)
Phenomenon
(Non Active)
Acts
Facts

Circumstance

Projection

Mental processes can
be projected from 1
clause to another.

Identifier Question
Who is the conscious being that thinks,
perceives, feels?
What is the act, thing or fact being
thought, perceived or felt?
Is the phenomenon imperfect and nonfinite?

Example
I hate Wollongong.

Is the phenomenon a
case (facts, point, rule etc.),
chance (chance possibility, probability
etc.),
proof (indication, proof, implication,
demonstration etc.) or
need (requirement, need, rule, obligation
etc.)?
Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which identify
circumstance?
Is it indirect or reported thought or direct
or quoted thought?

The fact that
Wollongong has
high
unemployment
upsets me still.

I hate Wollongong.
I saw the stack
being blown up.

I hate Wollongong
right now.
clause 1: I thought
clause 2: I’d try the
ice rink.

Behavioural process types
Behavioural process types are describes as “half-way” between material and mental
processes (Eggins 2004, p.233). Examples of behavioural process types include, breathe,
cough, look at, dream, frown, gawk, grin, laugh, think on, watch etc. (Eggins 2004).
Unlike mental processes, there is only one participant called the Bahaver and this is a
conscious being. There is usually only one participant in behavioural process types as the
action does not “extend to other participants” (Eggins 2004, p.233). If there are range-like
lexicons in the clause, they are referred to as Behaviour. Behavioural process types relate to
doing opposed to thinking and cannot project into other clauses.
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Behavioural process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Process type : Behavioural
Constituent
Detail
Intransitive
Behaver
(1 participant)
(Active)

Identifier Question
Who is the conscious being that acts?

Example
We laughed
together.
He laughed so
hard.

Behaviour

Is there a restatement of the process
type?

Phenomenon

Is there a non-conscious being
participant?

I smelt the air.

Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which identify
circumstance?

The other day, We
laughed together.

Circumstance

Verbal process types
Verbal process types are “processes of verbal action” i.e. saying (Eggins 2004, 253). The
verbal process has three participants typically, including the Sayer, Receiver and Verbiage.
Verbal process types can be projected from one clause to the next.
Verbal process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Process type : Verbal
Constituent
Detail
Transitive
Sayer
(2+ participants)
Receiver
Verbiage
Circumstance

Projection

Verbal processes can
be projected from 1
clause to another.
Circumstance

Identifier Question
What is putting out the signal?
Who is the verbal process for?
What is the nominalised statement
of the verbal process?
Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which
identify circumstance?
Is it indirect or reported thought or
direct or quoted thought?
Is there an adverbial groups or
prepositional phrases, which
identify circumstance?

Example
I asked them for work.
I asked them for work.
I asked them for work.
I asked them for work
today.
clause 1: He said
clause 2: there was heaps
of development going on
clause 1: He said
clause 2: there was heaps
of development going on
this afternoon.

Existential process types
Mental, Material, Verbal and Behavioural process types “encode action meaning” whereas
existential and relational process types encode meanings about “states of being” (Eggins
2004, p.237). Existential process types are “where things are stated to exist”, for example,
“there was rubbish everywhere”. Existential process types are easy to identify as they use the
word “there”, however this functions structurally opposed to the use of “there” in identifying
circumstance of location. The word “there” does not receive a functional label in the system of
Transitivity. The verbs of existential process types include be, arise, occur, exist etc. and the
participant is called the “Existent” (Eggins 2004, p.238).
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Verbal process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Constituent
Intransitive
(1 participant)

Detail
Existent
Circumstance

Process type : Existential
Identifier Question
What follows there that is any kind of
phenomenon or even (nominalised action)?
Is there an adverbial groups or prepositional
phrases, which identify circumstance?

Example
There was rubbish
everywhere.
There was rubbish
everywhere today

Relational process types
Relational process types are things stated to exist in relation to other things (assigned
attributes and identities), and relates to expression (Eggins 2004), for example the best
suburb of Wollongong is North Gong. Relational processes can be identified by the “verb be or
a synonym” (Eggins 2004, p.239). There are two functions of relations process types, the
identifying (‘x serves to define the identity of y’) and the attributive (‘x is a member of class a’
or ‘x carries the attribute of a’).
Identifying relational process types define, that is “x serves to define the identity of y”. Verbs
such as equal, make, define, spell etc. are identify these relational-identifying processes.
There are two participants, “a Token” (stands for what is being defined) and a “Value” (what
it defines)” (Eggins 2004, p.242). There are also two sub-categories of relational process
types, which are commonly found within text, the circumstantial, possessives and causative.
The following table explains the Relational process type and constituents with examples.
Table Appendix 8 Relational process type and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Constituent
Attributive
Transitive
(2 participants)

Detail
Attribute

Process type : Relational
Identifier Question
What is the indefinite nominal?

Carrier

What carries the attribute?

Sub-type Circumstantials
/Attribute

Is
there
meaning
of
circumstantial dimension in the
attribute
Is circumstance dimension also
part of the process type?
Is there indication of ownership
and possession in the attribute?
Is
there
ownership
and
possession in the process,
indicated through ‘have’ and
‘have to’?
Who/what is causing something?

Sub-type Circumstantials
/Process
Sub-type
Possessive/
Attributive
Sub-type
Possessive/
Attributive

Causative
Sub-type
Agent /Attributor
Causative

What is being ascribed?
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Example
Wollongong is a beautiful
city
Wollongong is a beautiful
city
The
event
was
in
Wollongong.
The event lasted three days.
Wollongong is my city.
Residents have
complaints.

tons

of

Living in London made me
become a graphic designer.
Living in London made me

Identifying
Transitive
(2 participants)

Sub-type
Attribute
Token

become a graphic designer.
What does the verb stand for?

Value

What does the verb define?

Sub-type
Circumstantials/
Token and Value
Sub-type
Circumstantials/
Process
Sub-type
Possessive/
Attributive

Is
there
meaning
of
circumstantial dimension in the
Token and Value?
Is circumstance dimension also
part of the process type?

Causative
Sub-type
Agent/Assigner

Is
there
ownership
and
possession in the participants or
the process?
Who is causing something and
does this make the Token take a
Value?

Passive: the real victims are
residents
Active: Residents represent
Wollongong’s culture
Passive: the real victims are
residents
Active: Residents represent
Wollongong’s culture
Last year was the last time I
saw the mayor.
Wollongong hosts 300,000
residents.
My mum was a resident.

Active: They made me the
referee.
Passive: I was made the
referee (by them)

Circumstance
Circumstance is an additional participant found in all process types. The system is applied in
the same way to all process types except the variation in Relational process types. To avoid
repetition it is described here separately.
Circumstance and constituents with examples
Source: Summarised from Eggins (2004)
Circumstance
Extent
Location
Manner

Cause

Detail
Duration
Distance
Time
Place
Means
Quality

Identifier Question
How long?
How far?
When?
Where?
How? With what?
How? how (ly) etc?

Comparison

What like?

Reason

What for?

Purpose

Why?

Behalf

Who? who for?

Accompaniment

With whom?

Matter

What about?

Role

What as?
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Example
I’ve caught the train hundreds of times.
I stayed up all night.
I found out about the development last night.
I found out about the development at council.
We walked for ages along the blue mile.
With new development projects Wollongong’s
got potential.
Unlike London I feel unsafe in some areas of
Wollongong.
To avoid getting caught the junkies use the
bus and train networks.
Thanks to the council Wollongong has a
reputation for corruption.
Residents of Wollongong have to be positive
for their own sake.
I will be successful with or without
Wollongong.
As for Wollongong council they have given me
no support.
As a resident I am ashamed to see the
condition of the Mall

Appendix 13 Transitivity key
This Appendix presents the key for coding Transitivity on system networks and transcripts.
Appendix 13 is discussed in: Section 4.29.4.
Transitivity Key
Process Category
Material
Mental
Verbal
Behavioural
Existential
Relational

Key in identity tables
(Ma)
(Me)
(Ve)
(Be)
(Ex)
(Re)
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Appendix 14 Iteration 3 place identity system network
This Appendix presents the relational system network devised to illustrate the identity construction for places. Appendix 14 is discussed in: Section 4.29.4;
Section 5.3; Section 6.3.5.3.
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Vertical Placement

Horizontal Placement
Category 1
Appraisal
(appreciation)

Category 2
Transitivity
(circumstance)

Category 3
Triptych
(interview)

Category 4
Transitivity
(circumstance)

Category 5
Transitivity
(participant)

Category 6
Attitude (judgment)
Transitivity (process)
Graduation
Polarity

Category 7
Attitude (affect)
Transitivity (process)
Graduation
Polarity

normal
+process
+graduation
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Expand

+engagement
Graduation:
Up-scaled >

+polarity (+/-)

capacity

+process
+graduation
+engagement

+process

+polarity (+/-)

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

tenacity
circumstance
Engagement:
Heteroglossic
Contract

identity

interview

+present tense

+orientating

+location

+past tense

+narrating

+cause

+reflecting

+manner

+future tense

+process

circumstance

+process
+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

participant

not

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

veracity

+process
+graduation

+process

+engagement

+graduation

+polarity (+/-)

+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

proprietary
+process
Engagement:
Monoglossic

Graduation
Down-scaled <

+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

not

Iteration 3 relational system network for place identity construction
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+process
+graduation
+engagement
+polarity (+/-)

Appendix 15 Validating participant narrating routes
The routes for validating participants 1-3 are depicted below for the reader's reference. Appendix 15 is discussed in: Section 5.2.1
Validating Participant 1
Narrating known
Farmborough Heights, Wollongong – to –Farmborough Heights, Wollongong

Validating Participant 1
Narrating unknown
Bulli, Wollongong – to –Bulli, Wollongong

STOP

START
START/STOP
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Validating Participant 2
Narrating unknown
Dapto, Wollongong– to –Dapto, Wollongong
ST
OP

Validating Participant 2
Narrating known
CBD, Wollongong – to –Wollongong Beach, Wollongong

STOP
START

STA
RT
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Validating Participant 3
Narrating known
Wentworth Street, Port Kembla, Wollongong – to – Wentworth Street,
Port Kembla, Wollongong

Validating Participant 3
Narrating unknown
CBD, Wollongong – to – Lower Crown Street, Wollongong
START

St
ar

t/S
to
p

STOP
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Appendix 16 Validating participant speech function data
Speech Function data from validating participant 1-3 is tabulated to demonstrate interaction
structures and validate analysis of the relationship between the researcher and each participant
in Chapter Four. Appendix 16 is discussed in: Section 5.2.2.

Interactions

Speech Function Interaction Structure Summary
Validating Participant 1
ORIENTATING NARRATING
NARRATING
KNOWN
UNKNOWN
84

Total #

76

R

P

R

Question / Response

45

2

23

Question / Disclaimer

1

REFLECTING

70
P

62

R

P

R

P

15

2

21

2

4

Question
Statement / Response

2

6

Statement

4

21

Command / Compliance

3

2

1

1

9
5

2

3

4

9

7

7

4

10

Offer / Acceptance

1

Environment / Statement

1

36

3

32

Video / Statement

1

3

*R= Researcher *P = Participant

Interactions

Speech Function Interaction Structure Summary
Validating Participant 2
ORIENTATING NARRATING
NARRATING
KNOWN
UNKNOWN

Total #
Question / Response

34

126

REFLECTING

78

56

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

28

2

34

3

19

5

25

3

Question / Disclaimer

1

Question
Statement / Response

2

2

Statement

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

2

78

2

49

Command / Compliance

1

10
2
7

Offer / Acceptance
Environment / Statement
Video / Statement

8

*R= Researcher *P = Participant
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1

Interactions
Total #
Questions / Response
Question
Statement / Response

Speech Function Interaction Structure Summary
Validating Participant 3
ORIENTATING NARRATING
NARRATING
KNOWN
UNKNOWN
54

93

69

97

R

P

R

P

R

P

R

P

34

3

34

1

27

3

37

4

1

2

1
6

4

4

1

3

Statement
Command / Compliance

REFLECTING

3

Environment / Statement
Video / Statement

2

1

1

1

37

3

18

4

1

7

10
32
4

*R= Researcher *P = Participant
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Appendix 17 Validating participant interaction structure data
Researcher-led and participant-led interactions were tabulated and visualised in a bar chart for
validating participants 1-3. Appendix 17 is discussed in: Section 5.2.2.

Researcher-led versus Participant-led interactions
Validating Iteration 1

16

29
50

48

47

55

Orientating
Researcher -led

26

21

Narrating familiar

Narrating unfamiliar

Reflecting

Participant-led

Researcher-led versus Participant-led interactions
Validating Iteration 2

6

5

85

56
51

29

41

Orientating
Researcher -led

Narrating familiar
Participant-led

22
Narrating unfamiliar
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Reflecting

Researcher-led versus Participant-led interactions
Validating Iteration 3

7
26
40

36

43
72

Orientating
Researcher -led

42

34

Narrating familiar

Narrating unfamiliar

Participant-led
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Reflecting

Appendix 18 Wollongong's identities
The following data tables represent Wollongong's identities revealed from validating particiants 1-3. Identities are tabulated to represent system
networks for each identity revealed from validating participants 1-3, and supports the Chapter Five discussion. The table is read from left to right, and
categorised firstly by the temporal element of each identity including past, present, and future. Then the table classifies each identity forming
behaviour and emotion by the interview it was revealed, the location it refers to, what caused it and in what manner, and by whom. Appendix 18 is
discussed in: Section 5.2.7; Section 5.3; Section 6.3.3; Section 6.3.5.3.

Poor in Resources
(appreciation)
MANNER

TENSE

INTERVIEW

LOCATION

CAUSE

(Transitivity)

(Triptych)

(Transitivity)

(Transitivity)

(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING
BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

PAST

orientating

Wollongong:
Wollongong
Hospital

Sent by doctor

VP1

tenacity

Wasn't the
staffs fault

Nurses

tenacity

(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT

ethical
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endorse
waited in the
waiting room
for 16hrs
[VP1:371:>qu.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
working really
hard
[VP1:376:>in.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
committed to
looking after the
patients
[VP1:377:>in.is]
(Ma)

EMOTION
(Affect)

to look like we
hadn’t waited
long

Nurses

ethical

concede
duping the
admission stats
[VP1:379:>in.in]
(Ma)

VP1

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

Hospital

Wollongong

Council

capacity

capacity

Residents

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong

Council

242

normal

unhappy

concede
never gotten over
that
[VP1:380:>in.is]
(Me)

unsatisfied

entertain
don't think we have
much quality
development
[VP1:93:<in.is] (Me)

unhappy

pronounce
bothers me
[VP1:384:<in.in]
(Me)
entertain
required resource to
reach out to investors
[VP1:345<in.is] (Me)

entertain
horrifically
understaffed
and under
resourced
[VP1:366:>in.is]
(Me)

pronounce
no consistent
plan for the city
[VP1:94:<in.is]
(Re)
pronounce
never seem to
get funding
[VP1:362:>qu.is]
(Ma)

desired

tourists
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desire

endorse
need to attract more
business down from
Sydney
[VP1:358:<in.is]
(Me)
Entertain
could have better
hotels and motels or
boutique kind of
places to attract
[VP1:139:<in.is]
(Me)

University City Identity

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
Wollongong

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)
The University

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
capacity

normal

Wollongong:
Wollongong

Residents

normal

Negative residents

tenacity

244

entertain
offers a lot of
employment
opportunities
[VP1:124:>in.is] (Ma)
entertain
run a lot of community
projects
[VP1:131:>qu.is] (Ma)
distance
see the university as a big
corporation
[VP1:133:>fo.sh] (Me)

entertain
are difficult
[VP1:134:>in.in] (Me)

EMOTION
(Affect)

unsatisfied

distance
think the university gets
priority
[VP1:133:>fo.sh] (Me)
and is almost a bully
[VP1:134:>fo.sh] (Me)

Regional Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

Because they are regional
stores

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
Wollongong
CBD
Wollongong:
Wollongong
CBD

Retailers classify Wollongong
as regional

Lack of range in stock

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong:
Wollongong
CBD

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

Compared to
Sydney

Compared to
past behaviour

If retailers classified
Wollongong as a city

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Retail shops

capacity

Retail shops

capacity

VP1

tenacity

VP1

normal

VP1

tenacity

EMOTION
(Affect)

concede
said we don't stock that
[VP1:425:<in.is] (Ve)
entertain
a lot of shops don't get
a full range of products
[VP1:420:>qu.is] (Ma)
entertain
try to shop
[VP1:424:<in.in] (Ma)
pronounce
don't shop there as
much
[VP1:422:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
kinda forced to go to
Sydney
[VP1:427:>in.is] (Ma)
desired
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pronounce
it would be great
[VP1:428:>in.is]
(Me)

City of Towns Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE

INTERVIEW

LOCATION

CAUSE

MANNER

PARTICPANT

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS

EMOTION

(Transitivity)

(Triptych)

(Transitivity)

(Transitivity)

(Transitivity)

(Transitivity)

(Judgement)

(Affect)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

bounded by
geography

like a conglomerate or
federation of towns

Towns

tenacity

246

monoglossic
administered by the local
government act
[VP2:68:<in.is] (Ma)

Connected Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

Everyone knows
each other

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
(Transitivity)

Wollongong

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Residents

normal

VP2

capacity

endorse
gossip
[VP2: 268:>in.in]
(Ve)
entertain
can swim
[VP2: 359:<in.is]
(Ma)

EMOTION
(Affect)

satisfied

concede
sort of a nice
balanced lifestyle
[VP2:364:<in.is]
(Me)

satisfied

entertain
a great advantage
[VP2:384] (Me)

satisfied

entertain
commuting is not an
issue
[VP2: 378:in.is] (Me)

desired

entertain
should maintain that
sense of
connectedness
[VP2:404:>in.is]
(Me)

entertain
can socialise
[VP2: 361:<in.is]
(Ma)
entertain
can coffee
[VP2: 363:<in.is]
(Ma)
Because of the
close proximity of
work and social
events

Compared to Sydney

Residents

capacity

capacity

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong

Council

247

concede
can socialize
[VP2: 364:<in.is]

pronounce
have time to do
other things
[VP2:379:<qu.is]
(Ma)

Like the Gold Coast Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
Wollongong
CBD

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)

developments

tenacity

endorse
high rises going up
[VP3:245:<in.is]
(Ex)

unsatisfied

monoglossic
need more
infrastructure
such as car
parks
[VP3:267:>in.is]
(Me)

tenacity

endorse
building new units
[VP3:250:>in.is]
(Ma)
endorse
trying to bring
tourism back
[VP3:254:>in.in]
(Ma)
endorse
trying to get it to
grow
[VP3:O:ten:pos:256]
(Ma)
pronounce
seeing if people will
come
[VP3:259:<in.is]
(Ma)

satisfied

entertain
on the right
path
[VP3:257:<in.is]
(Me)

desire

concede
needs
advertising
[VP3:258:>in.is]
(Me)

Wollongong:
Oxford Hotel
Wollongong:
Wollongong

FUTURE

orientating

Council

Wollongong:
Wollongong
CBD

tenacity

To get tourism

At the old
Dwyers site

Developers

248

capacity

endorse
going to put shops
underneath
[VP3:250:<in.is]
(Ma)

In the next 1520years

Rise in
apartments and
beautiful
beaches
To be like the
Gold Coast

VP3

So close to
home

VP3

desired

A water park so
close to home

Other than
Jamberoo

VP3

desired

249

capacity

endorse
got the potential
[VP3:242:<in.in]
(Re)
Entertain
would be nice
[VP3:264:<in.is]
(Me)
Entertain
It would be nice
[VP3:265:<in.is]
(Me)

Social Problems Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

narrating
unknown

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Wollongong:
Wollongong

Residents

normal

Wollongong:
Dapto

Centrelink

normal

Kids

propriety

Resident
perception

normal

Read in the
paper

MANNER
(Transitivity)

Similar to Berkeley

normal
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distance
dont deny there is lots
[VP2:277:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
high levels of unemployment
[VP2:278:>qu.is] (Re)
entertain
in some cases poverty
[VP2:279:<qu.is] (Re)
entertain
is one of the biggest shops in
town
[VP2: 259:>qu.is] (Re)
endorse
misbehaving
[VP2:224:<in.in] (Ma)
entertain
high levels of unemployment
[VP2: 262;131:>qu:is] (Re)
deny
certainly not poverty
[VP2: 132:>in.is] (Re)
concede
low income and restricted
lifestyle
[VP2: 133:>in.is]

EMOTION
(Affect)

Successful Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
Port Kembla

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth Street
Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth Street

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

For investors

Wedding shops
Cheaper rent

For businesses

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)
capacity

Residents

normal

VP1

capacity

Tonitos

tenacity

capacity

normal

Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth Street:
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Marble and
Granite

tenacity

Kembla
Kitchens

tenacity

concur
houses have gone up 915%
[VP3:85:>qu.is] (Ex)
distance
call it wedding street
[VP3:98:>fo.sh] (Ma)
entertain
see the potential here
[VP3:41>in.is] (Re)
endorse
have been there since
1970
[VP3:470:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
have nice coffee and
cake
[VP3:472:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
make them fresh
everyday
[VP3:494:qu.is] (Ma)
counter
got to go to his business
from the laneway
behind
[VP3:74:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
been in business since
2001
[VP3:45:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
business is flourishing
every year
[VP3:52:>in.is] (Re)

EMOTION
(Affect)

satisfied

entertain
a good thing
[VP3:99:>in.is] (Me)

satisfied

pronounce
are pretty good
[VP3:471:>in.is]
(Me)
pronounce
its crazy
[VP3:481:>fo.sh]
(Me)
pronounce
its beautiful
[VP3:481:>fo.sh]
(Me)
counter
it doesn't matter
[VP3:76:in.is] (Me)

satisfied

satisfied

satisfied

endorse
really good
[VP3:54:>in.is] (Me)

endorse
done our kitchens
[VP3:68:>in.is] (Ma)
Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth Street

Decorators
Knowing it was
run down

FUTURE

narrating
known

If you have the
quality
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Residents

normal

Kembla
Kitchens

tenacity

Marble and
Granite

capacity

Customers

normal

distance
call it wedding street
[VP3:160:<fo.sh] (Ma)
endorse
came from Sydney
[VP3:45:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
started in his backyard
[VP3:72:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
will come
[VP3:78:>in.is] (Ma)

satisfied

pronounce
done a really good
job
[VP3: 69:>in.is] (Me)

satisfied

distance
reckoned it had
potential
[VP3:47:>in.is] (Me)

Expensive Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)

PRESENT

reflecting

Wollongong:
CBD

Paid parking

Compared to
Shellharbour and
Miranda

Council

propriety

pronounce
trying to get as much
money as possible
[VP3:122:>in.is] (Ma)

unsatisfied

concede
shouldn't just
think about the
money
[VP3:124:>in.is]
(Me)

Council

normal

Council

tenacity

pronounce
push people away
[VP3:125:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
they have to increase rates
[VP3:128:<in.is] (Ma)
entertain
will bring people back
[VP3:137:<in.is] (Ma)

desired

pronounce
free parking
[VP3: 127;
120:>in.is] (Me)

In a bit of a hole
financially
FUTURE

reflecting

Wollongong:
CBD

capacity

253

Suburbia Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

no shops

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

For most

normal

Residents

Compared to
the city

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights:
Loch Carron Avenue

the
demographic
living here

VP1

normal

Residents

capacity

The Street

normal

Retirees

normal

capacity
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pronounce
this is life
[VP1:270:>fo.sh] (Re)
Affirm
kinda have to drive to shops
[VP1:269:>in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
know a lot of people that live
here
[VP1:21:>qu.is] (Me)
pronounce
can walk down the middle of
the street and not get run
over
[VP1:24:>in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
always crowded with cars
and boats and holiday
caravans
[VP:114:>qu.is] (Re)
monoglossic
always chokka
[VP1:19:>qu.is] (Me)
concede
very quiet
[VP1:20:>in.is] (Re)
pronounce
a lot of retirees that live here
[VP1:17:>qu.is] (Ma)
distance
very aware of whats going
on
[VP1:180:>in.is] (Re)

EMOTION
(Affect)

unsatisfied

concede
doesn't have
conveniences
[VP1:255:>in.is]
(Re)

satisfied

pronounce
i like that
[VP1:25:>in.is]
(Me)

secure

pronounce
have that security
[VP1:181:>in.in]
(Re)

unsatisfied

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights:
On weekends
Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights:
Since the 60's and 80's

Neighbours kids
come home

normal
Most Residents
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normal

affirm
lots of cars parked
[VP1:32:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
lived here for decades
[VP1:61:>qu.is] (Ma)

monoglossic
not the most
exciting
[VP1:64:<fo.so]
(Me)

Family Friendly Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
(Transitivity)

The blocks are a
good size
There's a lot of
yards
haven't been
robbed

Compared to
Unanderra

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

VP1

normal

Young couples

normal

EMOTION
(Affect)

pronounce
in-laws live around the
corner
[VP1:120:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
a lot renovating
[VP1:150:>qu.is] (Ma)
entertain
a lot of rejuvenation
[VP1:149:>qu.is] (Re)
satisfied

satisfied

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Dapto:
Shopping centre

Free parking

reflecting

Wollongong:
CBD:
Belmore Basin

Play area for kids
Foreshore
walkways

satisfied

For Families

256

satisfied

pronounce
really good for
families
[VP1:152:>in.is]
(Re)
pronounce
the place to live
[VP1:257:>fo.sh]
(Me)
entertain
pretty good
[VP3:107:>in.is]
(Me)
entertain
nice
[VP3:107:<in.is]
(Me)

Quiet Identity

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights:
Loch Carron
Avenue
Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point
Estate

narrating
unknown

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
(Transitivity)
Residents

Smells like
summer

VP1

257

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)
capacity

pronounce
can walk down the
middle of the street and
not get run over
[VP1:24:>in.is] (Ma)

EMOTION
(Affect)
satisfied

pronounce
i like that
[VP1:25:>in.is]
(Me)

satisfied

monoglossic
nice
[VP1:223:<in.in]
(Me)

Fancy Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

There were so many
commission houses

PRESENT

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Grandparents

Residents
normal

reflecting

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

Houses
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EMOTION
(Affect)
unsatisfied

distance
thought high class
perceptions were hilarious
[VP1:314]
distance
saw the area as really
cheap
[VP1:313:>in.is] (Me)
affirm
couldn't understand the big
deal
[VP1:311:>fo.sh] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
many windows
overlooking nothing
[VP1:138:>qu.is] (Re)
pronounce
nautical
[VP1:161:>fo.sh] (Re)
entertain
interesting houses
[VP1:162:>fo.sh] (Re)
concede
except for the graffiti
[VP1:225:>fo.so] (Re)

pronounce
some have water views
[VP1:228:<qu.is] (Re)
pronounce
cleaning windows
[VP1:137:<in.is] (Be)

Sacred Identity

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

Was an
indigenous site

reflecting

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

Was an
indigenous site

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

When building
the site

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Stockland
Developers

normal

Stockland
Developers

normal
propriety

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point: when
building the site:
before development

The land was
significant
PRESENT

Reflecting

Wollongong:
Bulli:
Sandern Point

Developers and
residents

propriety

VP1 mother

normal

VP1

normal

VP1
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pronounce
so many protests about
building on it
[VP1:340:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
had protesters
[VP1:162:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
did not endorse
indigenous people
[VP1:171:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
saw as vacant land
[VP1:187:<in.is] (Re)
distance
see an empty block for
development
[VP1:194:>in.is] (Re)
distance
said there was never
anything there
[VP1:189:>qu.is] (Ve)
counter
of course there was
never anything there
[VP1:191:<fo.sh] (Re)

EMOTION
(Affect)

unsatisfied

affirm
weird
[VP1:161:>fo.sh] (Me)

insecure

pronounce
cynical of who
developers are and
where they come from
[VP1:169:>fo.sh] (Me)

Wealthy Identity
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

Wollongong:
Southern suburbs:
Extending into
Shellharbour Local
Government Area
Wollongong:
Northern suburbs:
Coledale and Austinmer

Working class

reflecting

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Villages and
towns

Wollongong:
In the days it was a
Steeltown

Residents

normal

Residents

capacity
normal

normal

PRESENT

orientating

EMOTION
(Affect)

Wollongong
Local and
national media

260

Residents

normal

Residents

normal

Extremely
wealthy
residents

normal

endorse
were all Scottish coal miners
living there
[VP2:292:>qu.is] (Ma)
deny
not as much wealth
[VP2:14:<qu.is] (Re)
pronounce
had a very corporate social
structure
[VP2:16:>fo.sh] (Re)
pronounce
amassed wealth from
property development
services, delivery and
working exporters
[VP2:34:>in.is] (Ma)
concede
a lot are wealthy
[VP2:252:>qu.is] (Re)
Concede
always hear about high
levels of unemployment and
crime
[VP2:257:>qu.is] (Ve)
endorse
are here
[VP2:261:<qu.is] (Ex)

satisfied

endorse
have done
exceptionally well
[VP2:256:>in.is]
(Me)

To an almost
luxury standard

Extremely
wealthy
residents

capacity

Firms

capacity

Wollongong:
Southern suburbs:
Extending into
Shellharbour
Wollongong:
Northern suburbs:
Coledale and Austinmer

Residents

normal

Residents

normal

Wollongong

Residents

normal

Extremely
wealthy
residents
Residents

normal

Not unique to
Wollongong

normal
capacity

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Crown Street:
Outside Sugar Cube

MG
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endorse
live here
[VP2:262:>qu.is] (Be)
endorse
have capacity to buy and
develop properties
[VP2:305:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
pay their senior managers
very well
[VP2:303:>in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
some are very wealthy
[VP2:290:>qu.is] (Re)
pronounce
some are very wealthy
[VP:293:>qu.is] (Re)
endorse
paying 1-2million dollars for
houses
[VP2:274:>qu.is] (Ma)
concede
not everyone is wealthy
[VP2:254:<qu.is] (Re)
pronounce
gossip and talk and say
things about the wealthy
people
[VP2:268:>fo.sh] (Ma)
endorse
don't display their wealth
[VP2:260:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
have luxury cars
[VP2:344:>in.is] (Re)
endorse
can travel
[VP2:345:<in.is] (Ex)
satisfied

monoglossic
nice
[VP2:451:<in.is]

(Me)
reflecting

Wollongong

More wealthy
residents
moved to the
city

Residents
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normal

entertain
changed lifestyles
[VP2:57:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
type of cars being driven
[VP2:59:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
more investment
[VP2:60:<qu.is] (Re)
endorse
more disposable income
[VP2:61:<qu.is] (Re)

Unappreciated Identity

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientation

Wollongong:
Southern
Suburbs:
When at school

Lake Illawarra
was smelly

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity) (Transitivity)

Wollongong:
Lake Illawarra

Fresh water

PRESENT

orientation

Wollongong:
Southern
Suburbs
Wollongong:
Lake Illawarra

Continued
tradition

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

School kids

normal

Community groups

tenacity

The Lake

normal

Residents from
Northern suburbs

normal

endorse
continued the
tradition of
hating the
south
[VP1:254:>in.is]
(Ma)
concede
petitioned for it
to be cleaned
[VP1:208:<in.is]
(Ma)
endorse
used to have
commercial
fishermen
working on it
[VP1:197:<in.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
hating on the
south
[VP1:254:>in.is]
(Ma)

EMOTION
(Affect)

unsatisfied

concede
it did smell
[VP1:207:<in.is] (Me)

VP1

satisfied

Residents from
Northern suburbs

unsatisfied

entertain
amazing resource
[VP1: 201:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
one of my favourite
things
[VP1: 211:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
awesome
[VP1: 265:>in.in] (Me)
endorse
think the lake smells
[VP1:206:<in.is] (Me)
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endorse
think it is still blocked off
[VP1:206:<in.is] (Me)
Because of
other priorities

Council

Open to the sea

capacity

Wollongong

Wollongong

Wollongong:
Belmore Basin

Novotel North Beach

Beaches

Dapto

propriety

pronounce
almost ignore it
[VP1:202:<in.is]
(Be)
entertain
can go fishing
[VP1:192:<in.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
doesn't value or
appreciate the
natural
environment
[VP1:476:<in.is]
(Ma)

unsatisfied

For tourists

Wollongong

satisfied

For residents

Restaurants
Cafes
Bars

unsatisfied

VP1

satisfied

Because its
central

Council

narrating
unknown

normal

Compared to
the CBD

Dapto

264

propriety

endorse
no sense of being by the
water
[VP1:474:>in.is] (Me)

pronounce
architecture is pretty
outdated
[VP1:475:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
has a lot of good places
[VP1:141:>qu.is] (Me)
entertain
really lacking
[VP1:142:>in.is] (Me)
endorse
not up to Sydney
standard
[VP1:143:>fo.sh] (Re)
entertain
really nice
[VP1:214:>in.is] (Me)

concede
promote it more
[VP1:267:<qu.is]
(Ma)
satisfied

concede
is probably a lot cleaner
[VP2:280:>qu.is] (Re)

Footpaths

unsatisfied

Layout

unsatisfied

Retail outlets

satisfied

normal

capacity

concede
not too many
empty shops
[VP2:347:>qu.is]
(Re)
endorse
quite a few
restaurants and
cafes
[VP2:301:>qu.is]
(Re)
endorse
quite a few
services
[VP2:302:>qu.is]
(Re)

New shopping centre

Close to
Wollongong

Residents

265

satisfied

satisfied

capacity

endorse
can get on to the
highway
[VP2:304:<in.is]
(Ma)

monoglossic
quite clean
[VP2:281:>in.is] (Re)
pronounce
a bit rough in some
places
[VP2:282:<in.is] (Re)
concede
quite clean
[VP2:282:131:>in.is] (Re)
endorse
good
[VP2:300:<in.is] (Me)
concede
modern
[VP2:130:<in.in] (Re)
endorse
a good sign
[VP2:349:<in.is] (Me)

concede
impression of optimism
and growth
[VP2:113:>fo.sh] (Me)

Close to the
beach

Unlike Northern
suburbs

Large and
modern
reflecting

Local Media

normal

endorse
can get up to the
escarpment
[VP2:305:<in.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
rarely mention
Dapto, Berkeley
and Unanderra
in property
pages
[VP2:326:>qu.is]
(Ma)
entertain
produce more
about stories of
crime
[VP2:330:<qu.is]
(Be)

New shopping centre

Wollongong:
Port Kembla

satisfied
capacity

community

tenacity

normal

Local shops

266

normal

entertain
lacking
investment
[VP1:49:<in.is]
(Re)
pronounce
tried to revive
[VP1:50:<in.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
lots of
community
events
[VP1:51:>qu.is]
(Ma)
Concede
huge amount of
shops gone bust
[VP1:52:>qu.is]
(Ma)

concede
looks quite good
[VP2:99:>in.is] (Me)

Dapto

Compared to
the CBD

Wollongong

happy

Investors

tenacity

Restaurants
Cafes
Bars

normal

Humber

tenacity

capacity

Other than
residential

endorse
try to bring life
back into the
city
[VP1:34:<in.is]
(Be)
endorse
more opening
up now
[VP1:22:<qu.is]
(Ma)
endorse
tried to open
[VP1:27:<in.is]
(Be)
endorse
cant get a liquor
license
[VP1:28:<in.is]
(Ma)

Development
Residents

normal

Represent all
bad things in
the city

Businesses

normal

Residents

capacity
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unsatisfied

entertain
virtually non-existent
[VP1:23:>qu.is] (Re)

unhappy

pronounce
feel sorry for investors
[VP1:33:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
horrible area
[VP1:280:>in.in] (Me)

pronounce
huge problems
with violence
[VP1:32:>qu.is]

VP1
Wollongong:
Crown Street

unsatisfied

concede
pleasing to see how nice
it was
[VP2:532:>in.is] (Me)
counter
have ludicrous road
blocks
[VP1:35:>in.is] (Me)

pronounce
so many are
closed
[VP1:279:>qu.is]
(Ma)
pronounce
cant escape it
[VP1:283:<in.is]

unsatisfied

(Ma)
Visitors

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong

Wollongong:
Lake Illawarra

normal

pronounce
see it
[VP1:284:<in.is]
(Be)

Novotel North
Wollongong

To attract
events

desired

Residents

capacity

Council

capacity

entertain
a lot of ways we
could develop
[VP1:144:>qu.is]
(Ma)
Entertain
a lot more
could be done
[VP1:199:>qu.is]
(Ma)

desired

desired
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concede
needs to change
[VP1:472:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
could have better hotels,
motels or boutiques
[VP1:139:<in.is] (Re)

pronounce
need to attract people
[VP1:266:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
Lake could be
appreciated
[VP1:264:<in.is] (Me)

Working Class Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

Wollongong:
Southern suburbs
extending into
Shellharbour
Wollongong:
Post World War II

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

narrating
unknown

PRESENT

reflecting

Wollongong

orientating

Wollongong

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Low skilled
migrants from
Europe

normal

Dapto

normal

Residents and
non-residents

normal

EMOTION
(Affect)

monoglossic
required to work in the
steel works and mines
[VP2:318:>in.is] (Ma)
endorse
was always a working
class area
[VP2:14:>qu.is] (Re)

Always has
been

As a resident

Jealousy
And suspicion

entertain
still perceived
[VP2:245:<qu.is] (Be)

satisfied

Council

unsatisfied

Council

unsatisfied

Anyone who
sticks their head
up and seems to
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normal

concede
gets shot down
[VP2:469:<in.is] (Ma)

entertain
thankfully its gone to
some extent
[VP2:245:<qu.is]
(Me)
endorse
no visionary people
[VP2:441:>qu.is]
(Re)
entertain
lack vision and
ability to get things
done
[VP2:430:<in.is]
(Me)
entertain
is frustrating
[VP2:412:>in.in]
(Me)

be achieving
Wollongong
people

If people are
achieving

Wollongong
people

unsatisfied

normal

affirm
stigma attached to
developers and their
relationship with council
[VP2:488:>fo.sh] (Re)

unsatisfied

insecure

Investors are
prepared to take
risks and invest

Residents

propriety

entertain
should be thankful
[VP2:480:>fo.sh] (Be)

Because of factions
and vocal residents

Council

normal

concede
ideas fall over
[VP2:416<in.is] (Ex)
pronounce
finds it very hard to get
things done
[VP2:425:>in.is] (Ma)
concede
can always get the
money
[VP2:422:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
a bit rough
[VP2:15:<in.is] (Re)
pronounce
lots of take away shops
[VP2:350:>qu.is] (Ex)

tenacity

It’s not due to lack
of money
narrating
unknown

capacity

Wollongong:
Dapto

normal
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satisfied

endorse
don’t like to see too
much success
[VP2:471:<in.is]
(Me)
endorse
don’t like developers
[VP2:480:<in.is]
(Me)
endorse
think people are
capitalists or
developers
[VP2:479:>fo.sh]
(Me)
concede
developers are
important
[VP2:482:<in.in]
(Me)

Working class
people
Residents

normal

veracity

reflecting

Wollongong

Residents living
outside of Dapto

normal

Wollongong

Residents

capacity

Compared to
other places
Local media

Perception
versus reality
issue

capacity

Residents

Local media

Difference between
disadvantaged and
rich

endorse
a lot of pensioners
[VP2:62:>in.is] (Re)
endorse
on government
assistance
[VP2:63:<in.is] (Ma)
entertain
might not be true
[VP2:64:<in.is] (Me)
distance
perceive it to be working
class
[VP2:60:<in.is] ) (Be)
distance
shop in Shellharbour
[VP2:52:<in.is] (Ma)
entertain
lacks confidence in its
capabilities and its
potential as a city
[VP2:455:>fo.sh] (Be)
concede
hasn’t reached its
potential
[VP2:433:>fo.sh] (Re)

Between
residents

proprietary

normal
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pronounce
presenting a one-sided
view of Wollongong
[VP1:72:>in.is] (Be)
pronounce
there's always been a
class battle
[VP1:263:>fo.sh] (Ex)

satisfied

endorse
like takeaway
[VP2:352:<in.is]
(Me)

unhappy

entertain
concerned for the
future
[VP2:429:<in.in]
(Me)

unsatisfied

entertain
don't think working
class is reality
[VP1:88:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
need to be held
accountable
[VP1:73:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
worse in working
class areas
[VP1:273:<in.is]

unsatisfied

unsatisfied

(Me)

In the news

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong

reflecting

Wollongong

Prepared to take
risks and invest

Affluent people

Propriety

Everyone

normal

Those who don’t
work

normal

Local Media

normal

Residents

normal

endorse
look down on poor
people
[VP1:263:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
looks down on those who
don't work
[VP1:276:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
known as the junkies
[VP1:277:>fo.sh] (Re)
endorse
writing about high levels
of unemployment
[VP1:75:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
writing about poverty
[VP1:77:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
writing about
redundancies
[VP1:78:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
aligned to being
Working class
[VP1:82:>fo.so] (Re)
monoglossic
always hear about the
bad stories
[VP1:81:>qu.is] (Ve)

Investors

desired

Leaders

desired
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entertain
hopefully they get
the reward they
deserve
[VP2:493:<in.is]
(Me)
entertain
need to take
perceptions a little
more seriously

[VP1:84:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
need to correct the
image of working
class city
[VP1:87:<in.is] (Me)
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Vibrant Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PAST

reflecting

PRESENT

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)

Wollongong:
Wollongong CBD

Old
Macedonians

normal

satisfied

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Wollongong CBD

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Dapto

Mr Mathews and
The Flower
Seller
Residents

tenacity

Demographic

normal

Those who live close
by

Dapto

capacity

Considering its a
Monday

Dapto Mall

capacity

Compared to
Wollongong CBD

Retail outlets
Seafood store

Compared to
Wollongong CBD

Dapto

reflecting

Wollongong:
Dapto

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)
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endorse
playing chess
[VP2:419:<in.is] (Be)

satisfied

capacity

concede
are starting to do
houses up
[VP2:244:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
expanding into
commercial areas
[VP2:247:>qu.is] (Ma)
entertain
is changing
[VP2:315:<in.is] (Ma)
concede
has a fair bit on offer
[VP2:296:>qu.is] (Re)

pronounce
a feature of the city
[VP2:421:>in.in] (Re)
entertain
colourful characters
[VP2:412:>fo.sh] (Me)

satisfied

affirm
its good
[VP2:302:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
It looks and feels new
[VP2:143:>in.is] (Me)

satisfied

pronounce
is better
[VP2:153:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
is better serviced
[VP2:147:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
a good sign
[VP2:138:<in.is] (Me)

entertain
is reasonably busy
[VP2:161:>qu.is] (Re)

concede
has a lot less empty
shops
[VP2:136:>qu.is] (Re)

satisfied

happy

Wollongong: CBD

FUTURE

orientating

Wollongong

People

To become more
vibrant
Entertainment linked
with beach

275

normal

entertain
unique
[VP2:412:>fo.sh] (Re)

satisfied

desired
Wollongong CBD

desired

monoglossic
very clean
[VP2:147:>in.is] (Me)
deny
pleasing to see what was
happening
[VP2:148:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
nice to have them
around the city
[VP2:429:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
needs more activity
[VP2:509:>in.is] (Me)
endorse
like Dubai
[VP2:511:>fo.sh] (Me)

Multicultural Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PAST

reflecting

Wollongong

Steel industry

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

Other than a few idiots
on Australia Day

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Port Kembla :
Wentworth Street

Since the 70's

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Residents

normal

normal

Old Macedonian
Deli owners

normal

endorse
came from all over the
world
[VP2:38:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
everyone seems to get
along
[VP3:334:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
treat you like children
[VP2:359:>fo.sh] (Be)

EMOTION
(Affect)

satisfied

entertain
pretty good
[VP3:333:>in.is] (Me)

satisfied

monoglossic
beautiful people
[VP3:360:>in.in]
(Me)
endorse
really nice people
[VP3:362:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
has benefitted
[VP2:37:<in.in] (Me)
endorse
a nice feature
[VP2:50:<in.is] (Me)

satisfied
reflecting

Wollongong

European
migrants

The city

276

satisfied

Not Family Friendly Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
CBD

Limited parking

Compared to
Sydney

Parking

Paid parking

reflecting

FUTURE

narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
CBD:
In the Mall:
for years
Wollongong:
CBD:
The Mall:
On a Saturday
night
Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth
Street
Wollongong:
CBD

Wollongong:
Port Kembla:

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)
satisfied

Residents

normal

council

propriety

Little thugs

propriety

Friends
Relatives
Work
Colleagues

normal

pronounce
whole street have to pay
[VP3:15:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
have to do something
about it soon
[VP3:175:>qu.is] (Ma)
entertain
hanging in the mall
[VP3:147:<in.is] (Be)

unsatisfied

satisfied

pronounce
big issues
[VP3:133:>in.is] (Me)

pronounce
wouldn't bring kids
somewhere like that
[VP3:255:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
will come here for
dinner
[VP3:96:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
will come here for good
night out
[VP3:95:<in.is] (Me)
deny
wont come shopping
[VP3:98:<in.is] (Me)
distance
won't bringing kids up

distance
won't take their families
through there
[VP3:148:<in.is] (Ma)

Prostitutes on
corners

VP3

desired

Limited parking

VP3

desired

Prostitutes on
corners

VP3 Wife

desired
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affirm
not that bad
[VP3:4:>fo.sh] (Me)
affirm
big problem
[VP3:174:>in.is] (Me)

Wentworth
Street
reflecting

Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth
Street

here
[VP3:272:<in.is] (Me)
Pubs
Prostitutes
Drug Addicts

VP3

278

desired

affirm
wouldn't bring my kids
there
[VP3:370:<in.is] (Me)

Beautiful Identity

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong:
North Beach and
South Beach
Wollongong

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights
Wollongong: Port
Kembla
narrating
known

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

(appreciation)
MANNER
PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

VP3
Beaches
Foreshore
Restaurants
Play areas for
kids

Families

happy
capacity

endorse
can get a bite to eat
[VP3:180:<in.is] (Be)

satisfied

endorse
can relax on the
grass
[VP3:181: <in.is]
(Be)
VP1

satisfied

Because of the
beaches

satisfied

Mountain views

capacity

Bushtracks

capacity

Trees

EMOTION
(Affect)

When walking
along there

VP1
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capacity

concede
can walk around
here
[VP1:39: <qu.is] (Be)
monoglossic
can walk right up to
the mount Kembla
lookout
[VP1:84: <qu.is] (Be)
monoglossic
can walk along fire
tracks
[VP1:87: <qu.is] (Be)
monoglossic
get the outlook
[VP1:107:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
can see the
mountains

satisfied

happy

pronounce
best years of my life
[VP3:183:>fo.sh] (Me)
pronounce
good
[VP3:188;189:<in.in]
(Me)
endorse
really nice
[VP1:214;265:>in.is]
(Me)
entertain
love it
[VP1:166:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
A city of gold
[VP3:336:>fo.sh] (Me)
concede
nice local walk
[VP1:77:<in.is] (Me)

pronounce
always feel really happy
[VP1:132:>qu.is] (Me)

[VP1:137<in.is] (Be)
endorse
can see right down
to the lake
[VP1:224<in.is ] (Be)

Forgetting the
hinterland
narrating
unknown

reflecting

Wollongong:
Bulli :
Sandern Point

When thinking of
Wollongong

satisfied

endorse
one of the nice things in
Wollongong
[VP1:137:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
love walking here
[VP1:225:>in.is] (Me)

Bulli beach

satisfied

Bulli Residents

happy

monoglossic
nice
[VP1:258:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
beautiful and clear
water
[VP1:277:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
wealthy jerks enjoying it
[VP1:263:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
so lucky
[VP1:277:>in.is] (Me)

VP1

tenacity

Most residents

normal

VP3

normal

pronounce
try to appreciate
where we live and
the area
[VP1:74 :<in.is] (Be)
distance
think of Wollongong
as just the CBD
[VP1:70:<in.is] (Be)

affirm
firstly think about
beautiful beaches
[VP3: 167:>qu.is]
(Be)
deny
dont associate CBD
with Wollongong
[VP3:171:<in.is] (Be)
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Changing Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PAST

Orientating

Wollongong:
Southern suburbs
extending into
Shellharbour
Wollongong:
Northern suburbs:
Coledale and
Austinmer
Wollongong:
Post WWII

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights:
Top shops

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

normal

normal

Woolworths
moved into
Unanderra

Council

tenacity

Baker
Newsagency

normal

Over the years

narrating
unknown

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Wollongong:
Dapto

Was a main
thoroughfare

Wollongong:
Bulli:
When grandparents
lived there

All fields

From point road

tenacity

Residents and
tourists

normal

Residents

capacity
normal

Tide was out

Along the beach

Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth Street:
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VP1 mother

capacity

Wentworth
Street

normal

endorse
were working class
villages
[VP2:230:>fo.sh] (Re)
pronounce
Scottish Coal miners
living there
[VP2:242:<in.is] (Ma)
concede
push to get unskilled
labour
[VP2:316:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
closed down
[VP1:52:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
number of shops have
dwindled
[VP1:253:<in.in] (Ma)
concede
used to drive through
[VP2:90:>in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
could get to the beach
[VP1:14:<qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
all commission
[VP1:121:>qu.is] (Re)
distance
could walk to
Wollongong
[VP1:225:<qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
used to be really
popular

EMOTION
(Affect)

reflecting

60's and 70's
Wollongong: CBD

Wollongong: Port
Kembla: Wentworth
street
PRESENT

orientating

A post office
ANZ bank
Commonwealth
Bank

Wollongong

New residents
demanding
different lifestyles

Wollongong: Port
Kembla: in the last 45 years

normal

Shoppers

normal

Wollongong

normal

Culture

normal

Residents

normal

Beaches

capacity

Cheap rent
Quiet
Wollongong: CBD

Residents

Rather than the same
Italian or Lebanese
or hamburgers

Businesses

tenacity

New Businesses

normal

tenacity

282

[VP3:91:>in.is] (Re)
pronounce
get dressed up to
meet friends for
coffee
[VP2:268:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
used to come here
[VP3:386:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
more service
industries
[VP2:232:<in.is] (Re)
entertain
not as stratified
[VP2:234:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
coffee culture
[VP2:336:>fo.sh] (Re)
endorse
cafe culture
[VP2:337:>fo.sh] (Re)
endorse
lifestyles have
changed
[VP2:342:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
house prices have
gone up 9-15%
[VP3:85:>qu.is] (Re)
entertain
moving from the CBD
[VP3:101:<in.is] (Ma)
affirm
new places opening
up
[VP3:281:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
bring a different taste
to Wollongong
[VP3:286:<in.is] (Ma)

satisfied

entertain
thankfully
[VP2:245:>in.in](Me)

satisfied

entertain
a good thing
[VP3:99:<in.is] (Me)

Wollongong:
Southern suburbs:
extending into
Shellharbour
Wollongong:
Northern suburbs:
Coledale and
Austinmer

Commuters to
Sydney

Residents

normal

Residents

normal

Firms paying
senior manager
well

normal

The university

narrating
known

Residents

capacity

New residents

normal

Wollongong: CBD

capacity

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights: Top shops

Quik-E-Mart

tenacity
capacity

283

endorse
trying to modernise
[VP3: 289:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
very wealthy people
living there
[VP2:290:>in.is] (Ex)
pronounce
very wealthy people
living there
[VP2:293:>in.is] (Ex)
endorse
paying 1-2millions for
houses
[VP2:274:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
demographic shift in
terms of income
[VP2:313:>in.is] (Re)
concede
more moving into the
city
[VP2:314:<qu.is] (Ma)
concede
more professional
people
[VP2:321:<qu.is] (Re)
concede
bringing their skills
and lifestyle and
expectations
[VP2:323:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
a lot of potential
[VP2:76:>qu.is] (Re)
endorse
doing it tough
[VP1:214:>in.is] (Re)
concede
can’t find a buyer
[VP1:229:<in.is] (Ma)

satisfied

endorse
a curse
[VP2:299:>in.in]
(Me)

unhappy

monoglossic
a bit sad
[VP1:56]

Wollongong:
Farmborough Heights

narrating
unknown

Residents

tenacity

tenacity

endorse
heaps of place being
done up
[VP1:317:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
closed down
[VP3:88;515:<in.is]
(Ma)

Wollongong:
Port Kembla

Prostitutes
Drugs
Pubs

Businesses

Wollongong: CBD:
New Mall
Development

People are set in
their ways now

Residents

unsatisfied

Wollongong: Bulli:
Sandern Point

Lack personality
Same colours

Compared to
grandparents’ house

New houses

unsatisfied

Less modern

Compared to
grandparents’ house

Wollongong: Dapto

satisfied
Residents

tenacity

Businesses

normal

capacity

Established
Wollongong
businesses in
the CBD

284

tenacity

pronounce
starting to do up old
houses
[VP2:241:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
expansion of
commercial activities
off the main street
[VP2:248:>qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
more employment
opportunities
[VP2:250:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
opened branches
[VP2:269:<in.is] (Ma)

satisfied

entertain
not enough to bring
Wollongong back
[VP3:76:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
very modern
[VP1:32>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
kind of whatever
[VP1:35:<fo.so] (Me)
monoglossic
so ugly
[VP1:176:>in.is]
(Me)
pronounce
nice
[VP1:36:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
a good thing
[VP2:249:<in.is]
(Me)

The new highway

Wollongong: CBD:
New Mall
Development

Non-Dapto
Residents

normal

Footpath is closed

capacity

All blocked

capacity

Big buildings

normal

tenacity

concede
wouldn't come
through
[VP2:94:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
have to go back
[VP3:114:<in.is] (Be)
entertain
walk around and
down
[VP3:116:<in.is] (Be)
entertain
walk through
somehow
[VP3:52:<in.is] (Be)
pronounce
never seen this sort of
construction
[VP3:120:>qu.is] (Be)
monoglossic
everything is being
demolished
[VP3:60:>qu.is] (Ma)
monoglossic
fixing it up
[VP3:61:<in.is] (Ma)

Patterns on the
concrete

reflecting

Wollongong:
CBD:
New Mall

Development

285

capacity

entertain
won't bring
Wollongong back to
life
[VP3:83:<in.is] (Re)

satisfied

pronounce
looking good
[VP3:111:<in.is]
(Me)

happy

monoglossic
wow its crazy
[VP3:50;57:>in.is]
(Me)

satisfied

monoglossic
very fancy
[VP3:62:>in.is] (Me)
affirm
looks good
[VP3:68:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
modern
[VP3:68:>in.in] (Me)
deny
not impressed
[VP3:82:<in.is] (Me)

satisfied

FUTURE

reflecting

Wollongong:
Port Kembla

Port Kembla

capacity

Wollongong

Residents

normal

Wollongong: CBD:
New Mall
Development

People are set in
their ways now

affirm
smaller post office
[VP3:382:<qu.is] (Re)
concede
no banks
[VP3:384:>qu.is] (Ma)
monoglossic
changing social
structure
[VP2:126:<in.is] (Re)
monoglossic
changing wealth
[VP2:127:<in.is] (Re)

Residents

Development

286

desired

capacity

entertain
won't bring
Wollongong back to
life
[VP3:83:<in.is] (Re)

concede
will go to Miranda,
Dapto and
Shellharbour
[VP3:85:<in.is] (Me)

Run Down Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

Wollongong:
CBD:
Hospital and
Free Bus route

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

EMOTION
(Affect)

Catching the
bus

VP1

normal

insecure

endorse
made me feel unsafe
[VP1:213:<in.is] (Me)

desired

endorse
hoped bus didn’t stop
[VP1:202:<in.in] (Me)
endorse
not good to feel that way
[VP1:226:<in.is] (Me)

normal

Wollongong:
Piccadilly Motel

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Piccadilly and
Crown Street
Wollongong:
Port Kembla:
Wentworth
Street:
1960’s and
1970’s
Wollongong:
Unanderra:
Lower
Farmborough
Road
Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights:
When moved
into the area
Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights:
One night

Junkies caused a
fire

Firefighters

tenacity

Council

tenacity

Wentworth
street

normal

VP1

normal

endorse
saw junkies arguing and
fighting
[VP1:204;319:>in.is] (Be)

pronounce
avoided making eye
contact
[VP1:220:<in.is] (Be)
pronounce
shut it down
[VP1:299:<in.is] (Ma)
entertain
attempts to change it
[VP1:302:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
used to be really popular
[VP3:91:>in.is] (Re)

concede
robbed a lot
[VP1:167:>qu.is] (Ma)

VP1

While jogging

VP1

287

tenacity

unsatisfied

endorse
a guy starting following
[VP1:286:<in.is] (Ma)

insecure

affirm
worried about being
robbed
[VP1:168:<in.in] (Me)

insecure

monoglossic
was really weird
[VP1:287:>in.is] (Me)

monoglossic
uncomfortable
[VP1:290:<in.in] (Me)
monoglossic
was really creepy
[VP1:291:>in.is] (Me)

reflecting
PRESENT

orientating

Port Kembla:
Wentworth
Street: 2013

Capri restaurant

Port Kembla:
Wentworth
Street: 1990’s
Wollongong:
Piccadilly and
Crown Street
Wollongong

Parts and gun
shop
As a business
owner

normal

normal
normal

Wollongong:
The Harp when
a guy got
stabbed

propriety

normal

Wollongong:
CBD:
Piccadilly and
Crown street:

Since I saw a
guy get stabbed

Lying on the
floor in a pool of
blood

VP1

normal

Because of
junkies

Catching the
bus

VP1

normal

288

endorse
used to be a beautiful
restaurant there
[VP3:31:>qu.is] (Ex)

endorse
Saw druggies everyday
[VP2:451:>qu.in] (Be)
endorse
high levels of
unemployment
[VP2:279:>qi.is] (Re)
endorse
poverty
[VP2:28:>in.is] (Re)
entertain
No one stopped to say hey
that’s really kinda wrong
[VP1:346:>qu.is] (Ma)

pronounce
It wasn’t in the news
[VP1:336:<in.is] (Ma)
concede
Haven’t gone out to any
Wollongong night clubs in
a long time [VP1:
309:>qu.is] (Ma)
monoglossic
everyday saw junkies
[VP1:274:>qu.is] (Be)

satisfied

endorse
was really good
[VP3:90:>in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
that was so bad
[VP1: 322:>in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
a bit off-putting
[VP1: 312:<in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
really weird
[VP1: 341:>in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
genuinely don’t like
[VP1: 271:>in.is] (Me)

Everyday

insecure

Little thugs

propriety

Junkies

normal

Businesses

normal

In the middle of
the city

tenacity

Its what visitors

289

endorse
hanging in the mall
[VP3:147:>in.in] (Be)
endorse
hang around
[VP1: 278:>in.in] (Ma)
endorse
asking for money
[VP1:322:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
discussing where to get the
next hit
[VP1: 239:<in.is] (Be)
endorse
fight students
[VP1: 241:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
say inappropriate things to
international students
[VP1: 242:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
closed down
[VP1: 279:<in.is] (Ma)
pronounce
can’t escape it
[VP1:283:<in.is] (Ma)

pronounce
passionately hate that
area
[VP1: 331:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
least favourite area
[VP1:339:>in.is] (Me)
concede
really uncomfortable
[VP1:291:>in.is] (Me)
endorse
didn’t feel safe
[VP1: 249:<in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
horrible area
[VP1: 279:<in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

pronounce
embarrassing
[VP1: 292:>in.in] (Be)

see
People are
entrenched in
those places

insecure
unsatisfied

Wollongong:
CBD:
North
Wollongong
Novotel

narrating
known

Wollongong:
Farmborough
Heights: Lower
Farmborough
Road
Wollongong:
CBD:
Piccadilly and
Crown street:
After 10pm
Wollongong:
CBD:
Upper Crown
Street

no balconies
looking over the
water

Housing
commission
area

Because of the
types of people

Compared with
major cities

unsatisfied

If I’m walking
down the hill

Unless you had
a reason

normal

pronounce
don’t go by myself
[VP1: 278:<in.is] (Be)

Residents

capacity

290

endorse
no sort of socialisation
activities
[VP2:50:>qu.is] (Re)
distance
a lot steer clear
[VP2: 67:>qu.is] (Ma)

unsatisfied

monoglossic
not safe to walk
[VP1:313:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
getting progressively
worse
[VP1: 297:>in.is] (Me)
concede
not in the same league
[VP1: 456:>fo.sh] (Me)
counter
environment is not
capitalised on
[VP1: 461:<in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
it a ghetto
[VP1:427:>fo.sh] (Me)

insecure

pronounce
perceived risk
[VP2: 167:<in.is] (Me)

insecure

distance
feel a bit threatened
[VP2:48:<in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

monoglossic
avoid
[VP2: 38;184:>in.in]
(Re)

Junkies

normal

propriety
normal

entertain
hanging around
[VP2: 246:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
congregate in certain
areas
[VP2:457:>in.in] (Ma)
endorse
very loud
[VP2: 463:>in.in] (Re)
monoglossic
empty shops
[VP2: 101:<in.is] (Re)

insecure

pronounce
uncomfortable
[VP2: 480]

unsatisfied

monoglossic
footpaths are terrible
[VP2: 103:>in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
empty block thats
overgrown
[VP2: 106:<in.is] (Re)

unsatisfied

tenacity
People

propriety

pronounce
not much activity at all
[VP2: 100:>qu.is] (Re)
monoglossic
spitting all over the
windows
[VP2: 145:>in.is] (Ma)

Being the 3rd
largest city in
NSW

Farmborough
Heights:
Lower
Farmborough
Road

VP1

tenacity

normal

291

concede
housing changes really
overtly
[VP1: 301;469:>in.is] (Re)
pronounce
I don’t usually walk much
further
[VP1: 472:>qu.is] (Be)

unsatisfied

pronounce
pretty filthy
[VP2: 144:>in.is] (Me)

unsatisfied

entertain
not ideal
[VP2: 226:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
bad first impression
[VP2: 331:<in.is] (Me)
concede
feel like a bitch saying
this
[VP1:307:>fo.sh] (Me)
concede
feel very suburban
saying this
[VP1: 311:>fo.sh] (Me)
pronounce
it becomes depressing
[VP1: 473:>in.is] (Me)

unhappy

Resident

The yards

normal

Residents

normal

Fibro houses
No soft
furnishings
No insulations
Nothing

normal

Farmborough
Heights:
that house
Farmborough
Heights:
Bristol Parade
Park

Farmborough
Heights:
Kotara Crescent

propriety

endorse
yelled out of car
[VP1: 373:>fo.sh] (Be)
endorse
wolf whistle and carryon
[VP1:409:>fo.sh] (Ma)
endorse
the grass gets over grown
and yard less maintained
[VP1: 393:>in.is] (Ex)
endorse
garbage hanging out there
[VP1: 455:>in.is] (Ex)
endorse
pick through garbage on
the street
[VP1:456:<in.is] (Ma)
monoglossic
there is a shift in
demographic
[VP1:203:<in.is] (Re)
endorse
a kid lying out the front
[VP1: 481:>qu.is] (Ma)

Houses

satisfied

pronounce
it was such a good case
in point
[VP1:378:>in.is] (Me)

dissatisfied

entertain
kinda strange
[VP1: 204:<in.is] (Me)

dissatisfied

endorse
decrepit and horrible
[VP1: 487:>in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
nice VB case
[VP1: 459:<fo.so] (Me)

dissatisfied

Everybody
knows

Kotara street
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normal

endorse
has a number of police
incidents
[VP1: 433:<qu.is] (Ma)
endorse
always see police in there
[VP1: 441:>qu.is] (Be)

dissatisfied

pronounce
not nice
[VP1:465:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
shit street
[VP1: 430;432:>in.is]
(Me)

reflecting

Wollongong:
Corrimal

Residents

Wollongong:
Dapto

To see antisocial behaviour
when on the
walk-along

Wollongong:
Port Kembla :
Wentworth
Street
Wollongong:
Crown Street:
The Mall

propriety

VP2

Parts Shop

normal

normal

junkies
Drug addiction
and instability
orientating

normal
propriety

Like Melbourne
and Brisbane
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unhappy

concede
wouldn’t have been
surprised
[VP2: 527:<in.is] (Me)

insecure

distance
not safe
[VP3:134:<in.is] (Me)

insecure

monoglossic
scary
[VP2: 500:>in.in] (Me)

desired

entertain
like to see the city more
unified
[VP1: 437:>in.is] (Me)
entertain
a consistent brand

endorse
all gone
[VP3:91:>qu.is] (Ma)

Little thugs
propriety

FUTURE

endorse
unmarked commodores go
down there
[VP1: 442:<qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
see anti-social behaviour
[VP2: 521:>in.is] (Be)

endorse
yell and scream and
carryon
[VP2: 464:>in.is] (Be)
endorse
the way they dress
[VP2: 455:>fo.so] (Be)
concede
they were standing in
quite prominent places
[VP2: 466:>qu.is] (Be)
Pronounce
Hang around
[VP2: 454:<in.is] (Be)
pronounce
can just change mood
quickly
[VP2: 499:>in.is] (Ma)

image
[VP1: 440:<in.is] (Me)

Narrating
known

Wollongong:
Crown Street
Wollongong:
CBD:
Piccadilly and
Crown street:
After 10pm
Wollongong:
CBD:
Upper Crown
Street

Infrastructure
of rail and bus
networks

Because of the
types of people

desired

Unless you had
a reason

Piccadilly and
Crown street

desired

Residents

desired
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entertain
conform to a code
[VP1: 444:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
restaurants in malls
[VP1: 445:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
want it to be vibrant
[VP1: 446:>in.in] (Me)
entertain
open late
[VP1: 447:<qu.is] (Me)
entertain
accessible parking
[VP1: 448:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
a good hotel near the
beach
[VP1: 450:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
should be able to catch
transport and not feel
threatened
[VP1: 227:<in.is] (Me)
pronounce
should be utilised more
[VP2: 78:>qu.is] (Me)
entertain
wouldn’t want to go
there
[VP2: 180:<in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
wouldn’t be an area to
frequent
[VP2: 34:<in.is] (Me)

Industrial Identity
(appreciation)

TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

PAST

orientating

Wollongong

Attempting to
change the
narrative

MANNER
(Transitivity)

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)
VP2
Place mangers

reflecting

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

unsatisfied
propriety

Wollongong:
When industry
started to change
in the 1980’s

Residents

Wollongong: In
the Steeltown
days

Residents

normal

Workers

normal

VP1

tenacity

Wollongong: At
the Coke Works

To filter all the
pollution
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EMOTION
(Affect)

acknowledge
attempted to change the
steelworks narrative
[VP2:175:<in.is] (Ma)
acknowledge
just mentioned the
university and service
industry
[VP2:172:<in.is] (Ma)

pronounce
corporate and stratified
[VP2:14:>fo.sh] (Re)
entertain
worked at the steelworks
or in mines
[VP2:105:>qu.is] (Ma)
pronounce
asked to grow a beard
[VP1:99:<in.is] (Ma)
endorse
watched a documentary
about it
[VP1:105:<in.is](Ma)

desired

entertain
unfair
[VP2:183:>in.in] (Me)
acknowledge
wanted to change image
[VP2:142;169:<in.is]
(Me)

desired

acknowledge
didn’t want the
steelworks
[VP2:143:<in.is] (Me)
distance
wanted to stand at
Flagstaff Hill and only
look North
[VP2:145:<in.is](Me)

unsatisfied

monoglossic
it was unhealthy
[VP1:98:<in.is](Me)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

Visually

tenacity

unsatisfied

monoglossic
working class pride
limiting the city so much
[VP1:134:>in.is] (Me)

satisfied

pronounce
quite nice to see
[VP2:253:>in.is] (Me)

View of the
Steelworks

satisfied

Industrial
heritage

satisfied

entertain
quite nice
[VP2:731:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
nothing to be ashamed
of
[VP2:735:>in.is] (Me)
distance
nicer version of history
[VP1:177:>in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
its funny
[VP1:117:<in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
so revered
[VP1:117:>in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
its weird
[VP1:115:<in.is] (Me)
entertain
really torn
[VP1:119:>in.is] (Me)

tenacity

narrating
known

Council

reflecting

tenacity

endorse
steelworks dominate the
landscape
[VP1:172:>fo.sh](Re)
entertain
hanging on to the
vestiges of a steel city
heritage
[VP1:178:>fo.sh] (Re)
endorse
embracing city’s heritage
in architecture
[VP2:251:<in.is] (Ma)

Considering the
damage to the
environment and
community

Significant part of
Wollongong
history
Steeltown
heritage

unhappy

VP1
Residents

Compared to
indigenous
narrative for the
area

unhappy
normal
normal
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endorse
working class pride
[VP1:128:>fo.sh] (Re)
endorse
is more established
[VP1:158:>in.is] (Re)

For income

FUTURE

orientation

Wollongong

reflecting

Wollongong

Residents

normal

concede
depend on mining and
steel
[VP1:145:>in.is] (Ma)
distance
still very real and
current for them
[VP1:143:>in.is] (Re)
distance
very reluctant to move
on to something else
[VP1:147:>in.is] (Re)

Council

desired

desired

Working class
pride
Wollongong: Port
Kembla: The Steel
works

Always thought it
would be there
forever

The steelworks
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desired
capacity

entertain
cant see it being there for
life
[VP3:354:>in.is] (Be)
entertain
see it being there for the
next five years
[VP3:357:>qu.is] (Be)

pronounce
move from being
industrial to new
modern revitalisation
[VP1:173:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
move from being
industrial to new
modern revitalisation
[VP1:132:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
get past that attitude
[VP1:133:<in.is] (Me)

Coastal Identity
(appreciation)
TENSE
(Transitivity)

INTERVIEW
(Triptych)

LOCATION
(Transitivity)

PRESENT

orientating

Wollongong

CAUSE
(Transitivity)

MANNER
(Transitivity)

To enjoy the coast

PARTICPANT
(Transitivity)

INFLUENCING BEHAVIOURS
(Judgement)

Wollongong

normal

Commuters

normal

EMOTION
(Affect)

pronounce
historically small towns
along the coast
[VP2:61:>in.is] (Re)
concede
live down here
[VP2:299:>qu.is] (Ma)

VP2

happy

happy

Compared to
Sydney

narrating
known

Wollongong:
City Beach

Wollongong

capacity

Wollongong

capacity

endorse
offers swimming
[VP2:358:<in.is] (Re)
pronounce
has natural outdoor
activities
[VP1:295:>in.is] (Re)

satisfied

Disconnect
between beach
and city

unsatisfied
satisfied

health wise
Because of the beaches

satisfied

VP1

Cycle ways and
walkways

Wollongong:
Port Kembla

satisfied

Wollongong

normal

pronounce
is an active city
[VP2:374:>fo.sh] (Re)

satisfied

Port Kembla

satisfied

Bulli Beach

satisfied

Working Harbour
narrating
unknown

Wollongong:
Bulli
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endorse
like to socialise at the surf
club
[VP2:269:<in.in] (Me)
entertain
love the surf
[VP2:357:>in.in] (Me)
entertain
like
[VP2:358:<in.is] (Me)
concede
is a blessing
[VP2:300:>in.in] (Me)
entertain
favourite
[VP2:80:>in.in] (Me)
entertain
is disappointing
[VP2:676:>in.in] (Me)
monoglossic
really nice
[VP2:672:>in.is] (Me)
monoglossic
good
[VP2:675:<in.in] (Me)
entertain
is a city of gold
[VP3:336:>fo.sh] (Me)
monoglossic
look isn't it beautiful

[VP1:346:>in.in] (Me)

FUTURE

narrating
known

Wollongong:

Disconnect between
beach and CBD
On lunchbreaks

Wollongong
Beach

desired

Workers

desired
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monoglossic
it's so nice
[VP1:346:>in.is] (Me)
pronounce
could be integrated more
[VP2:682:<in.is] (Me)
endorse
could come to beach and
walk back up to the city
[VP2:685:<in.is] (Me)

Appendix 19 SFPMF interview protocols
This Appendix reminds the reader of the final interview protocols for the SFPMF as a result of
the design-apply-learn process. Appendix 19 is discussed in: Section 6.3.3.1

Orientating Interview Protocol
Interview: Orientating
Duration:
Objective: Understand participant experiences of the place they live and identify a known and
unknown location for the narrating interview.
Researcher directions
4. Pass participant map of Wollongong and ask them to draw a rough map of Wollongong,
identifying the northern and most southern towns, their home, the CBD, and any landmarks
of interest.
5. As an ice breaker, ask “how would you describe the place you live? [Why]”
6. Discuss the following items during the interview:
a. What are your favourite things about the place you live? [Why]
b. What are your least favourite things about the place you live? [Why]
c. Have you lived elsewhere? If so, how does it differ? What made you move here?
What has made you stay here?
d. Since living here, how many times have you moved houses? [Why]
e. What would you like the place you live to look like in 15-20 years?[Why?]
f. What would your typical week consist of?
7. Negotiate a known and unknown route for the narrating interview
a. For the proposed known route: How often have you travelled this route (frequency)?
When was the last time you travelled this route (regularity)? Have you heard about
any changes to the area (predictability)?
b. For the proposed unknown route: Have you ever travelled this route (frequency)?
When was the last time you travelled this route (regularity)? Do you have any
expectations of this area (predictability)?
8. Complete the Map Boundary Activity. Ask resident to draw the borders of the City of
Wollongong on the map (see Appendix 3)
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Narrating known Interview Protocol
Interview: Narrating known
Location: known location identified by the participant in orientating interview
Duration:
Objective: Walk through a known place with a GoPro video camera to capture the real-time
experience.
Participant Direction: “Please guide me along the route you usually walk here. As we walk along
could you please explain to me what you see and why you walk this way”
Researcher Direction: The participant needs to lead this interview and narrate their experience,
there should be little to no prompting from the researcher unless necessary or requested by the
participant.

Narrating unknown Interview Protocol
Interview: Narrating unknown
Location : unknown location identified by the participant in orientating interview
Duration:
Objective: Walk through an unknown place with a GoPro video camera to capture the real-time
experience.
Participant Direction: “As this is not a known place to you, please take which ever route you like.
Explain what you see and your thoughts as we walk".
Researcher Direction: The participant needs to lead this interview and narrate their experience,
there should be little to no prompting from the researcher unless necessary or requested by the
participant.

Reflecting Interview Protocol
Interview: Reflecting
Location:
Duration:
Objective: Reflect on conflicting and unclear identities, and reveal new identities.
Participant Direction: Explain the objective and process to participant prior to starting the first
clip. Play the clip, ask the participant to comment, then prompt further discussion using the
associated points noted in the protocol.

CLIP
1.
2.
3.
4.

Topic

Points to discuss
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Appendix 20 SFPMF analysis
This Appendix reminds the reader of the final Appraisal Analysis workflow for the SFPMF as a
result of the design-apply-learn process, as introduced in Chapter Four. Appendix 20 is discussed
in: Section 6.3.5.1.

STAGE 1

Attitude
analysis

Graduation
analysis

Engagement
analysis

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Reference
analysis

Transitivity
analysis

Create
System
Network

Iteration 3 data analysis stages
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Appendix 21 SFPMF speech function analysis
This Appendix reminds the reader of the final Speech Function Analysis workflow and summary
table as a result of the design-apply-learn process, as introduced in Chapter Four. In the
summary table, highlighted rows indicate additions to the coding of Eggins (2004) interaction
typology. Appendix 21 is discussed in: Section 6.3.5.4.

1
Identify
Interactions

2
Identify
Speaker

3
Categorise
Interaction

4
Identify
Receiver

5
Categorise
Response

6
Count and
Record

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(on transcript)

(in summary table)

Workflow for speech function analysis process

Speech function interaction structure summary
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004)
Interactions
Total #

Orientating
R

P

Question / Answer
Question / Disclaimer
Question
Statement / Response
Statement / Contradiction
Statement
Command / Compliance
Command / Refusal
Offer / Acceptance
Offer / Rejection
Environment / Statement
Video / Statement
*R= Researcher *P = Participant
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Narrating
R

P

Reflecting
R

P

